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Subject: Hof Connection Update #291
From: "Don Riverkamp" <river1940@sbcglobal.net>
Date: Wed, 9 May 2007 00:34:38 -0500
To: "hof assn secty" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>

Hof Connection Update #291
www.hofreunion.com
05/01/2007
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
* This Hof Connection Weekly Update is being sent out by Don Riverkamp, HRA President since our Secretary,
Jerry Mangas, and his wife, Pat, are on vacation. We welcome Jerry back next week. Don

Mid Atlantic Mini Reunion of Hofers
Monday, April 23rd, 2007
Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland
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The twenty attendees at the Mid Atlantic Mini Reunion pictured above are:
(L to R) - Chuck Garbers, Charles & Renate Mattice, Fr John Elledge, Mel &
Ilse Hamil, Hilde Middendorf, Fred Oldenburg, Jerry Middendorf, Phil Ruth,
Ray & Mary Szyperski, Joe Dernoga, Roger & Mary Lou Polk, Helen Toni,
Jerry Mangas, Pat Mangas, and Bill Toni. Rosalie Ruth is missing from photo.

SOME 2007 HRA RENO REUNION GENERAL INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS

FORMS FOR RENO REUNION: Misplaced your forms for the Reno Reunion ?? Please visit our HRA
Website, www.hofreunion.com and you will find them. Once into website, on the choices in left-hand
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column, click on 2007 REUNION . There, you can read about the reunion, view the tentative schedule of events,
AND also print the forms for your use. To print out Registration and Tour Forms, click on the BLUE entry,
Registration & Tour Forms. To print the Tee Shirt Order Form, click on the PURPLE entry, Tee Shirt Order
Form. While you are in the website, why not take a look at some of the pictures from previous reunions that our
members have had put in there for your viewing. Also visit and sign our Guestbook. We are looking forward to
another great reunion with our members, family, and guests. See you in RENO.

THINKING ABOUT ATTENDING THE 2007 RENO REUNION: Are you sitting at home trying to make up your
mind if you should attend this years' HRA Reunion in Reno, September 2nd - 7th ?? THINK NO MORE, make your
plans, fill out those HRA registration forms, and mail them today. Some people think that they will not know
anyone in attendance, some might think that they are too old and no one will remember them, some are thinking,
WOW, Reno is almost in California. The people attending the past HRA Reunions are the nicest, and friendliest
people you have ever been around. We seem to have that special closeness since we all were in that little,
wonderful community of Hof/Saale, Germany during our younger days. Every reunion that new members attend,
have had nothing but positive comments on the reunion, the people, and the fun that they had while in
attendance. You may go to the reunion knowing only a few people, but when you leave, you will know many, and
will be glad that you made the decision to make the trip. Don't miss out on this reunion, and gathering of friends,
relatives, guests, and fellow Hofers. Any questions about the 2007 Reunion, please email your HRA President, and
the 2007 Reno Reunion Coordinator, Don Riverkamp at river1940@sbcglobal.net and Don will answer them for
you. Hope to see you in RENO ! !

DESCRIPTION OF TOURS IN RENO TO HELP MEMBERS DECIDE ON PARTICIPATING

RENO/VIRGINIA CITY TOUR - TUESDAY, SEP 4, 2007:
Tour #1 departs the Eldorado Hotel at 7:45AM and returns to hotel at 12:45PM. We will
tour the University of Nevada, downtown Reno, the Reno Arch, Truckee River, Casinos,
and one Park(Photo Stop). Then onto South Reno residential areas, divorcee ranches,
estates in valley and along the way, another Photo Stop. We will then climb up Highway
341 to Virginia City, arriving around 10AM with a stop along the way at a photographic
lookout. We will have approximately two(2) hours in Virginia City to visit museums, one
mansion, and unique shops. We will drive by the museums and the one mansion, however,
if individuals want to actually visit them, there will be time during the two hours in
Virginia City. There is a minimum charge of around $3 per person which is not included
in the tour price to go inside the museums and/or mansion. Virginia City is considered
the Queen of the Comstock, the Richest Place on Earth, Sister City to San Francisco, the
city that that rebuilt San Francisco, financed the Civil War, brought Nevada into the
Union, and spawned a whole new world of mining millionaires. For 20 years, roughly
1860-1880, Virginia City was perhaps the most exciting city in the West. On "C" Street,
the main street, you can see a downtown rebuilt within months of the Great Fire of 1875
when Virginia City was at its height. Saloons and gambling halls are still there, many
with their original store fronts and interior fixtures. Other stores are now gift shops and
restaurants. If individuals want, a ride on the V & T Railroad (not included in price of
tour). Tickets for the train ride which takes you on a leisurely 35 minute round trip ride to
the historic station at Gold Hill and the conductor gives a narration of the many historic
sights you will view from the train. Tickets are approximately $6 for the round trip and
can be purchased at the departure location at Washington and "F" Streets. The buses
will depart Virginia City at "HIGH NOON" SHARP. *Note: Virginia City is at an
elevation of 6200', with cool mornings and warm midday. We advise participants to carry
bottled water with them because it is a Dry Climate.
LAKE TAHOE/EMERALD BAY/CARSON CITY TOUR - WEDNESDAY, SEP 5, 2007:
Tour #2 departs the Eldorado Hotel at 8AM and returns to hotel at 5PM. We will proceed
west on I80 through historic Truckee, California, see Squaw Valley, Donner Party
Memorial(photo stop), and arrive in Tahoe City at approximately 9:30AM. There we will
drive by Fanny Bridge, and the Gate Keeper's Museum(photo stop). We will then proceed
on the West Shore of Tahoe and at Emerald Bay Vista Point(photo stop). We will proceed
on to Stateline, South Lake Tahoe where you will have three(3) hours of free time for
lunch(Dutch Treat), shopping, gambling, or if you wish, take the Gondola Scenic Ride(not
included in tour price). The prices of the Gondola ride range from $15 to $24 depending
upon your age(Seniors are $22). We will depart South Lake Tahoe at approximately 3PM
(you will be given exact time when we arrive in S. Lake Tahoe), and then head to Carson
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City. In Carson City, we will sightsee the Historic District, and drive by the Governors
Mansion. We will return to Reno via Hwy 50 and 395 through the Washoe Valley. *Note:
Tahoe is also at an elevation of 6200', with cool mornings and warm midday. We again
advise participants to carry bottled water with them because of the Dry Climate.
ELDORADO COMPLIMENTARY AIRPORT SHUTTLE: The Eldorado Hotel/Casino has complimentary airport
shuttle transportation between the Reno Airport and it's property. The shuttle takes about 10-15 minutes from the
airport to the hotel, depending upon traffic. This free shuttle runs daily between 6 AM and Midnight. Between the
hours of 9 AM and 5 PM, the shuttle runs every half hour. The hours before 9 AM, and after 5 PM, the shuttle
runs at the top of the hour. ALSO, if you are driving to the reunion, the Eldorado Hotel/Casino provides
complimentary self-parking in their garage, and complimentary valet parking.

MEMBERS, FAMILY, AND FRIENDS PLANNING ON ATTENDING RENO REUNION
The "THEME" for the luncheon buffet on Tuesday afternoon, September 4th will be "The 50's and 60's". Casual
dress, 50's-60's dress, Hof Reunion Tee Shirts, or whatever one prefers to wear that afternoon. Besides the
Luncheon Buffet consisting of Garden Salad, Veggie Relish Tray, Marinated Tomato & Cucumber Salad, Fresh
Fruit Salad, Swiss Steak in Brew Brothers Beer Sauce, Breast of Chicken La Strada, Bratwurst & Sauerkraut,
Meat Ravioli with Sauce Boognese, Mushroom Ravioli with Porcini Creme Sauce, Fresh Mashed Potatoes, Sauteed
Garden Vegetables, Oven Fresh Breads and Rolls, and then desert choices of Homemade Apple Pie, Chocolate
Mousse Pie, Custard Pie w/Fruit, White Chocolate Cheese Cake with Raspberry Sauce, and Great American
Chocolate Cake; there will be Certificates of Appreciation awarded, Door Prizes, Possible Live or Silent Auction of
a few Member Donated Gifts, Entertainment, and Cash Bar for those wanting to indulge. Of course, there will be
free Eldorado regular, and decaffeinated coffee, water, and Iced Tea. We are hoping to have enough fun to keep us
going until around 6 PM, SO, be ready to have a good meal, a few drinks, lots of conversations, and loads of fun.

2007 RENO REUNION DOOR PRIZES: The Hof Reunion Association is loaded with talented members and
spouses, and we are looking for any items that can be presented as door prizes during our Tuesday afternoon,
September 4th, buffet luncheon and program. To donate a prize, just bring the item(s) with you to Reno.
HOWEVER, the door prize committee, Jerry Middendorf and Tom Mikloiche, would like a heads-up via email, a
telephone call, or snail mail, ahead of time, in order that they may add it to their list. The following is the
information on the committee members:
Jerry Middendorf
405 Forehand Court
Bel Air, MD 21015-2821

j.middendorf@comcast.net

Tom Mikloiche
400 Woodland Street
06042-2866

tmik@cox.net

410-879-9576

860-643-9004
Manchester, CT

CRUISE SURVEY RESULTS
RESULTS OF CRUISE SURVEY: In our 2007 January Hof Connection Newsletter, and notices in a few weekly
email updates, the following are the results of the survey to see if the executive board would look into a cruise for a
future Hof Reunion Association Reunion. Out of the over 700 active members in good standing, I received FIVE (5)
responses. Three(3) indicated that they would be interested, and the comments from the other two were as
follows: "Why not join the Navy and take a cruise in the Caribbean."
"Tends to be expensive thus excluding some who would otherwise participate." "On the water is not a part of our
service model." "Too many distractions." "Counter productive in building and maintaining the HRA community."
THEREFORE, we will not be looking into having one of our reunions on a cruise ship. We suggest that those
interested in "Cruising" get together & make a "Mini-Reunion" with friends and relatives.
Donald W. Riverkamp, HRA President
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE'S 60TH ANNIVERSARY
The United States Air Force kicked off celebration of their 60th Anniversary at the Rose Bowl Parade on New
Year's Day in Pasedena, California. On September 16, 1947, the USAF was established as a separate and equal
element of the United States Armed Forces. The fledging Air Force quickly established it's own identity. Army Air
Fields were renamed Air Force Bases, and personnel were soon being issued a new uniform. The "Brown Shoe
Days", were over. Organization remained pretty much the same, as the Strategic Air Command, Tactical Air
Command, and Air Defense Command, were still it's combat arms. The group organization, carried over from
World War II, remained in place.
During the spring, SAC Headquarters became ambitious, and began a large expansion. On July 1, 1947, seven new
Bomb Groups were activated at Andrews Field. That is, they were established on paper. There were not enough
aircraft and personnel for them to become operational. Only two of the groups received B-29's. On September 24,
1947, the 2nd Bomb Group moved to Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Arizona, and the 98th
Bombardment Group to Spokane, Washington. The other five groups were nothing more than "Paper Tigers".
They were the 44th, 90th, 303rd, 305th, and 306th. They remained at Andrews, unmanned and unequipped until
September 6, 1948 when they were deactivated. The only group to survive this fate was the 30th Bombardment
Group, which moved to MacDill in August of 1948.
"This is a milestone for the Air Force", General Therianos said. "We're embracing our past and our present, and
looking to an exciting future". For more information about the Air Force's anniversary commenmoration, and for
complete list of events, visit www.af.mil and select the 60th Anniversary Link.

WEBSITE PHOTOS REPLACED BY TOM MIKLOICHE: The pictures that disappeared from our Hof Reunion
Website due to clubphoto.com just closing their doors without notification, have been put into our HRA Website by
Thomas "MICK" Mikloiche and Barry Springsteen, our webmaster. When you are in our HRA website, Photos and
Links section, and then go to Member's Web Sites - Photo Album and then to NEW Photos By - "THOMAS 'MICK'
MIKLOICHE" Thank You Tom and Barry.

ASSISTANCE NEEDED BY ALL MEMBERS OF HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION
The Hof Reunion Association needs the assistance of all members to ensure that we keep our records and HRA
Master Roster up to date. PLEASE, anytime that you change mailing addresses, phone numbers, and/or EMAIL
addresses, the association adjutant and secretary need to know. Please email any changes in status to the
following email addresses anytime you have a change. Thanking you in advance.
HRA Adjutant, Joe Kessler hofreunion@adelphia.net
HRA Secretary, Jerry Mangas hofreunion@dejazzd.net

PERSONNEL WEEKLY UPDATE
CHANGE OF EMAIL OR TELEPHONE CORRECTIONS
Name

Old E-Mail Address

Hennessey, Tom
Learned, Richard

New E-Mail Address

thennessey@buckey-express.com
rflearned@earthlink.net

thennessey@bex.com
rflearned@bellsouth.net

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
Name

Roster

Elledge, Fr John
Hodgson, Tom

Name
Roster
Lisowe, Charles
H

CD

Dues
2007
2007

Email Address
frjn33@comcast.net
carolynh@insightbb.com

NEW MEMBER
Year
Address
City
State
EMail
2007
420 Livingston - Hillman
MI
None
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DONATIONS
Elledge, Fr John
Murch, Walter

$5.00
$34.00

END OF HOF CONNECTION WEEKLY UPDATE #291
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Subject: Re: Hof Connection Update 292
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Tue, 08 May 2007 23:38:39 -0400
To: Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>

Hof Connection Update #292
www.hofreunion.com
05.09.2007

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

From the Board of Directors....
MOTHERS' DAY - SUNDAY - MAY 13, 2007
The Hof Reunion Association Executive Board, and all the male members of the
association wish to extend the best wishes and a very HAPPY MOTHERS' DAY to all the
spouses, fiancées, girlfriends, and widows this coming Mothers' Day. Have a wonderful
day with family, relatives, and friends.

Just what is Hof Reunion?
We have been described variously as an Operations Group, or a Döbra Organization, or
strictly guys from the 60's, or perhaps just people that hung out at the Blick or Jake's.
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Actually these descriptions are all true. We are and have been all of those things and
more. If you happened to only see a particular three of our updates, you might think we
are just a Fow Vay group.
But we are what you are. We are from the 40's and 50's and 60's and 70's and today and
yesterday. And tomorrow.
If there is an era or a group or a unit that you think is under-reported or not mentioned
or often enough before please speak up.
A couple of areas that we are light on detail would be the early and mid 50's and the
times after the base was returned to the Luftwaffe. We also don't know a lot about life
on the Kaserne during and immediately after WW II. If you experienced those days,
please share it.
There are stories still to be told, and more stories to be retold. Some of our members
have contributed quite a bit. Some a little. It is all welcome! Material comes from
everywhere. Pics are valuable, recollections also. And one of the beautiful things about
remembering is that the more you look back, the more you remember.
Some of us can really turn a phrase. I think the most memorable came from George
Arnstein. a non-member, part of the 76 Cav, (mechanized) a passer-by in the story of
Hof, with this melancholy phrase as he described the dichotomy of the War's
approaching end in June of 1945...
"Frauleins with soft voices and beer like tiger sweat.. Foxholes one night and soft beds
the next"
I personally don't have the power of the keyboard to write like that, but several of you
do, and you are always invited to contribute your thoughts and words to the group.
Those of you that do not wield a keyboard with that kind of flair are also invited to
contribute. It is YOUR words and thoughts and remembrances that are the stuff that
makes this group function so well.
And we would also encourage you to attend a Reunion or two. Unless you are a
complete introvert you will meet some amazing people. Men and women that came out
of the same Cold War period of history that you did. They went on to other things in
other places and other times just like you did. You may have known them then, you may
not. But it doesn't matter. All of us are Hofer's and we welcome those spouses, friends
and relatives that did not share first hand in our experience.
Jerry Mangas
Secretary

Gary Dempsey...
The Historian of the Group is back on active duty after an extended leave of absence
and would like to encourage you to visit the Hof Reunion Time line on his website:
http://www.thedempseyarchives.com/hofairstation.htm and send him your info if you
would like to contribute to garyd@thedempseyarchives.com !

Father John Ellidge forwards....

Enlisted Thunderbirds visit Air Force widows
by Jodi L. Jordan
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Air Force Enlisted Village

SHALIMAR, Fla. (AFRNS) -- Enlisted Airmen who maintain the F-16 Fighting Falcon jets
flown by Thunderbird pilots often work behind the scenes while crowds enjoy the air
demonstration team’s shows. Recently, the enlisted Thunderbirds and a very special
group of admirers made a personal connection – not at an air show but because of an
air show cancellation.
The Sunshine State was not living up to its name April 14. Impending severe weather
caused officials at nearby Eglin Air Force Base to cancel a much-anticipated air show,
including the Thunderbirds’ performance, set for that day. Faced with some unexpected
and unusual free time, more than 20 enlisted members of the team made a surprise visit
to Hawthorn House, the Air Force Enlisted Village’s assisted-living residence for widows
of retired enlisted Airmen. Hawthorn House residents learned of the visit less than an
hour before the Airmen were to arrive.
Anxious women gathered in the building’s foyer, peering out the glass doors, each
trying to be the first to see the team members. “Are they here yet?” asked one resident
as she leaned on her walker. “Is that them?” asked another from her motorized
wheelchair, when she saw a van pass.
Soon the Airmen arrived, sharply dressed in their signature blue flight suits.
Handshakes turned to hugs as the team went around the room, kneeling to talk to
residents who could not stand, posing for pictures and signing Thunderbirds programs
the Airmen had brought as gifts.
“I just want to thank you all so much for what you do,” said Dian Haynes, a Hawthorn
House resident, as she embraced one young airman. “I just love you all for it.”
The visit was the result of a dinner the night before between Senior Master Sgt. Frank
Dailey, who works at nearby Hurlburt Field, and Senior Master Sgt. Kevin Webster, the
line chief for the Thunderbirds. Sergeants Dailey and Webster were classmates at the
Senior Noncommissioned Officer Academy, and the friends had decided to have dinner
together the night before the air show. The team had been given tours of many of the
facilities on Eglin, but they were not scheduled to see the Air Force Enlisted Village, one
of the four official charities of the Air Force.
“I told Kevin he had to go see it,” Sergeant Dailey said. “The ladies who live at the
enlisted village are our national treasures. They had to keep the families going in a time
when it was very tough to be an Air Force wife, while their husbands were serving our
country. They deserve our utmost respect and admiration for what they gave to the Air
Force, too.”
Sergeant Dailey, a long-time supporter of the AFEV, insisted that he and Sergeant
Webster drive by the campus that night so that the team would know how to find the
place if the anticipated severe weather caused a cancellation the next day. When that
scenario unfolded April 14, Sergeant Webster called Sergeant Dailey, and they set up the
visit with the staff of the AFEV.
“I guess the good Lord just wanted those guys to visit the ladies,” Sergeant Dailey said.
Besides visiting with residents, the Airmen received a briefing on the mission of the
AFEV.
“This place is your heritage. We need your help to get the word out about the Air Force
Enlisted Village,” said Glenn Yost, Hawthorn House administrator. “There are people in
the Air Force today who have no idea that we exist. We’re there to provide a home for
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all enlisted surviving spouses. We can also help active-duty spouses if their sponsor
dies, and we can take the dependent parents of active-duty [Airmen] and retirees.”
None of the Thunderbirds’ jets flew that day, but the team still dazzled their audience.
And this time, the Airmen left just as amazed as the people in the crowd.
“I think the most significant thing for me and for many of the guys who made the visit
was the opportunity to see where our donations are going,” said Staff Sgt. Kristi
Machado, an aerial photographer with the Thunderbirds. “Throughout our Air Force
career, we’re asked to donate to different organizations, and we do. But getting to see
the facility and meet the people who are supported by those donations was a wonderful
thing.”
Following the April 15 air show, Sergeants Webster and Machado, and another group of
enlisted team members, returned to the Hawthorn House for one more visit. They
brought with them three signed Thunderbirds lithographs for each of the AFEV’s three
locations, and more than $800 that the Airmen had raised overnight to donate to the
enlisted village.
“You really touched our hearts during our visit yesterday,” Sergeant Webster told a
group of residents. “This donation represents our appreciation for you and what you’ve
done.”
For more information on the Air Force Enlisted Village, visit its Web site at
www.afenlistedwidows.org or call (800) 258-1413.

The Air Force Enlisted Village is supported by various groups and individuals including
the Hof Reunion Association as a part of our charter and Constitution.

Air Show....
If you booked your tickets right away you could just make it to the Air Show at
Hof/Plauen Airport in Hof on the 19th and 20th of May. Food will be by
Imbiss-Pabstmann. Can you smell the bratwurst... again?
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from www.hof.de

Tom Mikloiche redid most of his photo albums and placed them on his website. Would
you please let the membership know with the next update that the photos have been
redone and can be viewed by going to:
HRA Website www.hofreunion.com
Links Page
Member's Web Sites - Photo Album
Photos By - THOMAS "MICK" MIKLOICHE

Thanks
Barry Springsteen - Webmeister

And another aerial base/site pic... from the later
60's
available in a 2 meg format download for the asking,
photo by Goerge Bennett
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And the Cryptodude tells another one....

While making some calls to potential HRO members, I decided to call my
old friend and fellow crypto dude, Phil Parks. A few years ago he was
strongly against associating himself with anything Air Force.
I got him on the first try and we swapped a few stories and this time, he
was quite interested. He brought up two Captain Glover (aka Ralph, now
days) stories. This was in the pre-disneyword days.
Story #1 is not funny, but it gives you an idea of what kind of guy
Colonel Glover is , oops, I mean Ralph. I kind of remember this, but
can't picture any details.
It seems that Phil and I were WALKING the muddy road from the Kasserne to
the Ops site, when Ralph pulled up in his blue Mercedes. He asked us to
hop in. One of us, probably Phil said," sir, we can't do that we are all
muddy".
Ralph shouted, "Airmen! Get into this car now and that is a direct
order".
So we did but I don't know how his wife enjoyed the aroma as we had
already walked though fields that the "honey buckets" had passed over'

Story #2 is kind of funny and I remember it as clearly as if I was
watching it on DVD right now. It involved Ralph but mostly Lt. Norvell
and myself. I'll save it for next week.
It was a good mini-reunion at Aberdeen -
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LIST OF RENO REGISTRATIONS
AS OF MAY 6TH, 2007
PEGGY ADAMS, BOB & SALLY ALEKSON, CHUCK BABCOCK,
FREDDY & HELGA BALES,
JIM & GERT BERRY, RUTHIE
BLUMENSTEIN & GUEST DON COSTELLO, ROBERT & CHRISTA
BROCK, LARRY & SHERRY CANN, DALLAS & SUE CHURCHILL,
BILL & MARCIA COMBS, CARL & BARBARA DAVINO, JIM &
ELISABETH DERBY, ALOIS & ROSIE DIETZ, TONY & JOAN
DONOFRIO, GEORGE & CHRISTA FAHRBACH, AL & MARY
FREDDIE, ROGER & ELFRIEDA GENTILINI, PAUL GENUNG,
RALPH & JOAN GLOVER, MEL & ILSE HAMILL, CARMEN
HARDMAN, NORM & NORMA HEGGIE, BARRY & CARMEN
HIBBARD, NORMAN & URSULA HINES, ROBERT & HANNA
HOERATH, DAN & SON RICK HOLDEN, JIM & PAT HOLLOWAY,
BENNIE & SOPHYE HOPPER, JOE & RENATE HUNT, NED &
BARBARA IMBODEN, BETTY JUNG, KEN & GAY KIELBANIA,
GREG & SANDY KRCMA, BOB & RUTH LIVESEY, JERRY & PAT
MANGAS, JIM MCGOVERN, JERRY & HILDE MIDDENDORF &
GUESTS LISBETH SEIGFRIED & KAETHE URBAN, TOM & INGA
MIKLOICHE, BARBARA MOLLAHAN & GUEST PATRICK
MOLLOHAN, ERNIE MORIN, JOHN & ANNI MOTHERWAY,
WALTER & SHIRLEY MURCH, STEVE & DONNA MURPHREY,
PHIL & JO MURRAY, DAVID & KARIN NATALIE, CLAUDE &
SUSANNE NIEBUHR, MARVIN NORRIS, WADE & PHYLLIS
NOTTINGHAM, DICK & EVI OBIDINSKI & GUEST HEIDI POUCH,
FRED OLDENBURG, JOHN & AGGIE PACE, PETE & MARGIT
PAYNE, PHYLLIS MCKEAG PHIPPS, BERNIE PIEPER, HEIDE &
LARRY PRINCE, ROSIE & GARY QUEEN, DEAN REED, DON
RIVERKAMP, JERRY & GUDRUN ROBINSON, LOU & FERN
ROCHA, LEO & ILSE ROOT, E.T. & VERA ROW, PHIL & ROSALIE
RUTH, DANNY & BRIGITTE SANDIFER, PATRICIA
SCHIERMEISTER, BRENT & LINDA SCOTT, BOB & LILO
SHERWOOD, WALT & GINNY SHIFFLETT, CHARLES SHOCKLEY,
BOB & CHRISTA SIKES, JACK SINAGRA & GUEST JEAN JACKSON,
GRANT & DONA SORENSON, CLAUDE & MYRTLE SPICER AND
GUESTS, TED & BRENDA JONES, BARRY & SUE SPRINGSTEEN,
JAY STEGER, STU & MARCEY STURDEVANT, DEAN & SHIRLEY
THOMPSON, RAY & JO THOMPSON, WALT & MARGOT TRIBBLE,
ROBERT & MAGGIE TROJANOWSKI, BILL & EDIE WARD, ART &
KARIN WEATHERWALKS , JOHN & LOTTIE WILLIAMS, LINDA
WILLIAMS, CHUCK & MONIKA WILSON, AND RIP & JEANNIE
YARNALL.
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Personnel Update #292

off base....
but not really if you have ever wondered at the incredible skill of some of our military
drill teams...
>From Youtube, The Old Guard, with fixed bayonets:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dxTBK7jI1s
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hofreunion@dejazzd.com
_______________________________________________

More on Reno and things Eldorado....

1 of 7
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Dancing Queen - A Celebration of the '70's!
June 29 - November 4, 2007
This show will be in the beautiful Eldorado Showroom during our
Hof Reunion. It is a fantastic fast paced show celebrating the
timeless hits of the 70's, featuring a dynamic cast of 20 singers and
dancers. "Dancing Queen" is scheduled to perform each evening at
7 PM. The showroom is dark on Mondays which means NO show on
Mondays, therefore the best nights during our stay would be on
Sunday, Tuesday and/or Wednesday evening. The showroom is
intimate, theater style seating with comfortable, cushy seats and
great viewing from every location. This show is guaranteed to add
just a little something special during your stay at the Eldorado.
** NOTE: Further information on cost and how to purchase tickets
will be in a future Hof Connection Weekly Update for those
members wishing to see this show during the reunion.

RENO REGISTRATIONS: This past week, eleven(11) more have
registered for our 2007 Reno Reunion. The members registering
were: CAROLE & DEBRA BARRON, JOE & BRIGITTE
FITZGERALD AND GUEST CAROL NICHOLSON, TOM &
BETH HENNESSEY, PAUL HOLMGREN, JOHN & CAROL
SCHOLL, AND JOEY TRUJILLO. This brings our total of
registered personnel to 171 as of May 13th, 2007. Next week's
weekly Hof Connection Update will contain the up to date registered
list of personnel for everyone's review. Fill out your registration
forms today, and come join us in Reno.
________________________________________________________________________

An interesting bit of revisionist history?
Sounds like the old days!
"Warsaw Pact saved the world from nuclear world war"
"Many tend to demonize the Warsaw Pact nowadays claiming that
it cast evil shadow over “the free world.” However, the Pact became
the only possible response against the aggressive actions of the then
US administration when its efforts resulted in Western Germany’s
incorporation in NATO. The union, chaired by the USSR, allowed to
keep the fragile balance in the world"..
from, believe it or not... Today's Pravda. (5/15/07)! Whoda guessed!
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http://english.pravda.ru/world/europe/15-05-2007/91511-warsaw_pact-0

_________________________________________________________________________

And another tale from the Crypt (odude)...
Ok Ladies and Gents, Dammen und Herren, here is the other
Ralph Glover
story. I remember this one very clearly, but I am not sure of the
exact
details that led up to it.
It seems that we were in some kind of crisis, but I don't know which
one.
I always knew when we were in a crisis as I would receive a gun
belt and
a .45. Along with that came a single magazine with 7 or 8 bullets so
I
could help hold off the Russian horde.
What I really didn't know and never understood is why it takes a
Lieutenant to hook up two EE8 field telephones to a pair of wires.
Lt.
Norvell produced the phones and decided this was HIS project. He
put one
on the workbench back in the crypto room, hooked up the pair of
wires,
and disappeared with a big roll of field wire in his hand. I THINK
the
other end was the radio relay detachment just a couple hundred
yards down
the road. You remember them, the quonset hut with the single
antenna
tower. You might have mistaken it for an auto repair shop because
all
they did was work on their cars and rarely wore a uniform.
In case you can't picture an EE8, it a briefcase sized device with a
handset on one side and a crank on the other. I had never seen one
but I
had seen some TV shows where out on the farm, one would crank
the hell
out of the phone to ring the operator to patch you over to Aunt
Mabel. As
a radio "HAM" in high school, I realized that the crank turned a
magneto.
It was necessary to generate the high voltage necessary to travel
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down
many miles of wire and ring the bell. It was not necessary for the
voice
conversation. I would say about 150 volts of pulsating DC is about
average. (Enough voltage to drive nightcrawlers right out of the
ground! Ed)
Sorry about all the background, but here comes the good part, as if
you
highly intelligent readers haven't figured it out. I came walking
into
the Comm Center, not knowing anything about this deal. I see the
phone
sitting on the table, walk over to it and give the crank several really
good turns. A couple of people looked at me and I said, "I've got to
call
Aunt Mabel to see how the crop is doing". That didn't get much of a
laugh
and that was about the end of it.
Maybe an hour later Captain Glover (sorry RG, this is history being
reported) entered the crypto room and that was rare. He didn't have
on his
"happy face" and that was also rare. He said something like,
"Everybody listen
up. Who cranked the field phone?". I said, "I said, oh that was
me,sir,
I was trying to call Aunt Mabel in Kansas'.
Well, RG put on his "happy face" and almost doubled with laughter
and
when he could finally speak, he said, "Well, you damn near killed
my
Lieutenant".
I never did hear about that incident directly from Lt. Norvell. It
seems
at that precise moment in time, the Lieutenant was on the other
end of
the wire with them in his mouth trying to strip the plastic
insulation
off with his teeth.
That's All Folks- JoeD - May 2007
_____________________________________________________________

Warm enough for you?
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Just to take you back a bit to Olden Times....

photo by Wayne Bennett
and a couple more to follow!
_______________________________

Happenings in Hof.... from www.hof.de

geofora - trade show and
conference for Drill Rig
Technology, Well drilling and
Geothermics

Under the leadership of figawa a 3-day trade
fair will be held from the 12th to the 14th of September, 2007 for Drill Rig
Technology, Well drilling and Geothermics with an associated professional
conference in Hof. With this figawa has taken up an initiative with wide
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approval. The chief mayor of the city Hof, Dr. Harald Fichtner, as well as
the State Office for Watermanagement support the project considerably. In
addition, numerous associations and organisations have joined the venture
as mentors. In the area of water production, Drill Rig Technology, Well
drilling as well as the Geothermics figawa wants to build up a lasting forum,
which can also etablish itself internationally.

Drill Rig technology.... Hof? Things do
change!
And you will be delighted to know that Kathrin Kupfner is the new
Asparagus Queen in Oberfranken!
What happened to Bier? ed.

__________________________________________

Remember....
remembering the words of SSgt David C. Corner (-1),
"Kid, these are the best days of your life!".....
and ya know what???? He wasn't far from being absolutly right.
Chet Zaremba
_______________________________________

A bit of Reunion History...
The first advertised Hof Reunion was organized in 1996. The
reunion was open to anybody that had ever been assigned to the Hof
Kaserne or Doebraberg and was advertised in the V.F.W. &
American Legion Magazines. Leon & Dotty Weston and Mike
and Barbara Jean Buttell organized the reunion. (Leon, A
former 606th Commander and Dotty had been a teacher at the
dependent school. Mike was a former USAF Officer and B.J. had
also been a teacher.) The primary motivation for the reunion was to
welcome a group of Hofer's that had worked with the USAF in Hof.
The Hofer's were led by Helga Lange, Erika Thuemling, Anna
Mueller, HannsKarl Ritter, Erich Rohleder, Helga
Wuerdinger, and a few others.
______________________________________________
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The Personnel Update from the Adjutant

And an after-the-fact email correction... Proper (new) email address
for Helga Haese is helga.haese@eur.army.mil .

Off Base...
And a message appropos of Mother's Day from an anonymous
member who obiously needed to make points?
A teacher wrote:
"A woman without her man is nothing "
on the chalkboard and asked his students
to punctuate it correctly.
All of the males in the class wrote:
" A woman, without her man, is nothing."
All the females in the class wrote:
" A woman: without her, man is nothing."
Punctuation is powerful.
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Subject: Hof Connection Update 294
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 23 May 2007 00:35:47 -0400
To: Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>, philm_hra@attwb.net, mhartjes@bellsouth.net,
gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil, palaven6614@yahoo.com, johnd_2713@yahoo.com

Hof Connection Update #294
www.hofreunion.com
05/23/07

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Kudos....
To Joe D.,
Hollywood couldn't have set that up better! I would have had to have been there [on station],
when RG was a Cpt, and Lt Norvell was an eager young 1st Lt, as I remember! Only at the 6915th
could timing like that take place!
To Chet Z,
He was right! Some of the best years of our lives!
Miles (Mickey) Nelson
'61-'64
And from Dirke Vallo
good crypto dude story and outstanding snow picture...
and another prize photo (he refers to the Würstman pic in the add-on update correction)
getting me hungry again...!
Dirke

You can find Hof Reunion T-Shirts in the strangest places. Where has yours been lately?

5/30/2007 1:01 PM
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photo by Pat Mangas

007 COMMEMORATIVE RENO TEE SHIRTS
The pictures below are of the front and back of the Reno Reunion Tee Shirts for purchase
for those wishing to order them. To order your shirts, please fill out the order form that was in the
2007 January Newsletter, or go to our Hof Website, www.hofreunion.com and print out the form.
If you can not access either of the above, please email Don Riverkamp at river1940@sbcglobal.net
and he will email you a form. Mail the completed form to our adjutant: HOF Reunion Association,
6855 S. River Rd, Geneva, OH 44041-9348.
NOTE: * The shirts will be available at the reunion in September 2007 in Reno.
** Those NOT attending the reunion must add $4 per shirt to cover packaging
and mailing expenses. These will be mailed after the reunion.
*** Price of shirts are $8 for S, M, L, and XL AND $10 for 2XL and 3XL.
**** Cut-off date for ordering shirts is JULY 1ST, 2007
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Front above
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And the back!

Hof Redux...
In a side discussion with Margot Rowe about her returning to Hof for a cup of coffee and a bite of
Torte, (I suggested the Teddy Bear Museum for starters, good pastry there) and she asnwered with
the following:
"I have a feeling I wont recognize my hometown - so much has happened since the border went
away. Hof was the end of the world even in 1982 - last time I was home. I never heard of the
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Teddy Baer Museum, is the Rathaus still the same?"
"My memories are the big bands at the Theresienstein, Sunday afternoon dances at the Silber
Spindel, Harry James at the Freiheitshalle and of course, the Wuerstla Mann".
"Hof was a place my Mother wanted me to leave. Funny, how I wasn't the only one to now
remember it with fondness."
"Having found the Hof Renioun Association is one of the nicest things that happened to me in a long
time."
Regards
Margot
Margot has contributed another series of door prizes for Reno. Her hand madequilt at Nashville was
a major acution piece!
And no, except for fresh paint, the Rathaus still looks pretty much the same, but the new paint is
quite an improvement. But those who have returned can say with certianly that except for the
border and the 5K zone which are long gone now, most of the old is still very much there, but
considerably prettier than it might have been in our days. If you squinch your eye down till
everything looks a little fuzzy, you will know right whre you are. Personally, except for missing
Korn's in Oberkotzau, I kind of like it. ed.

And look at this... the Hof2007 Airshow!

Air Show Hof2007
Talk about a "flyover"!
that would have lit the red lights and sounded the klaxon horn for sure!

-from www.frankenpost.de

And hoping for the best...
Hi Don,
Ken Putman will be having surgery for Bladder Cancer on May 24, 2007. It is located in the upper
part of the Uter and can only be done with surgery, it cannot be treated with Chemo or Radiation.
He had to get his cariologist's OK before the surgery, which is a three hour long procedure.
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We would appreciate prayers that this goes well and he recoups quickly.
We will keep you informed as to how things went.
Kay Putman via Don Riverkamp

A test of dexterity and balance...
And not to be outdone by the Dispensary staff whooping it up a couple of issues ago, it can now be
told that the 6915th Radio Maintenence crew were just as sedate and well behaved as the medics.
These guys look entirely too bright eyed to be on a bleed night exercise!

Festing at the Freiheitshalle
with Radio Maintenance
Photo by Bob Oden
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And once more down the D-berg hill!
by Wayne Bennett
Dirke Vallo has forwarded a variety of interesting links: one of which lead to a new assignement
for Helga Haese, currently assigned to Grafenwöhr, I believe.
I wish we had known about this website before Hof2006!

http://www.franconiabeerguide.com/

It is now Helga's assigned duty to examine every listing there with the help of any other Hofers she
can enlst, taste every beer mentioned
and visit every braürei, obtain samples enough for 200 and bring them all to
Reno2007!

Helga responded:
Guten Morgen!
I quickly checked this web site, and for sure, I did not know
about it! I know there are plenty of small breweries, at least one in every
village and more in the towns, etc... and we have tasted quite a few
already, but I did not know that such a concentrated guide existed. I will
continue tasting, and will dink one on your health!
Greetings.....Helga

Hmmmmmm and I was really hoping for those samples!
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2007 RENO REUNION HOTEL RESERVATIONS:
Eldorado Hotel Room Reservations can be made starting immediately and ending Friday, August
3rd, 2007. Make your room reservations by calling 1-800-648-5966. It is very important when
making your reservations that you reference the association's group block, Hof Reunion, as well as,
our special group code JHOF907 to ensure the proper rates and accomodations are assigned. The
rates for Deluxe Accommodations (Sunday thru Thursday) are $49.99 plus tax and a Resort Fee
charge of $3 per night. The room rate for these same rooms for Friday and Saturday night are
$119.99. Remember, the hotel does not accept Saturday night only prior arrivals. The
accommodations are based on single and double occupancy. A $10 nightly charge, per person, will
apply should more than two persons occupy a room. Breakfast IS NOT included in this price. Any
questions on this or any part of the reunion, please contact me at 512-258-4894 OR email me at
river1940@sbcglobal.net . Thanking you in advance.
Don Riverkamp, President and Reno Reunion Coordinator
LIST OF RENO REGISTRATIONS
AS OF MAY 20TH, 2007
PEGGY ADAMS, BOB & SALLY ALEKSON, CHUCK BABCOCK, FREDDY & HELGA
BALES,
CAROLE BARRON & DEBRA BARRON, JIM & GERT BERRY, RUTHIE
BLUMENSTEIN & GUEST DON COSTELLO, ROBERT & CHRISTA BROCK, LARRY &
SHERRY CANN, DALLAS & SUE CHURCHILL, BILL & MARCIA COMBS, CARL & BARBARA
DAVINO, JIM & ELISABETH DERBY, ALOIS & ROSIE DIETZ, TONY & JOAN DONOFRIO,
GEORGE & CHRISTA FAHRBACH, JOE & BRIGITTE FITZGERALD AND GUEST CAROL
NICHOLSON, AL & MARY FREDDIE, ROGER & ELFRIEDA GENTILINI, PAUL GENUNG,
RALPH & JOAN GLOVER, RUEBEN GREEN,
MEL & ILSE HAMILL, CARMEN
HARDMAN, NORM & NORMA HEGGIE, TOM & BETH HENNESSEY, BARRY & CARMEN
HIBBARD, NORMAN & URSULA HINES, ROBERT & HANNA HOERATH, DAN & SON RICK
HOLDEN, KEN HOLLEY, JIM & PAT HOLLOWAY, PAUL HOLMGREN, BENNIE & SOPHYE
HOPPER, JOE & RENATE HUNT, NED & BARBARA IMBODEN, BETTY JUNG, KEN & GAY
KIELBANIA, GREG & SANDY KRCMA, BOB & RUTH LIVESEY, JERRY & PAT MANGAS,
JIM MCGOVERN, JERRY & HILDE MIDDENDORF & GUESTS LISBETH SEIGFRIED &
KAETHE URBAN, TOM & INGA MIKLOICHE, BARBARA MOLLAHAN & GUEST PATRICK
MOLLOHAN, ERNIE MORIN, JOHN & ANNI MOTHERWAY, WALTER & SHIRLEY
MURCH, STEVE & DONNA MURPHREY, PHIL & JO MURRAY, DAVID & KARIN NATALIE,
CLAUDE & SUSANNE NIEBUHR, MARVIN NORRIS, WADE & PHYLLIS NOTTINGHAM,
DICK & EVI OBIDINSKI & GUEST HEIDI POUCH, FRED OLDENBURG, JOHN & AGGIE
PACE, PETE & MARGIT PAYNE, PHYLLIS MCKEAG PHIPPS, BERNIE PIEPER, HEIDE &
LARRY PRINCE, ROSIE & GARY QUEEN, DEAN REED, DON RIVERKAMP, JERRY &
GUDRUN ROBINSON, LOU & FERN ROCHA, LEO & ILSE ROOT, E.T. & VERA ROW, PHIL
& ROSALIE RUTH, DANNY & BRIGITTE SANDIFER, PATRICIA SCHIERMEISTER, JOHN
& CAROL SCHOLL, BRENT & LINDA SCOTT, BOB & LILO SHERWOOD, WALT & GINNY
SHIFFLETT, CHARLES SHOCKLEY, BOB & CHRISTA SIKES, JACK SINAGRA & GUEST
JEAN JACKSON, GRANT & DONA SORENSON, CLAUDE & MYRTLE SPICER AND GUESTS,
TED & BRENDA JONES, BARRY & SUE SPRINGSTEEN, JAY STEGER, STU & MARCEY
STURDEVANT, DEAN & SHIRLEY THOMPSON, RAY & JO THOMPSON, WALT & MARGOT
TRIBBLE, ROBERT & MAGGIE TROJANOWSKI, JOEY TRUJILLO, BILL & EDIE WARD,
ART & KARIN WEATHERWALKS , JOHN WIBLE, JOHN & LOTTIE WILLIAMS, LINDA
WILLIAMS, CHUCK & MONIKA WILSON, AND RIP & JEANNIE YARNALL.

If your name should be posted above and is not or if we have mis-spelled it, please
check directly with Don at river1940@sbcglobal.net

Hi Jerry,
This is Dr. Kreuzer's daughter, Heidi... we met in Germany last year. The e-mail updates for my
dad come to my e-mail address, and I print them out for him -- so I also get the privilege of reading
all the e-mail updates! Thanks for the great mailings... I enjoy all the trivia and history even though
I'm just an "indirect" Hof Reunion member...
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Anyway, I just have a comment on the great punctuation joke at the end of update #293... who
said it was a MALE teacher?!
Hahahaha... I couldn't resist!
Cheers,
--Heidi

And the personnel roster for week #294

Off Base.....
For those of you who are "Num3ers" fans and caught last weeks show and wondered as I did about
the several lines of poetry at the end of the story...

They came from "The Old Huntsman and other Poems" by Siegfried Sassoon, a much decorated
British officer in WW I, The lines were from the very last stanza of the poem "The Death Bed":
And there was silence in the summer night;
Silence and safety; and the veils of sleep.
Then, far away, the thudding of the guns.
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Subject: Hof Connection Update #295 long!
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 30 May 2007 10:29:05 -0400
To: Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>, William Okerlund <bboker@sbcglobal.net>,
gerogeweathers@yahoo.com, philm_hra@attwb.net, mhartjes@bellsouth.net,
gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil, palaven6614@yahoo.com, John Dorsch <johnd_2713@yahoo.com>,
mshp741r@yahoo.com, johnd_2713@yahoo.com

Hof Connection Update #295
www.hofreunion.com
05.30.2007

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Memorial Day 2007
A Tomb of an Unknown Soldier that few know or have ever heard about...
In Washington Square in Philadelphia
Not far from Independence Hall and Constitution Square
In an area where thousands of unknowns, British and American, were buried.
Victims of War, Winter and Pestilence during the Revolutionary War.
In their memory and in memory of all who came after and have given so much.
Thank you.
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The Independence and Liberty you possess
are the work of joint councils and joint efforts.
Of common dangers, sufferings
and success.
George Washington's Farewell Address
September 17th, 1976

Update on Ken Putman's surgery........
Ken Putman Update: Kay Putman called on Memorial Day afternoon, and informed me that the
surgery on Thursday, 5/24, to remove cancer from Ken's bladder was successful. The surgery
lasted 2 hours and 50 minutes and all the cancer was removed. Kay brought Ken home
Memorial Day morning and he is resting at home. Kay would like to "Thank" everyone for their
prayers for Ken's surgery and recovery.
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Doctors told him "no golf" for 2 months.
Via Don Riverkamp

2007 RENO REUNION HOTEL RESERVATIONS:
Eldorado Hotel Room Reservations can be made starting immediately and ending Friday, August
3rd, 2007. Make your room reservations by calling 1-800-648-5966. It is very important when
making your reservations that you reference the association's group block, Hof Reunion, as well
as, our special group code JHOF907 to ensure the proper rates and accommodations are
assigned. The rates for Deluxe Accommodations (Sunday thru Thursday) are $49.99 plus tax
and a Resort Fee charge of $3 per night. The room rate for these same rooms for Friday and
Saturday night are $119.99. Remember, the hotel does not accept Saturday night only prior
arrivals. The accommodations are based on single and double occupancy. A $10 nightly
charge, per person, will apply should more than two persons occupy a room. Breakfast IS NOT
included in this price. Any questions on this or any part of the reunion, please contact me at
512-258-4894 OR email me at river1940@sbcglobal.net . Thanking you in advance.
REGISTRATION FOR 2007 RENO REUNION
Just a reminder for all members, family members, and/or guests planning on attending the
2007 Hof Reunion in Reno, September 2-7th that the deadline for registration is July 1st, 2007.
After July 1st and until August 1st, a $25 surcharge, per person, will apply to the registration,
therefore, costing $100.00 per person. SO, if you are planning on attending the reunion, please
think about getting your registration form in before July 1st, 2007, and thereby saving the late
registration fee charge. Thanking you in advance, and sure hope to see you in Reno.
Sincerely, Donald W. Riverkamp, HRA President
The forms are available on the Hof Website, www.hofreunion.com. Once at the website's home
page, just click on 2007 Reunion.

Don Riverkamp, President and Reno Reunion Coordinator

Ed Chase wrote:
Thanks for the great updates. I would really like to attend the reunion
in Reno, but I'm afraid not too many of us "old guys" who were in the
6912th, Det 2, 6910th, Det 5 or the early 6915th will be in attendance.
Many of the photos and articles I see are of a much more modern time, and
not of the "Jamesway" hut, pre fab building and individually standing
antennas of my experience, They probably even had running water and flush
toilets later on! No more "Water Buffalo" trailer and trusty "two holer."
Any old troops goosing to attend? Give me a shout at edluch@charter.net.
Danke Schoen. Ed Chase

I wrote back that I would be delighted to have him write up a bit of history for us "later" troops
and would appreciate any information or pictures that he wanted to pass along. Ed followed up
with:
Yes, I'd be glad to share some stuff from 57-60 with
anyone. Don't have many pictures, but great memories and a fair
recollection of names and faces and especially of events, both real and
imagined., What a place and what a collection of unforgettable characters!
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We were such a small unit, out on the fringes as it were, that we were
pretty much out of the reach of the long arm of the law, which resulted in
more fun than most humans should be allowed to have. But, mission was
always first, and I'm proud of all of the guys who contributed to lit.

And then...
Here's a brief history of the R/D department,
beginning in January of 57, when I arrived there. Myself and Joe "Buns"
Caldwell came in together after an 11 hour ride on a cold train from
Frankfurt. Arrived in Hof about midnight. Finally got hold of the Kaserne
and a six-by came to pick us up, I think that Dewey Tweed or "Speedy" Devers
was the driver. Got to the barracks and some of the troops immediately
introduced us to Escorial at the shambles of a club on base. In true Air
Force fashion, no one knew what the hell we were doing there, not even a
position set up for us to operate. We had gone through ditty bop school at
Keesler, Non Morse at March AFB and specialized training at NSA and the
Naval Station at Cheltenham, Maryland. We worked for about 3 months in R/D as
general gofers for a Mr. Batson a techrep from I think Bendix, or whoever
put up the big "bedsprings" antenna. Eventually, we got set up and were
joined by S/Sgt Walcher, our NCOIC who was later replaced by M/SGT Paul
Zacker, a true legend. Later, we had Major Moore as OIC of the R/D section.
We were initially lin Jamesway huts. Bob Burgess,Bob Scura and Ray Blackburn
eventually joined us as did Charley Farris. I was assigned to Baker Flight
and the Ops NCOIC was T/Sgt Martinez, a great troop. Our first stop upon
arriving in Deutsch land was in Bingen, since we were Det. 2 of the 6912th
RSM at that time. We had a hell of a time getting out of there, as Bingen
was short of Ditty chasers and some jerk of a Captain thought he could keep
us there. I think my first CO was Lt. Goodweather and the acting first shirt
was a S/Sgt Morgan. Later, M/Sgt Vitch came on board as first shirt and
Major Yogan as CO. He was eventually replaced by Major Miller, after the
infamous border incident. Except for support troops, we were the first OPS
types who weren't 203s or comms to come to Hof. This is just a blurb for
now, but maybe it will jog some memories from some of the older Hofers who
cut a swath through "The Blick", Moms and the Erika Bar.
Warm regards,
Ed Chase

And from Margot Rowe...
Pictures from the "end of the world"
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Art Sturgill (l) and Ronnie Rowe (r)
At the wrong edge of the 5K zone near Tiefengrün north of Hof/Saale
after the wall was "hardened".

The political sentiments of the chickens are unknown.
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Just above the chicken and in front of the Wall you can see the remains of the bridge over the
Saale that the Vopos blew out.
The buildings in the background are possibly the old tannery in Hirschberg, mentioned often in
border tours.
Pictures by Margot Rowe.
Margot has quite a story to tell about this area. Her father drove a milk truck in th border region
and before the zone was totally closed off, he would often pick up refugees that had made it
thru the mine fields and the wire and bring them to the Rathaus in Hof where they would be
given new "papers" and set up for travel and living arrangements. He was also known for
tossing copies of the local newspapers over the fence so the Grepos could read them. Once the
Wall was closed off and fortified, that practice ended. Very few made it out after that and few
papers got in. .

More from Margot next week...

And can anybody identify this guy? Supposed to have been a member of the 6915th. No other
info available.

And another early Hofer member heard from...
Don--Sorry but didn't realize there was dues--Your Hof connection just came to me some time
ago--out of nowhere????--But am sending dues--maybe just to find out if there is anyone out
there who was in Hof way back from May 1945 to March 1946, after the war ended [they
surrender] on May 8th 1945--that's the day we stormed the beach in La Harve, France. They
must've heard we were coming?--So was in army of occupation for 11 months in Hof--I am 86
yrs. now & 50 years ago is a long time, but still remember some things about being in Hof--so it
would be interesting to know if there is any one out there also at that timeSo I will checkthe Hof roster--THANKS
Bill Okerlund
bboker@sbcglobal.net
17390 Crest Hill Dr. #226
Brookfield, Wis. 53045
[262] 790-6727

Reno2007
5/30/2007 1:00 PM
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If Andy Brads recovers from his hip replacement in time for Reno2007 he promises that he will
try to make it and once again hold forth as auctioneer for the door prizes.
And while mentioning door prizes, I HAVE to present you with Joe Hunt's effort! Note the
detail, right down to the coffee mug!
Joe writes:
Hi y'all. I believe I noticed in one of the updates you had requested any potential donations for
door prizes. I proceeded to carve the character depicted in the attached photos. If y'all think it
would be appropriate, I would be pleased to offer this guy to the cause. He may be a little
specific for the group, I made him from my own dim memories of that era (60-64) and my only
experience was in the 6915th RSM context. I know there are a lot of members of the reunion
group from other units. Anyhow, the character depicts a typical language specialist on a typical
midnight shift during a typical winter. Nothing much happening. Lemme know, and if you all
think it will work I will bring it along. Approximate size of the character is about 11 inches and
the whole piece comes apart for packing.
Regards
Joe Hunt

I complimented Joe on his work and asked if that was "old site", what trick and also asked if
he were up for mass production and received the following answer:
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Thanks. I had a good time whittling that guy out. Amazing the details that kept popping up in
my mind as I worked on the thing. Had a real stagger down memory lane. Definitely old site.
I never got to see the inside of the new one, I had turned in my getting hitched papers and got
debriefed before operations moved over there.
Yeah, I was a Charlie trick guy (green hats) but I thought the Able trick color would work best
as a contrast on this piece. If you guys agree that it will be ok to give the guy away as a door
prize, I'll probably put in a little hat rack with the other three color hats hanging on it. If by any
chance some of the guys might want to order one of their own, I can handle that also given
time (it takes me about a week to do one of these characters), also in different poses (forward
crashing, etc) and different hats. I mostly do sports figures, e.g., golfers, baseball players, etc
for the characters I do and I generally get about $85 plus shipping for one of this approximate
size. I could probably work out a Cold War Veterans Special deal for this guy however.
Look forward to seeing all you troops in September.
Joe

Joe also wrote awhile back:
Sorry the coin idea didn't make the cut, sounded like a pretty neat idea. Have you guys ever
considered getting a Hof Reunion beer mug made up and offered for sale? A mug might be
more relevant to some of the troops and clearly has obvious practical application! I for one
would definitely be a buyer and would frequently put it to good use.
Comments?

And a Georgia Mini-Reunion....
Courtesy of John Dorsch, who caught these underage refugees from a "Have your seen me"
Walmart Wall, Mit Bayrischer Pilsner Bier im Hand!
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If you remember...
Gary and Nettie Heath, 6915th Operations, lived in Lipperts, you might like to send a get well
card along to their roster address. Nettie is currently recovering from open heart surgery.
Pat Mangas

And the Weekly update from Joe Kessler...
is not available. A formal update will follow next week.
In the meantime....
Ken Miller's email is changed to kf5mk@yahoo.com ,
new address, richardhays@fairpoint.net
New Find... in chatroom today, George Weathers (shown missing on master
roster) left a message. His email address is
georgeweathers@yahoo.com
DON
Richard Ohare has changed his email addy from onagle@mindspring.com to
onagle1@verizon.net
Peg Capps Newman is changing her addy from celt9@aol.com to
AandLCreations@aol.com
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Off Base....
Jerry:
Loved the stanza (The Silence of a Summer Night...Off Base in #294) by
Sasoon. Have you read Wilfred Owen, one of the greatest of war poets, killed in
WWI?
Ed Carchia

Go, Trabi, Go!
East Germany's Darling Car Turns 50
http://newsletter.dw-world.de/re?l=evv7jvIf6k86pI1
Looking like a cross between a golf cart and an amusement park
bumper car, the Trabant -- a sluggish two-cylinder vehicle from
East Germany -- was arguably the most venerated object of desire
behind the Iron Curtain.
>From Dirke Vallo...

Also a bit off base!

How many World War I veterans are left?
The Department of Veterans Affairs is seeking help determining how many World
War I veterans are alive in the United States. As of mid-April. the number stood at four.
To qualify as a World War I veteran, a person must have been on active duty between
April 6, 1917, and Nov. 11,1918. VA is also looking for surviving Americans who
served in the armed forces of allied nations. Information can be e-mailed to
ww1@va.gov, faxed to (202) 273-6702, or mailed to the Office of Public Affairs, VA
(80), 810 Vermont Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20420.

Via Jerry Middendorf
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Subject: hof connection update 296
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 06 Jun 2007 10:41:04 -0400
To: philm_hra@attwb.net, mhartjes@bellsouth.net, gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil,
palaven6614@yahoo.com, johnd_2713@yahoo.com, mshp741r@yahoo.com

Hof Connection Update 296
www.hofreunion.com
06/06/2007

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Blasts from the past, and confusion...
This past weekend I wandered thru a flea market and saw a Life Magazine featuring what looked like
a GI in a Constabulary uniform on the cover, yellow scarf, shiny helmet line and all... with a sub-title
of "A report on the US Occupation of Germany".
Figuring at a minimum that Ed Carchia would be interested in what they had to say, along with
others, I bought the magazine. What had originally cost 15 cents and issue now cost $3.00.
It was an interesting read thru the pages, with tobacco ads and whiskey ads, ads from companies
well known today like BF Goodrich, Chapstick and Vicks and companies long gone like Crosley
(The auto maker) and many ads for Nylons and fabrics. Commentary on "the low moral tone" of a
Selznik movie (Duel in the Sun) and an ad for traveling by Pullman railroad cars. Articles on
Japanese Sumo wrestlers, Mexican peasants traveling 50 miles with 300 pound loads doing the
"coyote ewalk", an article on how Lincoln dressed, debutantes, a skiers wedding, elections in Poland
and finally the Occupation.
The Polish article was complete with pictures of the national election in Poland in early 1947 and the
writer seemed to be shocked at how blatantly this election was "rigged" by the Communist-Socialist
Party (the party in power) and that "the government, maintaining that it was guarding against a
'Fascist underground' by means of such election day pressures" as "applied by the Communist
Party" was that "it's adherents openly display their ballots as they dropped them into ballot boxes and
those that refused were considered opposisionists". The article further mentioned the protests of the
US and Great Britain about the lack of a free election but "The USSR, seemingly satisfied,m stayed
silent."
What sort of astounded me here, looking back thru 50 plus years of hindsight is that the word
"communist" was mentioned only twice in this article.
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This ommision or deliberate ignoring of fact led into the article on the Occupation which covered
several areas: One was that Occupation troops really had it good, with "eggs from Denmark, and
oranges from the US" and a variety of pictures of Lt Leo Hinkley's wife posing prettily and enjoying
"all the comforts of home except central heating" on her housing allowance of 75$ a month. She had
to heat their apartment with soft coal! The German side of things was portrayed as being grim with
people gathering potatoes that had fallen from an Army truck in an accident and a daily diet of about
1500 calories, of de-Nazification and trails, of the slow rebuilding efforts in the US and Brit zones
(reparations had stopped at this point in these two zones, but the French and the Russians
continued to pull manufacturing facilities out of the country). There is editorial complaining about the
Yalta agreement "secretly foisted on the world", about the failure to solve the problem of the "zone's
567,281" displaced persons" and the rowdyism of the undisciplined 18 year olds (in the
Constabulary) with their inexperienced officers. They do allow that roads and bridges had been
rebuilt, the rail, postal and telegraph services have been restored and that manufacturing was back
to 30% of prewar levels. They mention that culture is thriving, as well as VD among the Army and
that life for the Germans "is a grim battle with cold and hunger". And a cartoon showing that Hell was
closed because of the coal shortage (Coal, up till that winter had been exported to build the German
monetary base.)
There was acknowledgment in a sidebar by John Kennth Galbraith that the US was seeking to
neutralize but not ruin the German state and to keep it peaceful and neutral, both major concerns
and to re-unite Germany into a single national community with reasonable borders. Galbraith does
make it clear that there would be "the inevitably difficult adjustments between Russian and the West
10 pages of the difficulty of reviving, restoring and running Germany with commentary by a
renowned economist and not a single mention of the word "Communism" or the Iron Curtain. And an
evident editorial non-fraternization policy since there was no German input at all, other than pictorial.
And I checked: Churchill's famous "Iron Curtain" speech had been delivered 11 months before this
edition of Life. Apparently Life Magazine missed that speech at Westminster College in Fulton
Missourian?
//Picture for Life Magazine by Walter Sanders//
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Captioned: "The gap between the US and the Russian zones is makrked by this unrepaired bridge
across the Saale River. The two German policemen are in the US zone".
That "gap" lasted better than 40 years!

Re the Georgia mini-reunion in #295:
1: I noticed that John Dorsch, conveniently, has no glass in his hand although he has the biggest
grin.
2: This was the beginning of the reunion (hadn't started on the Weihanstephaner or Burgerbrau yet)
3: Think we're actually drinking the Kulmbacher that CA provided.
A good time was had by all, including wives!
Len Montie... (on the right in that picture, CA Russell in the middle and John Dorsch on the
left)

And a delayed piece from Helga Haese...
from 1973

If a message like this shows up in your in-box...
Hi there!
Please join me for a chat. All you have to do is follow this link:
http://www.chatzy.com/goto.cgi?795543625854,your email address

DON
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here,o3xds
----This is an invitation to a chatroom at Chatzy.com. It was sent to you
from one of our users. Please DO NOT reply; replies will not reach the
person who sent this. In case you don't want to receive these email
invitations, please change your Chatzy preferences here:
http://www.chatzy.com/goto.cgi?user.htm,hofreunion@dejazzd.com,o3xds

In this case, Don Riverkamp was trying to get me onto the chat room and
was hoping that I was currently on line and reading my mail, which I was.
Click the link in your email message (the one above will NOT work for
you) and the link will take you right to the chat room, where quite
often, good people await your presence!

Any one else having this problem with Road Runner...
I have a problem with sending large emails. I should have hit new
message instead of
reply. Whatever the problem is, modem, RAM, etc., when I send a large
file, it appears to stay in my outbox and the computer just keeps
resending (many times). I'll watch that in the future.
Regards,
Charlie Farris
Also from Charlie...
Hello Jerry,
I tend to agree with Ed Chase on the Reno Reunion. Us old timers were few indeed. However, I
have sent
him an email saying I would go (schedule permitting) if he goes. Let's see what happens.
Hope all is well and thank you for your service to this fine organization.
Charlie Farris
Hof 58-60
The Board of Directors would like to encourage any and all, of any time
frame and or unit to participate in the REunion Festivites. If you would
like a data sort of the roster by years assigned to Hof to help you
identify others, let me know and I will hook you up with anybody else
from that period.
Jerry Mangas
Secretary

RENO BUS TOUR INFORMATION...
The buses are getting pretty full for the bus tours scheduled during our
reunion in September.
This information is as of Sunday, June 3rd, 2007 for persons whom have
not registered already.
Tour #1 for Reno and Virginia City has only 21 Seats Available - First
come, first serve. After
buses are at capacity, a waiting list will be established by date arrived
at association office. As
in the past, we will try to accomodate those on waiting list, and if
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numbers justify another bus.
Tour #2 for Lake Tahoe, Emerald Bay and Carson City has 38 Seats
Available - First come, first
serve. After buses for Tour #2 are at capacity, a waiting list will be
established by date arrived
at association office. As in the past, we will try to accomodate those
on waiting list, and if numbers
justify another bus.
Please be reminded that when registering, include the money for the tour
and/or tours that you
wish to go on. The association, as in the past, will always try to meet
the members choice, and
for some reason, if the numbers do not justify another bus, a refund will
be given to you.
Don Riverkamp, HRA President and Reunion Coordinator

Going to the Irish Festival next month... In Hof?
In Hof!
Just where else would you expect to find an Irish Festival in the summer? In Illinois?
Here's your map to the Maxplatz! Right by the Fernweh Park (zoom in close and check the detail
visible!
http://maps.google.com/?q=Mxplatz,+95028+Hof,+Germany&sllP.322299,11.919737&sspn=0.004987,0.009978&ie=UTF8&z
and the website: http://www.irish-folk-festival.de/
The Shanahans, Mike and Connie, will buy you a Bier if they get to HOf. (They manage the
yeary Celtic Festival in Carbondale, IL. Complete with very good beer and great hospitality!)

Got this email
from Tom and Monika Nickerson Saturday afternoon. Hey, we may have a National Steel Tip
Dart Champion in our association come sometime in August 2007. See below...... DON

To: Don Riverkamp
Sent: Saturday, June 02, 2007 4:44 PM
Subject: HRA Reunion in Reno
Hi Don,
Thanks for writing. We won't be able to make the reunion this year. Our schedule is too tight. We
will be in California in late June to early July. Later, 24 July until 16 Aug we will be traveling back to
WV for my 50 year reunion. A reunion in Maryland and then to a National Steel Tip Dart
Tournament in Stamford, Ct. Monika Qualified for this Tournament by winning the Regional
Championship. Her 2nd in a row. The entry fee is paid by region 2-5 as part of winning the
regional. Hard to get to Nationals. Then back to shoot at another regional. Then we will be in
Casper for another Dart Tournament. (*Casper is the same time as the HOF reunion). Then we are
scheduled to be in Chicago on the 14th of September . This makes it almost impossible to make
Reno.
Thanks again, enjoy yourself. Tell everyone hello.
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Tom and Monika

2007 RENO REUNION HOTEL RESERVATIONS:
Eldorado Hotel Room Reservations can be made at anytime, however, guaranteed prices and rooms
end Friday, August 3rd, 2007. Make your room reservations by calling 1-800-648-5966. It is very
important when making your reservations that you reference the association's group block, Hof
Reunion, as well as, our special group code JHOF907 to ensure the proper rates and accomodations
are assigned. The rates for Deluxe Accommodations (Sunday thru Thursday) are $49.99 plus tax
and a Resort Fee charge of $3 per night. The room rate for these same rooms for Friday and
Saturday night are $119.99. Remember, the hotel does not accept Saturday night only prior arrivals.
The accommodations are based on single and double occupancy. A $10 nightly charge, per person,
will apply should more than two persons occupy a room. Breakfast IS NOT included in this price.
Any questions on this or any part of the reunion, please contact me at 512-258-4894 OR email me at
river1940@sbcglobal.net . Thanking you in advance.
Also
Our Executive Board Advisor, Mr. Jim Riggin has stepped up to the plate as the cleanup hitter. Jim
will be the Coordinator of the Hospitality Rooms in Reno and will be assisted by Dick Obidinski &
Phil Murray. Of course, Jim will be looking for plenty of volunteers to work some shifts in hospitality
room.

Don Riverkamp, President and Reno Reunion Coordinator

Who was...
(we) think that mystery person in the newsletter 295
was Bob Scura.
Dirk Vallo And Ed Chase

And this?
Hi Jerry,
Recieved my update 295 this afternoon and found it interesting in as much as three
of my fellow airmen were mentioned. Ed Chase, Bob Scura, and Dewey Tweed
were in Hof during my tenure (3-57 thru 6-60). I am still in touch with all three,
but not on a too frequent basis. I was shocked when I saw Bob Scura's name,
however when screening down, there he was and you were asking for identity.
Bob got to Hof about a year (as I recall) after I did, and for some time we were
room mates with Chuck Miller, Ron Roth, and others. Bob doesn't have e-mail, and
I plan to send him the entire update. Could you tell me who sent in the picture? He
would probably like to know.
Keep up the good work. I enjoy updates weekly. Will probably see you in
Charleston next year.

Billl Houck
But the source of the picture says that name rings no bells!

If you pulled KP in Hof during the earliy sixties....
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You probably knew these guys....

Richard and Johann...
Pic by Margot Rowe

Hi Joe (Dernoga),
I was on Able Flight as a -E at Hof from January 1965 until July 1968. In the spring of 1965, I was
selected for a two-week TDY assignment with the Army Security Agency (ASA) which turned into a
six-month tour. I returned to Hof in late fall, and repeated another six-month TDY with the ASA in
1966. It was like a six-month vacation from the Air Force both years because I lived with a German
family in Koezting in 1966 and worked out of a van on top of the Hoherbogen Mountain overlooking
Czechoslovakia. The first year, Jerry Stanfield and Gerald (Mac) McClure, both -E's, were with
me. The second year, Phil Meitzger and R.B. Williams, went with me, and we lived in the
Silberbauer gasthaus located in Rimbach at the foot of the Hoherbogen Mountain range. I would
have returned for a third tour with the ASA in 1968, but my four years in the Air Force was up in
July 1968. I took an overseas discharge and traveled to Spain and England before returning home
and starting college in September 1967.
It was extremely interesting and remunerative duty.
I'm interested in buying both the small and large SS patches if you have any left.
Roger Preslar
Roger was asking about a source Joe had found for USAFSS patches, smaller and larger which
follows:
Just to let you know, the small (USAFSS) patches (hat size) are $4.00
and the larger patches (jacket size) are $5.00. Please include $1.00 per order to help
with postage, handling etc. Personal check is fine and may be mailed to:
John Miller
2030 Jerry Ln
Crestview FL 32536
I have, courtesy of Joe, several of these patches. They are the correct color (dark blue, not light
blue) and nicely made.
Jerry

Forwarded by Chuck Wilson...
“Our new Airman’s Creed is the only one that has been officially recognized as our Air Force Creed,”
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said CMSAF Rodney J. McKinley. “We now have one creed for all Airmen that recognizes our past,
present, future, and our warrior ethos.”
“As the youngest of America's five services, our battle traditions are just a hundred years old,”
explained General Moseley. “Nevertheless, we are heirs to a proud heritage. The Airman Warrior
tradition was built by heroic visionaries and practitioners -- such as Mitchell, Arnold, Chennault,
Doolittle, LeMay, and Schriever -- who charged us to believe in and advocate the value of air power
for the nation.
“They left us a spirit that fosters initiative, innovation, and forward thinking,” said the general. “They
left us an institutional belief in leading by example, from the front, and assuming the full measure of
risk and responsibility. They left us a heritage of valor, honor, service and sacrifice. This legacy -the contrails they left behind -- defines who we are, shapes what we do, and sets the vector for our
future. We stand on the shoulders of giants.”
General Moseley believes the new Airmen’ Creed “memorable and hard-hitting lines articulate” the
Air Force’s fundamental beliefs and captures “the essence of our warfighting ethos.”

The Airman’s Creed
I am an American Airman.
I am a warrior.
I have answered my nation’s call.
I am an American Airman.
My mission is to fly, fight, and win.
I am faithful to a proud heritage,
A tradition of honor,
And a legacy of valor.
I am an American Airman,
Guardian of freedom and justice,
My nation’s sword and shield,
Its sentry and avenger.
I defend my country with my life.
I am an American Airman:
Wingman, leader, warrior.
I will never leave an Airman behind,
I will never falter,
And I will not fail.

>From Stu Sturdevant...
Hello Everyone,
This is the latest update I received from Susan Holloway on Bill's condition. It also contains his
telephone numbers for you to say "Hey". As Susan asked, please keep them both in your prayers
and send him an email or two to keep him informed that we are thinking about him. Will type atcha
later.
STU & MARCEY
-----Original Message----From: Bill Holloway [mailto:bnsholloway@hotmail.com]
Subject: RE: FW: bill up date
Hi,
THanks for the email. I will take it to Bill. He does have a phone 352 265-0098. But his cell might
be the best since he has his computer hooked up to the phone jack. Cell 352 317-2408. He had a
good day today and said he feels better. His appetite is coming back. He was taken outside to day
for the first time and really en joyed it. Keep up the prayers for a heart transplant soon.
Susan Holloway
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What those old pictures mean to some....
Wow, I was so very surprised today to see a picture of the old Tannery in the "update 295". This
Tannery was the subject of many conversations in my home since it was owned by my great
grandfather. My Grandma's Maiden name was Pest and this Tannery belonged to her Dad.
Right after the War my Mom would go to the Tannery before the Border was cemented and the
Bridge was blown up. When I was a little older we would go to the blown up Bridge and see if any
of the Family on my Moms side would go there Sunday afternoon and we waved at them, but, we
also knew they could not waive back. This was almost "Eerie" when I spotted that picture.
Rose Marie Queen
And another from Margot, just for Rose...

Upcoming Newsletter
Phil Murry has just sent out the upcoming biyearly newsletter assignments. But... if you have
something to offer that you would like all the members, both on and off email, to receive please
submit it to Phil at his roster email or snail mail address.

And a pic from the Hof Reunion Website...
We have not asked for possible ID's before... the NCO Wives Club, at Döbraberg, between 1963-66.
Any names? This picture can be enlarged bu it is quite grainy. Still.... if it would help...?
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Personnel updates #295 and #296 from the Adjutant...
>From #295
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>From #296

Off Base....
Comes under Public Service annoucements...
For you flat-landers, coastal people and anybody who sees extreme weather in their area and I
think that covers just about everybody....
If you have high speed and would like UP_TO_THE_MINUTE doppler radar reports for your
location (no time delay) go to
http://www.weatherunderground.com/radar/map.asp
Check the white X nearest you which will then give you a shot of the current Doppler picture in your
area.
In the section labled "Radar Control" change the following settings:
"Animate" to 6, "Clutter" to hide, "Storms" to 10, "Rain/Snow" to show and "Lightning" to show
(which may not work in all areas of the country but is impressive when it does! You can also draw a
cropping box around your locall area which will enlage that section.
There are many many other settings you can look at, but I find that I have a much better idea of
just when I have to un-plug everything and head for the cellar with this site running on my machine
here. .
And not off base at all
, go to http://www.weatherunderground.com/global/stations/10685.html
which will give you a total weather picture of the Hof area, in English and just loaded with juicy
Hofersich weather details.
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Subject: Hof Connection Update 297
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 13 Jun 2007 11:24:58 -0400
To: Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>, everettsharp@aol.com, philm_hra@attwb.net, mhartjes@bellsouth.net,
gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil, palaven6614@yahoo.com, johnd_2713@yahoo.com,
mshp741r@yahoo.com

Hof Connection Update 297
www.hofreunion.com

06/13/2007
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
My apology for the extreme width of the last update that some saw. I THINK the
cause was the method I used to insert Helga's piece on Dobraberg. Time will tell.
I won't do it that way again, for sure! Ed.
Next week I will re-do the master e-mailing list. If you discover that your updates
are NOT arriving by Wednesday afternoon, please respond to
hofreunion@dejazzd.com and we will correct the problem asap.
And a general reminder: All submissions to the Bi-Yearly Hof Reunion Newsletter
have to be in to Phil Murray by Friday of this week! The e-address to use is:
philm_hra@attwb.net

Letters.... We get Letters...
We get stacks and stacks... Well.... One anyway. A real stamp and paper letter
from Erminio Martinez whose computer is down at the moment and waiting for
repair:
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Erminio writes:
In Hof Connection 295 I'd like to say that that was a wonderful, patriotic reminder
for Memorial Day that you had at the beginning. (The Unknown Soldier Memorial
in Washington Square in Philly).
It was great reading the names of a few rather early Hofer airmen serving with the
6915th RSM around 1960, as provided by my friend, Ed Chase. Of course, anyone
from that time would remember Dewey Tweed, Sgt Vitch, Major Yogan and
Major Miller. And Merle Walcher... well he is not only remembered but perhaps
still admired for the fine, upright young man he was then and the fine gentleman
he still is in his community of South Haven, Kansas. He and I still visit at least
once a year. His family and mine remained good friends. One other fine young
man not mentioned was Jim Blee, who worked in the orderly room. He, Merle
Walcher and I car-pooled from family quarters in Bayreuth. Then there was that
aggressive, hard-working Ennis who was instrumental in starting college courses
there, including my Spanish Class.
And the stories that we could tell about events that happened at the site back
then, the "phenomenal" Stromberg Carlson" antenna which started as a
"disappointment's", Baker Flight and the Hof Police catching the Soviet
photographer taking pics of the antennas, hearing Spanish on the radios and only
the "old Sarge" understood..
Ed (Chase): If we can get 2 or 3 more from our time to attend this years reunion,
maybe we can all go. Merle Walcher and Jo, his wife have been somewhat sick
and aren't traveling too much anymore . But maybe, eh? Thanks for remembering
me!
Erminio J. Martinez
517-B Old National Rd
Las Vegas, New Mexico, 87791 (NM not NV ed.)

Hi Jerry,
Received my update 295 this afternoon and found it interesting in as much as
three of my fellow airmen were mentioned. Ed Chase, Bob Scura, and Dewey
Tweed were in Hof during my tenure (3-57 thru 6-60). I am still in touch with all
three, but not on a too frequent basis. I was shocked when I saw Bob Scura's
name, however when screening down, there he was and you were asking for
identity. Bob got to Hof about a year (as I recall) after I did, and for some time
we were room mates with Chuck Miller, Ron Roth, and others. Bob doesn't
have e-mail, and I plan to send him the entire update. Could you tell me who sent
in the picture? He would probably like to know.

Keep up the good work. I enjoy the updates weekly. Will probably see you in
Charleston next year.
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Bill Houck
((Margot Rowe forwarded the picture you all identified as Bob Scura. She said the
name "rang no bells" but that you guys certainly could be right!))

Slightly off base but perhaps of interest?
I had passed this site on to a small group of members and from the reaction,
thought that perhaps many of you, German speakers or not, might be interested.
The name of the site says it all, I think. I am not quite sure how the authors
gained access to all these sites, particularly the insides of some of the more
esoteric structures... but they did and the pics (and descriptions in German) are
here to view...

http://www.lostplaces.de/cms/

Geez!!
What a fantastic site.......wish my German was a little better, but what pictures.
There is even a list of all the Cold War Czech airfields, some of which I had not
thought about for the last 40 years. As soon as I saw "Zatec" it brought back a
ton of memories. Thanks.....KEEP ME IN THE LOOP !
Chet Zaremba

And for all of you that did a Tour or Two in Turkey ( I know! Bad bad play on
2-T... ), you might find this link site interesting...
http://www.merhabaturkey.com/index2.html with links to just about every
base/station/det there... Some of these guys have better stories than even I do.
ed.

NAME TAGS IN RENO:
Just a reminder to all members, spouses, family, friends, and guests attending the
Hof Reunion in Reno. When you check in at the HRA registration tables on
Monday, September 3rd, one of the things you will find in your package is a Hof
Reunion Name Tag. This Name Tag must be worn during all association activities
during the reunion - While in the Hospitality Suites, the General Membership
Meeting on Monday afternoon,Tours on Tuesday and Wednesday, Tuesday's
Luncheon Buffet, and Thursday's Semi Formal Banquet. Without your Name Tags
during these activities, you will be asked to go get it and wear it, or will not be
allowed to attend these activities. Thanking you all in attendance for your full
cooperation on this matter.
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SOME 2007 HRA RENO REUNION GENERAL INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS

FORMS FOR RENO REUNION:
Misplaced your forms for the Reno Reunion ?? Please visit our HRA Website,
www.hofreunion.com and you will find them. Once into website, on the choices in
left-hand column, click on 2007 REUNION . There, you can read about the
reunion, view the tentative schedule of events, AND also print the forms for your
use. To print out Registration and Tour Forms, click on the BLUE entry,
Registration & Tour Forms. To print the Tee Shirt Order Form, click on the
PURPLE entry, Tee Shirt Order Form. While you are in the website, why not take
a look at some of the pictures from previous reunions that our members have had
put in there for your viewing. Also visit and sign our Guest book. We are looking
forward to another great reunion with our members, family, and guests. See you
in RENO.

THINKING ABOUT ATTENDING THE 2007 RENO REUNION:
Are you sitting at home trying to make up your mind if you should attend this
years' HRA Reunion in Reno, September 2nd - 7th ?? THINK NO MORE, make
your plans, fill out those HRA registration forms, and mail them today. Some
people think that they will not know anyone in attendance, some might think that
they are too old and no one will remember them, some are thinking, WOW, Reno
is almost in California. The people attending the past HRA Reunions are the
nicest, and friendliest people you have ever been around. We seem to have that
special closeness since we all were in that little, wonderful community of
Hof/Saale, Germany during our younger days. Every reunion that new members
attend, have had nothing but positive comments on the reunion, the people, and
the fun that they had while in attendance. You may go to the reunion knowing
only a few people, but when you leave, you will know many, and will be glad that
you made the decision to make the trip. Don't miss out on this reunion, and
gathering of friends, relatives, guests, and fellow Hofers. Any questions about the
2007 Reunion, please email your HRA President, and the 2007 Reno Reunion
Coordinator, Don Riverkamp at river1940@sbcglobal.net and Don will answer
them for you. Hope to see you in RENO ! !
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And the latest list from the Reunion Capo:
LIST OF RENO REGISTRATIONS
AS OF JUNE 10th, 2007
PEGGY ADAMS, BOB & SALLY ALEKSON, CHUCK BABCOCK, FREDDY & HELGA
BALES, CAROLE & DEBRA BARRON, JIM & GERT BERRY, RUTHIE BLUMENSTEIN &
GUEST DON COSTELLO, ANDY & MARTHA BRADS, ROBERT & CHRISTA BROCK,
J.C. CAMPBELL & MARY ROTH, LARRY & SHERRY CANN, BARBARA CHAPMAN,
GARY & SANDY CHERPES, DALLAS & SUE CHURCHILL, BILL & MARCIA COMBS,
EDDIE CRUMP & DOT LITTLE, CARL & BARBARA DAVINO, JIM & ELISABETH
DERBY, DAVE & KAREN DICKSON, ALOIS & ROSIE DIETZ, TONY & JOAN
DONOFRIO, GEORGE & CHRISTA FAHRBACH, JOE & BRIGITTE FITZGERALD AND
GUEST CAROL NICHOLSON, AL & MARY FREDDIE, RICH & MARIA FRY, ROGER &
ELFRIEDA GENTILINI, PAUL GENUNG, RALPH & JOAN GLOVER, RUEBEN
GREEN, BILL & KARIN HALL, MEL & ILSE HAMILL, CARMEN HARDMAN, NORM &
NORMA HEGGIE, TOM & BETH HENNESSEY, BARRY & CARMEN HIBBARD,
NORMAN & URSULA HINES, ROBERT & HANNA HOERATH, DAN & SON RICK
HOLDEN, KEN HOLLEY, JIM & PAT HOLLOWAY, PAUL HOLMGREN, BENNIE &
SOPHYE HOPPER, JOE & RENATE HUNT, NED & BARBARA IMBODEN, JESSE &
ESTHER OROZCO-JONES, BETTY JUNG, JOE & DOLORES KESSLER, KEN & GAY
KIELBANIA, KARIN KINGSLEY, GREG & SANDY KRCMA, BOB & RUTH LIVESEY,
JERRY & PAT MANGAS, JIM MCGOVERN, JERRY & HILDE MIDDENDORF &
GUESTS LISBETH SEIGFRIED & KAETHE URBAN, TOM & INGA MIKLOICHE,
BARBARA MOLLAHAN & SON PATRICK MOLLAHAN, ERNIE MORIN, JOHN &
ANNI MOTHERWAY, WALTER & SHIRLEY MURCH, STEVE & DONNA MURPHREY,
PHIL & JO MURRAY, DAVID & KARIN NATALIE, CLAUDE & SUSANNE NIEBUHR,
MARVIN NORRIS, WADE & PHYLLIS NOTTINGHAM, DICK & EVI OBIDINSKI &
GUEST HEIDI POUCH, FRED OLDENBURG, JOHN & AGGIE PACE, PETE &
MARGIT PAYNE , LANCE & KAY PETERSON, PHYLLIS MCKEAG PHIPPS, BERNIE
PIEPER, HEIDE & LARRY PRINCE, ROSIE & GARY QUEEN, DEAN REED, JACK &
PAT RIEF, JIM & TRAUDL RIGGIN AND GUEST ERICH DUENNE, DON RIVERKAMP,
JERRY & GUDRUN ROBINSON, LOU & FERN ROCHA, LEO & ILSE ROOT, E.T. &
VERA ROW,
PHIL & ROSALIE RUTH, DANNY & BRIGITTE SANDIFER,
PATRICIA SCHIERMEISTER, JOHN & CAROL SCHOLL, BRENT & LINDA SCOTT,
BOB & LILO SHERWOOD, WALT & GINNY SHIFFLETT, CHARLES SHOCKLEY,
JOHN & EVA MARIA SLUTZ, BOB & CHRISTA SIKES, JACK SINAGRA & GUEST
JEAN JACKSON, JAMES & NORENE SMITH, GRANT & DONA SORENSEN, NATE &
UTE SPARKS, CLAUDE & MYRTLE SPICER AND GUESTS, TED & BRENDA JONES,
BARRY & SUE SPRINGSTEEN, JAY STEGER, STU & MARCEY STURDEVANT, DEAN
& SHIRLEY THOMPSON, RAY & JO THOMPSON, WALT & MARGOT TRIBBLE,
ROBERT & MAGGIE TROJANOWSKI, JOEY TRUJILLO, BILL & EDIE WARD, ART
& KARIN WEATHERWALKS, JOHN WIBLE, JOHN & LOTTIE WILLIAMS, LINDA
WILLIAMS, CHUCK & MONIKA WILSON, AND RIP & JEANNIE YARNALL.

Here's a picture of the John Reeve's family in Hof in 1967. His son Robert
provided picture of Robert, John, Betty & Chris.. John (606 AC&W Radar
Maintenance) passed away after having a massive stroke in 1987.
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More Frankenpost notes from CA.. .
I didn't realize that Frankenpost had added all of those webcam links to their
site.. Kulmbach, Munchberg, Selb... a bunch of them...amazing, but then I've had
a couple of brews..
http://www.frankenpost.de/bilder/webcams/art743,643330.html#
And another....
Here's another thing that I ran across earlier.. this woman was a school teacher in
the Hof area, mostly in and around Bamberg, but she does make mention of Hof
also. She has written some books about border stuff in our area, and her mother
in law living thru the early years of war. I think you will find it interesting.
I dropped her an email to see if she indeed spent time in Hof, and if so, to join our
group.. I'll let you know if I get anything back.

http://www.mjbrett.com/index.html
And another, a really interesting link to a BBC report on Hof during the collapse of
the Iron Curtain forwarded by CA. This one could be titled "Free at Last". The
audio quality is excellent, and in English!

<
http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/check/player/nol/newsid_4220000/newsid_4227100?redirect=4227
>

select your favorite player and click the OK button down in the lower right.
Written from what I consider a semi-strange viewpoint, almost pitying the East
German PM "and his aging Politburo" and blaming his political problems on
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Gorbachev "and his Perestrojka and glasnost' that after all caused the problem"...
and sort of castigating Hungary, Poland (and Czechoslovakia) for the opening of
their borders....
And that speaker had NO clue that the whole mess was going down the tubes
pretty quickly. Viewpoints of that incredible day, especially if you were there in
Germany when it all came to pass and/or of this BBC audio clip would be
appreciated!

And a Reno2007 housekeeping note...
JUST A COUPLE DRESS HINTS/REMINDERS FOR RENO REUNION
ATTENDEES:
Remember fellow association members, spouses, and guests, Reno is normally hot
and dry during early September, and sometimes very cool at night. So, when
thinking what to pack for your trip remember weather can change very quickly, so
bring some comfortable summer clothes, a windbreaker or sweater, maybe even
your Hof Reunion Association sweatshirt, and an umbrella. Dress during the
reunion is very casual except for the Thursday night semi formal banquet. You
will see many with shorts & sneakers, our reunion tee shirts from past reunions,
reunion baseball hats, and our new 2007 reunion shirts. Remember, we want you
comfortable and relaxed so you can enjoy yourselves. HOWEVER, the dress for
the Thursday night banquet is cocktail dress, nice dress, or nice pant suit for the
ladies, and for the men, suit with tie or sport coat and tie. Of course you may opt
to wear your military dress outfit, if it still fits, like Mel Hamill did in Nashville.
Looked real sharp Mel !!!!
Don Riverkamp

The Chat Room is again open...
The Chat Room is operational again. Barry Springsteen, our webmaster, had to
go in and clear out the site since some unwanted links infiltrated it and made it
unavailable to our members. This task was accomplished and completed on
Tuesday, June 12th, 2007. Thanks Barry!
Don Riverkamp

And re update 296 and "The Occupation"
Jerry:
Thanks for the memories as Bob used to say.
Ed Carchia ((One of the early early Hofers!))
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Jerry Middendorf reports...
FYI and heads-up for our Hofer friends that may be coming to the RENO Reunion.
Possible item for the newsletter.
Was just advised by Lufthansa Airlines that the Department of Homeland Security
requires completion of the attached form by foreign travelers entering into the
United States
U.S. citizens, U.S. lawful permanent residents and passengers stopping in U.S.
airports to fly into other countries are exempt from address capture.

The proper address for the Eldorado in Reno is:

Eldorado Hotel
345 N. Virginia St
Reno, Nevada 89501

You will need this info for your Heimatsicherheits data. If you would like to see or
print the form in advance of your travels, drop me note and I will send it on to
you. Ed.

And from the Adjutant:
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Flag Day 2007
JUNE 14th, 2007
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Photo by Jerry Mangas

>From Don Riverkamp...

History of the Flag
The United States Flag is the third oldest of the National Standards of the
world; older than the Union Jack of Britain or the Tricolor of France.
The flag was first authorized by Congress June 14, 1777. This date is now
observed as Flag Day throughout America.
The flag was first flown from Fort Stanwix, on the site of the present city of
Rome, New York, on August 3, 1777. It was first under fire for three days later in
the Battle of Oriskany, August 6, 1777.
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It was first decreed that there should be a star and a stripe for each state,
making thirteen of both; for the states at the time had just been erected from the
original thirteen colonies.
The colors of the Flag may be thus explained: The red is for valor, zeal and
fervency; the white for hope purity, cleanliness of life, and rectitude of conduct;
the blue, the color of heaven, for reverence to God, loyalty, sincerity, justice and
truth.
The star (an ancient symbol of India, Persia and Egypt) symbolized dominion
and sovereignty, as well as lofty aspirations. The constellation of the stars within
the union, one star for each state, is emblematic of our Federal Constitution, which
reserves to the States their individual sovereignty except as to rights delegated by
them to the Federal Government.
The symbolism of the Flag was thus interpreted by Washington: "We take the
stars from Heaven, the red from our mother country, separating it by white
stripes, thus showing that we have separated from her, and the white stripes shall
go down to posterity representing Liberty."
In 1791, Vermont, and in 1792, Kentucky were admitted to the Union and the
number of stars and stripes was raised to fifteen in correspondence. As other
states came into the Union it became evident there would be too many stripes. So
in 1818 Congress enacted that the number of stripes be reduced and restricted
henceforth to thirteen representing the thirteen original states; while a star should
be added for each succeeding state. That law is the law of today.
The name "Old Glory" was given to our National Flag August 10, 1831, by
Captain William Driver of the brig Charles Doggett.
The Flag was first carried in battle at the Brandywine, September 11, 1777. It
first flew over foreign territory January 28, 1778, at Nassau, Bahama Islands; Fort
Nassau having been captured by the American in the course of the war for
independence. The first foreign salute to the flag was rendered by the french
admiral LaMotte Piquet, off Quiberon Bay, February 13, 1778.
The United States Flag is unique in the deep and noble significance of its
message to the entire world, a message of national independence, of individual
liberty, of idealism, of patriotism.
It symbolizes national independence and popular sovereignty. It is not the Flag
of a reigning family or royal house, but of 205 million free people welded into a
Nation, one and inseparable, united not only by community of interest, but by vital
unity of sentiment and purpose; a Nation distinguished for the clear individual
conception of its citizens alike of their duties and their privileges, their obligations
and their rights.
It incarnates for all mankind the spirit of Liberty and the glorious ideal of
human Freedom; not the freedom of unrestraint or the liberty of license, but an
unique ideal of equal opportunity for life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness,
safeguarded by the stern and lofty principles of duty, of righteousness and of
justice, and attainable by obedience to self-imposed laws.
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Floating from the lofty pinnacle of American Idealism, it is a beacon of enduring
hope, like the famous Bartholdi Statue of Liberty enlightening the World to the
oppressed of all lands. It floats over a wondrous assemblage of people from every
racial stock of the earth whose united hearts constitute an indivisible and invincible
force for the defense and succor of the downtrodden.
It embodies the essence of patriotism. Its spirit is the spirit of the American
nation. Its history is the history of the American people. Emblazoned upon its folds
in letters of living light are the names and fame of our heroic dead, the Fathers of
the Republic who devoted upon its altars their lives, their fortunes and their sacred
honor. Twice told tales of National honor and glory cluster thickly about it. Ever
victorious, it has emerged triumphant from eight great National conflicts. It flew at
Saratog, at Yorktown, at Palo Alto, at Gettysburg, at Manila bay, at
Chateau-Thierry, at Iwo Jima. It bears witness to the immense expansion of our
national boundaries, the development of our natural resources, and the splendid
structure of our civilization. It prophesies the triumph of popular government, of
civic and religious liberty and of national righteousness throughout the world.
The flag first rose over thirteen states along the Atlantic seaboard, with a
population of some three million people. Today it flies over fifty states, extending
across the continent, and over great islands of the two oceans; and two hundred
and five million owe it allegiance. It has been brought to this proud position by
love and sacrifice. Citizens have advanced it and heroes have died for it. It is the
sign made visible of the strong spirit that has brought liberty and prosperity to the
people of America. It is the flag of all us alike. Let us accord it honor and loyalty.
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Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Memorial day Redux.....
The following Pentagon event has nothing to do with Hof Reunion directly but has
everything to do with us, as former Military personnel.
If I had had received this prior to this Memorial Day I would have included it. I
have checked the veracity of this "happening" with several people and each one has
redeposition positivily, pulling their info from various Washingtonians who have
either been there or who know about this weekly event.

Friday Prayers at the Pentagon
Cheers on Corridor Three
by LTC Bob Bateman
10:30 hours (local EST), Friday, 11 May 2007: Third Corridor, Second Floor, The Pentagon:
It is 110 yards from the "E" ring to the "A" ring of the Pentagon. This section of the Pentagon
is newly renovated; the floors shine, the hallway is broad, and the lighting is bright. At this
instant the entire length of the corridor is packed with officers, a few sergeants and some
civilians, all crammed tightly three and four deep against the walls. There are thousands here.
This hallway, more than any other, is the "Army" hallway. All Army. Moderate conversations
flow in a low buzz. Friends who may not have seen each other for a few weeks, or a few years,
spot each other, cross the way and renew. Everyone shifts to ensure an open path remains
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down the center. The air conditioning system was not designed for this press of bodies in this
area. The temperature is rising already. Nobody cares.
10:36 hours (local EST):
The clapping starts at the E-Ring. That is the outermost of the five rings of the Pentagon and it
is closest to the entrance to the building. This clapping is low, sustained, hearty. It is an
applause with a deep emotion behind it as it moves forward in a wave down
the length of the hallway. A steady rolling wave of sound it is, moving at
the pace of the soldier in the wheelchair who marks the forward edge with
his presence. He is the first. He is missing the greater part of one leg,
and some of his wounds are still suppurating. By his age I expect that he is
a private, or perhaps a private first class. Captains, majors, lieutenant
colonels and colonels meet his gaze and nod as they applaud, soldier to
soldier. Three years ago when I described one of these events on
Altercation, those lining the hallways were somewhat different. The applause
a little wilder, perhaps in private guilt for not having shared in the
burden … yet. Now almost everyone lining the hallway is, like the man in
the wheelchair, also a combat veteran. This steadies the applause, but I
think deepens the sentiment. We have all been there now. The soldier’s
chair is pushed by, I believe, a full colonel. Behind him, and stretching
the length from E to A, come more of his peers, each private, corporal or
sergeant assisted as need be by a field grade officer.
10:50 hours (local EST): Twenty-four minutes of steady applause. My hands hurt, and I laugh
to myself at how stupid that sounds in my own head. "My hands hurt." Christ. Shut up and
clap. For twenty-four minutes, soldier after soldier has come down this hallway — 20, 25, 30.
Fifty-three legs come with them, and perhaps only 52 hands or arms, but down this hall came
30 solid hearts. They pass down this corridor of officers and applause, and then meet for a
private lunch, at which they are the guests of honor, hosted by the generals. Some are
wheeled along. Some insist upon getting out of their chairs, to march as best they can with
their chin held up, down this hallway, through this most unique audience. Some are catching
handshakes and smiling like a politician at a Fourth of July parade. More than a couple of them
seem amazed and are smiling shyly.
There are families with them as well: the 18-year-old war-bride pushing her 19-year-old
husband’s wheelchair and not quite understanding why her husband is so affected by this, the
boy she grew up with, now a man, who had never shed a tear is crying; the older immigrant
Latino parents who have, perhaps more than their wounded mid-20's son, an appreciation for
the
emotion given on their son’s behalf. No man in that hallway, walking or
clapping, is ashamed by the silent tears on more than a few cheeks. An
Airborne Ranger wipes his eyes only to better see. A couple of the officers
in this crowd have themselves been a part of this parade in the past. These
are our men, broken in body they may be, but they are our brothers, and we
welcome them home.
This parade has gone on, every single Friday, all year long, for more than four years.

Somehow, the words... "Thank you for your service to our country" just don't quite
seem enough. Ed.

>From Lonnie Henderson... .
Jerry:
Got the following response from Joe Jirinec.
His Email address is:
jija@centurytel.net
Lonnie
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jija wrote:
Lonnie, I am interested in the Hof Reunion Group. Put me in touch with the
appropriate party.
By the way was Dallas Churchill, CMSGT, the Sergeant Major when you were there?
Thanks, Joe
And another voice heard from:
Hi Guys - In the chat room today, a Craig Taylor signed the guest book. He was 602nd,
motor pool and then reassigned 6915th, 67-70 and finally retired at Fairchild, WA in 1988....
Would like to hear from some people, especially Fukumoto, Chesney, Connors, and
Robby....... His email is different than on roster and it is craig55718@peoplepc.com .
........ DON

REQUEST FOR ICE CHESTS: For those members who are planning on driving to
Reno2007
the 2007 HRA Reunion, if you have room and would like to assist the association, we would
greatly
appreciate it if you could bring along an ice chest for us to use for ice and drinks in the
Hospitality Suites. If you can, please contact Jim Riggin, 2007 Hospitality Suites Coordinator,
and let him know. Jim's email address is jmriggin@yahoo.com . Also, if you would like to
volunteer for a few hours in the Hospitality Suites, please let Jim know.. This is a great
opportunity to assist the association and meet members that you have not met. Thanking you
in advance.

REGISTRATION FOR 2007 RENO REUNION
Just a reminder for all members, family members, and/or guests planning on attending the
2007 Hof Reunion in Reno, September 2-7th that the deadline for registration is July 1st, 2007.
After July 1st and until August 1st, a $25 surcharge, per person, will apply to the registration,
therefore, costing $100.00 per person. SO, if you are planning on attending the reunion,
please think about getting your registration form in before July 1st, 2007, and thereby saving
the late registration fee charge. It is also important to get your registration in as early as
possible to help enable the association to complete all the necessary paperwork, contracts, and
arrangements with the bus companies and hotel to make this reunion the great event it has
been over the past years. Thanking you in advance, and sure hope to see you in Reno.

The forms are available on the Hof Website, www.hofreunion.com. Once at the website's
home page, just click on 2007 Reunion. If you have problems retrieving from website, please
email Don at river1940@sbcglobal.net and he will email you the forms.
Sincerely, Donald W. Riverkamp, HRA President

And another voice....
Really enjoy the updates; even though I do not know any of the folks. I was ELINT at the old
site until the GLR opened; and also filled in on RADINT before the 602nd moved to D’berg.
Some of the ELINT/RADINT guys moved there; on RATS and we visited them a couple of
times. One was John Bittin before we 2-T’d to Turkey.
Your picture of the snow there made me cold all over again.
Would like a soft copy of the roster if possible; but if not, a data sort for the 6915th from
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1961-63 will suffice. Thanks.
C.A. (Tony) Jordan
PO Box 2428
Orcutt, CA
805-934-1282

Be the FIRST on your block.... or your entire village!
To have your OWN ready to run Operations Site!
Just add personnel!
http://www.drs-cs.com/products/sigintproducts.asp

2007 COMMEMORATIVE RENO TEE SHIRTS
The picture below is of back of the Reno Reunion Tee Shirts for purchase for those wishing to
order them. To order your shirts, please fill out the order form that was in the 2007 January
Newsletter, or go to our Hof Website, www.hofreunion.com and print out the form. If you
can not access either of the above, please email Don Riverkamp at river1940@sbcglobal.net
and he will email you a form.
Then mail your completed form to our adjutant: HOF Reunion Association, 6855 S. River Rd,
Geneva, OH 44041-9348.
NOTE: * The shirts will be available at the reunion in September 2007 in Reno.
** Those NOT attending the reunion must add $4 per shirt to cover packaging
and mailing expenses. These will be mailed after the reunion.
*** Price of shirts are $8 for S, M, L, AND XL AND $10 FOR 2XL AND 3XL.
**** Cut-off date for ordering your shirts is JULY 1ST, 2007

And while some of us made do with Fow Vays and tents from Special
Services...
Some of us traveled Bavaria in total style and comfort For instance: Don Riverkamp's
Mobile House of Fun and Frolic...!
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Here are the latest registrations for Reno, bringing us up to 218 as of
June 17th, 2007
LATEST RENO REGISTRATIONS: The following are the latest registered members/spouses for
Reno Reunion. This brings our total, as of June 17th, 2007 to 218 persons.
Ed Chase, Francis & JoAnn Fukumota, Ken & Briana Juergens, Dick Kreutzer, Jerry
& Cha-hee Stanfield, and Walt Whisner.
Still room for plenty more, so hurry up and beat the July 1st, 2007 registration deadline.
Call your friends and don't miss out on a great time in Reno..
Only Five(5) seats still available on Reno/Virginia City Tour as of June 17th, 2007.
Twenty two(22) seats still available on Lake Tahoe/Emerald Bay Tour as of June 17th, 2007.

Anybody?
Looking for 606th AC&W personnel from 1963-67 who knew my father in HOF and
Doebraberg. My dad passed away in August 1997 from a massive stroke at the
age of 53. I would like anyone who knew my dad to contact me at
motorcarwarehouse@hotmail.com . I have fond memories of Hof, and would like
hear from anyone who knew our family.
Below is a picture of Gracie Fitzhugh, Randy Fitzhugh Jr, John, Robert, and
Betty Reeves in Hof. Appreciate your possible contact. Thank You! Kindest
Regards, Robert Reeves
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More to do in Reno!
For anyone who finds time on their hands while in Reno, and enjoys walking, here is an option
located
only about four blocks from our hotel. The four blocks gets you to the river, but you don't have
to
go to the Wingfield Park to start.
Truckee River Walk
Arlington Avenue at Island Avenue, (Wingfield Park),
Reno, NV
Tel: Not available
This river flows from Lake Tahoe to Pyramid Lake nourishing farmland along its journey.
Starting at
Wingfield Park, you can walk for miles in either direction. Going east toward downtown Reno,
you will
pass the place where thousands of divorcees have thrown their wedding rings into the flowing
waters.
Birds of all kinds including Canadian geese, hawks and kingfishers can be seen foraging for
food. Anglers can
also enjoy the superb fishing the river offers.
For other Reno area attractions, see
http://www.mytravelguide.com/attractions/profile-78271805-United_States_Nevada_Reno_Truckee_River_Walk.html
Phil Ruth

Did you know?
from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hof,_Germany (I have found that the Wiki search

results should sometimes be taken with a grain or two of salt when it comes to
accuracy. ed. )
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"Hof was originally called Rekkenze and established around the year 1080. The settlement was
first mentioned 1214 and became a town in 1319. After a rather uneventful history, the town
became Prussian in 1792, French in 1806 and finally Bavarian in 1810. In 1823, the town was
virtually destroyed by a fire. In 1945, it suffered minor destruction due to aerial attacks. From
1945 to 1990 Hof lay very close to the border between East Germany and West Germany. In
1989 thousands of East German citizens, who had demanded the right to travel or emigrate to
West Germany and had been allowed to do so, first arrived on western soil at Hof's railroad
station, having been placed on a special train and officially "expelled" by the East German
government".

Or this, from the same site:
"Hof is known for two local "delicacies", namely Schnitz, a kind of hotpot, and sausages boiled
in a portable, coal-fired brass cauldron, which are sold in the streets by the sausage man
(Wärtschlamo in the local dialect). There is also a particularly strong beer (Schlappenbier),
which is available only on the first Monday after Trinity Sunday (Schlappentag). This tradition
dates back to the establishment of the town militia which forced all shooters to take part in a
special shooting training each year. To avoid penalties, a lot of shooters rushed out to the
training area in the morning of the very last possible day, without even enough time to get
dressed and thus still wearing their clogs (Schlappen)" .

And this!
Sister Cities
Hof has established connections to its following sister cities around the world

*
*
*
*
*

Ogden (Utah, USA)
Joensuu (Finland)
Villeneuve-la-Garenne near Paris (France)
Plauen (Saxony, Germany)
Cheb (Czech Republic)

Or that:
(from: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hof_%28Saale%29 in German but a lot more accurate I

think than the English pages above)
With a year round average tempature of under 7 degrees C, Hof has the lowest mean/average
temperature (niedrigsten Durchschnittswert) of any city of more that 20,000 inhabitants in the
German speaking world. ?
Or that Hof's population dropped from 55,810 in 1965 to 48,124 in 2006? From the same
pages.
Pop quizes will be held in Reno. Those failing to attain a passing grade will be sent
to their rooms without their supper!

And from the Adjutant!
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Off base...
Going somewhere, like Nagorno Karabakh or Khakassia? This site has the search engine you
are hunting for!
http://www.searchenginecolossus.com/ Any country, anywhere, anytime!
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Subject: Re: Hof Connection Update 299
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 27 Jun 2007 12:21:18 -0400
To: Pat M <pmangas@dejazzd.com>

Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

Hof Connection Update #299
www.hofreunion.com
6/27/2007

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Secretarial stuff....
A new compilation of CD's went out this week, with even more updates included. Several have

responded that they could not open the Update files. To do that you must have a PDF reader
installed on your machine. One is included on the CD, called foxitreader, a freeware program that
works quite well and is MUCH smaller than the normal 22 meg Adobe 8.2 that is the current
release. Insert the CD, using either "my computer" or Windows Explorer, navigate to the CD drive,
usually the D drive but not always, find the program called "foxitreader" and double click it. It will
install on your machine, assuming you are running Windows. If you have a MAC or a Linux Box,
you are semi-on your own for readers, but there are Linux programs that read PDF with no
problem and probably MAC programs as well, since it is pretty universal.
Regarding the updates on the CD's, they are now fairly complete back to #70. Before that, with
the exception of #36 (thanks to Phil Murray) they are all missing. If you have any tucked away in
your hard-drive or on a back-up file somewhere, please pass them on. I have forwarded on the
Bavarian Sun issues that I had. They should be scanned and included also! Everything for
posterity!
And a (semi) new project is in the works here in the Secretary's office. To establish a Hof Kaserne
timeline with all of the units that have ever been stationed there from 1934/35 on, in particular
the dates these units were in Hof (not alll were actually stationed IN the Kaserne. During the 50's,
one of the ASA units slept in tents, probably near the trees beyond the ops-site area. Some were
in Hof for decades, such as 2nd Cav, a shorter time, only a year for 3rd Cav, Various ASA units
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were only there for weeks. There was a Soviet Military Lia son Mission in Hof at one point after
the war, but little detail has been found about that so far. Anybody with solid or even not so solid
information is invited to join in. Ed Carchia has actually come up with another name, who can
verify that the 602nd TCC or TCS was actually stationed in Hof, at the "Villa" in 1946.
And another shorter-term project! Next week will be issue #300, and it will come out as a July
4th issue. I intend to go back thru a lot of the updates and pull out my favorite write-ups. If you
have one, or several, pass them along and if I can find them, I will include them. Many of our
newer members or people new to the WWW world have never seen these, and some are certainly
worth seeing again. Dick Obidinski's trip to Frankfurt with a prisoner and repairing his FowVay's
carb with the butt of his service .45 1911A1 is one. And there are several more. Or better yet, if
you have a new story, lie or legend to bring to bear, bring it on. Phone calls are returnable if you
don't feel you type well but love to tell a yarn or two.

I forwarded...
That 1947 issue of Life magazine with the Occupation Forces article to Ed Carchia for his info,
since he was stationed in Hof at that time and received the following back:
Dear Jerry:
Thanks so much for lending me the Life Magazine of February 1947. That was five months after I
enlisted in the Army Air Corps. I read through the whole magazine, even the ads, with deep
nostalgia. The photo of the two GI's patrolling the dark empty street transported me directly
through time to the Hof I knew. The sense of being back was tactile. Closed shops with dusty,
empty store windows--half timbered buildings on cobblestone streets--picturesque if it were not
for the sad dinginess that overlay everything after years of diversion of men and resources to the
fronts. You might have noticed that of the seven people scavenging the potatoes from the street,
six were women. That was about the ratio. A generation of marriageable men was simply erased:
I think around 13 million.
The description of the Zones is about as I remembered, though we were not told of the barbarity
of the Russians, who raped just about every female in their Zone. They dismantled most every
factory and sent them to Russia. The French did some of that too, for reparations. In spite of
lingering anti-German sentiment (most of my buddies saw combat), the Americans were generally
appreciated and remained popular until all but the last of our guys finally left a few years ago.
Gailbraith's article was interesting. I only recently learned of the French punitive policy he
mentioned. Even he could not imagine the West German "Miracle" of a decade hence. I was still
there when they introduced the new mark and within a month the stores began filling with
goods.
My wife is going through the issue now and I'll return it when she's through.
I am really sorry I couldn't make the reunion in Hof but would like to try next time you have it
there.
Ed Carchia

And a bit of Military History and fuel for the Emmeline's...
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>
>
>
>
>

606th AC&WS / 606th TCS
606th AC & WS
(Source: www.usarmygermany.com

>
STATION:
>
Doebraberg, West Germany, 15 Jan 1964-1 Jul 1974
>
>
ASSIGNMENTS:
>
United States Air Forces in Europe, 16 Dec 1963 - 14 Jan 1964;
>
86th Air Division (Defense), 15 Jan 1964 - 31 Oct 1968;
>
601st Tactical Control Group, 1 Nov 1968 - 1 Jul 1974
>
>
OPERATIONS:
>
(15 Jan 1964-1 Jul 1974) Maintained and operated a reporting post in support of the air
defense system in central Europe, Jan 1964-Jun 1974. Converted from a manual system to the
412L semi-automatic air weapons control system in Jan 1965. Phased over operations of site to
the German Air Force and inactivated on 1 Jul 1974.
>
>
In January 1964 the 606th was assigned to Doebraberg, Germany (near Hof). Upon
activation, the unit absorbed the men and equipment of Detachment 2, 602nd Aircraft Control and
Warning Squadron.
>
>
The squadron operated an AN/FPS-67C search radar, an AN/FPS-6C height-finder, a
AN/FPS-90 height-finder and 412L data processing equipment (see also the 412L ACWS on Page
6).
>
>
The squadron's primary responsibility as a reporting post was to identify and track all aircraft
approaching the West German—East German and Czechoslovakian—West German border. They
also supplied traffic control for the Southern Corridor in East Germany.
From www.usarmygermany.com
>

Where are they now? A new section?
From update number 169 and worth bringing up again since we have added many and lost a
few...
From Gary Cherpes: ( tmcphoto1@aol.com )
I wonder if we could add a column in the newsletter called: "Where are they now" or "Does
anyone know where these people are" and then give the name & e-mail address of the person
looking for him or her...
I have been looking for our old "Bendix Tech Rep called Jolly John...his real name was John
Aback and he was in Hof from 1956 to at least 1961 or so...maybe some of the other 602nd or
606th people know of him..I found his name on a Bendix roster but not many are in the U.S. and
nobody has responded to my letters.
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John is still not listed on our current roster but several other Tech Reps are and they might know
who/where Jolly John is?

Re Sister Cities...
I've been in two of Hof's sister cities! We were stationed at Hill AFB near Ogden, UT from
1973-1975 and were there when the mayor of Hof visited Ogden. I didn't get to go see him, but
found it at least interesting that we were now in a sister city of Hof. Also visited Cheb when
attending the reunion last year in Hof. Cool, eh?
Peggy Adams

Phil and Rosalie Ruth and my wife and I have done Plauen and Cheb a couple of times... never
been to Ogden... ed

And a thank you note from the Reeves family:
On behalf of a grateful family I would like to say thank you for posting the photo, the info about
my father John Reeves, and the contact information for friends in the Hofreunion newsletter.
Our family has many great memories of our time and the fine people we met in HOF/Doebraberg.
I am attaching a photo of one of his checkered flag victory laps in the Tally Ho Motels 1955
Chevy Stock Car.
The next time you have a slow week with Hof reunion related news and need a photo or two
feel free to use this as it is how a lot of people who knew John will remember him as well.

Kindest regards,
Robert Reeves

For this week:
A new find, Joe Jirinec, 6915th, 69-71, has a small trove of great pics, some of which he found
as the site was closing in the 70's. They are probably from the early 60's and will show up next
week since they are of such high quality, they are really surprising that we have not seen these
before. Nobody else wanted them so he kept them, and in good shape all these years. A teaser if
you will.
Stay tuned.
When Joe signed the guest book Thursday night he mentioned two names that are not even on
our roster.
They are Charles Buffington and Jim Howton.....
And the following are from his collection:
A couple pics from 1970. The first is taken of the team during the season, notice the site
antennas in the top left corner.
Front Row: Left to right - Lee Lambrech, Jerry Greenwood, We called him "Doc", Don't recall,
Don't recall, Steve Gore, Don't recall.
Second Row: Bill Cunningham, Don't recall, Don't recall, Stan Wilson, Davie Hood, Don't recall,
Don't recall, Don't recall.
Top Row: Capt. Roy Steigletter (Coach/Player), Charles (Buffy) Buffington, Jimmy Lewis,
Don't Recall, Miles (Mad Dog) Dobbins, Lenny Mack, Joe Jirinec, Don't recall, Nick Orso.
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And the Champion fast pitch softball time from the same time frame:

Front Row: Left to right - Sgt Patterson, Miles Dobbins, Lenny Mack, Lee
Lambrich, Dallas Churchill
Middle Row: Bill Cunningham, Don't recall, Don't recall, Capt. Roy Steighletter
Top Row: Joseph G. Jirinec, Don't recall, Worked in Quality Control, Don't know.
Spelling except for my own(Joe's) last name is on a best effort basis.
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The Bi-Yearly newsletter
is just about complete and will go to press fairly soon. More detail next week.

And from the Capo di tutti Capi di Reno...
RENO STATUS: As of Sunday, June 24, 2007 - We have had a few cancellations due to illness or
personal reasons, and we are presently at 217 persons attending the Reno Reunion in
September. The latest additions for the reunion are: Johnnie & Wilma Adams, and Dan &
Carol Scanny. A complete list of names as of July 1st, 2007, will be published in next week's
update, Hof Connection Update #300.
Please be reminded that July 1st is the registration cutoff date, without fee penalty. Only four(4)
seats remain available for the Reno/Virginia City Tour and twenty(20) remain available for the
Lake Tahoe/Emerald Bay Tour as of June 24th, 2007.
Also remember that July 1st is the deadline for ordering the ever collectible Hof Reunion
Reno2007 T-shirt to add to your collection!

From the Adjutant:
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Off base... by quite a bit.
From CAR
A 2006 study found that the average American walks about 900 miles a year, and another study
found that Americans drink an
average of 22 gallons of beer a year...That means, on average we get about 41 miles per gallon.
Not bad!
From JM... another study says that 60% of Americans only drink Lite Beer. Does that qualify as
Flex-Fuel?

And way way way off base... from a "Maxine" mailing...
Do you realize that in about 40 years, we'll have millions of little old ladies running around with
huge tattoos and pierced navels and pierced other things? (Now that's really scary!)
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Subject: Re: Hof Connection Update 300
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Thu, 05 Jul 2007 14:25:54 -0400
To: cwassoc@aol.com

Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

Please join us in Reno this year!

Hof Connection Update #300
www.hofreunion.com

07.04.2007
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave,
o'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?'

From an Essay
on the Star Spangled Banner by Issac Azimov, Noted Author, Science Fiction author and
Professor at Boston University (among many many other things!)
The fourth Stanza:
Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation,
Blest with vict'ry and peace, may the Heav'n - rescued land
Praise the Pow'r that hath made and preserved us a nation.
Then conquer we must, for our cause is just,
And this be our motto: —”In God is our trust.”
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave
O 'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
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http://www.keepingapace.com/blogarchives/poetry_prose/asimov_all_four_stanzas.php and
well worth the read!

Picture by the National Park Service

To all...
I had promised a super issue for #300, and in reviewing the older issues, there is SO MUCH
MATERIAL to sort through that I think I will just include a piece or two of past issues with
each of the next 52 or so.
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association

Thanks to the efforts
of Ken Hager, Dan Scanny, Dewey Tweed and John Frivance, as well as Phil Murray,
we are very close to having the entire set of updates, #1 to #300 available on CD as well as
the Bi-Yearly newsletters.
John had the following tucked away on a dusty hard-drive....

Update Number One by Chuck Wilson, 29 July 2001
Hi Folks;
Effective today, we will be sending out a daily update when possible.
We may drop a little behind occasionally.
NEW MEMBERS:
Bill & Alice Hughes
Paris, TX
Jim &Beverly Harris
Wichita, KS
Vincent & Kathleen Toarmina Fresno, CA
Edeltraud Collins
Riverside CA
Jerry Brazeau
E. Dundee, IL
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RENEWALS:
B. Chapman
A. Duerbig
L. Rocha
W. Robinson
C. Walker
M. Becker
H. Schmit
H. Gholston
R. Coyle
A. Ludwig
R. Bodiker
J. Steger
C. Spicer
B. Orr
D. Meeks
C. Spicer
R. Sleeper
J. Reif
C. Link
T. Leightcap
W. Lencki

M. Habecker
L. Shriver
R. Thornburg
B. Quednow
G. Allbritton
A. Payne
J. Weckerly
U. Wilson
L. Henkes
K. Holley
J. Eberhardt
J. Jacob
J. Sommer
K. Tringhese
G. Rominger
G. Root
R. Conti
T. Doom
B Brooks
R. Cole
T. Mikloiche
J. Derby
M. Dunigan
M. Hirsch
B. Hardland
H. Quarterman
D. Scanny
J. Orr
J. Neiser
F. Masters
W. Fuller
M. Evans
S. Murphrey
J. Pace
J. Smith
J. Patterson
T. McKinney
R. Queen
B. Toni
R. Koch
P.Hughes

NEW FINDS:
Calvin Tederick 517 31st St SW Barberton,OH 44203 330-825-6126
6915 Norman Schultz 31331/2 Gregor St.San Diego CA 92104 619-282-228
6915 Bill Stephens Jr 3150 Highfield Dr Montgomery AL 36111
334-264-2350
6912 Bob Pafford 109 Pine Breeze Cir Rockwood TN 37854865-354-3556
6912 Bill/Pearl Nye
51CS/SCB PSC 3 Box 5032 APO-AP 96266
6915 Paul Morgan 12897 E Nevada Cir Aurora CO 80012 303-366-6715
6912

The Newsletter...
David Sallinger, our Newsletter publisher reports that the first group of the July
newsletter are currently being printed. Having seen the PDF version already, I can only say
that Phil Murray has again outdone himself with this current issue. Thanks especially to
the contributions for this issue from the various members! David hopes to have the edition to
the post office by July 9th. If you would like an advance copy of the Newsletter (in PDF
format), let Don Riverkamp ( river1940@sbcglobal.net ) know and he will forward it on.

Harvey Harris strikes back!
After a long hot battle with Charter.net, Harvey thinks that perhaps he has his his (lack of)
email situation cured. I am not quite sure just what else he told the techies at Charter
(others having problems could contact Harvey directly) but his short email was pretty "to the
point". He is now or was last week receiving the updates again.

"HAVE SET OUTLOOK EXPRESS SPAN CONTROL TO ALLOW
HOFREUNION@DEJAZZD.COM TO COME THRU
CAN'T THINK OF ANYTHING ELSE TO DO OTHER THEN SHOOT UP CHARTER'S
HEADQUARTERS"
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HR HARRIS

And from Robby Robinson...
Earthlink has concluded that the problem is probably cause by anti-virus software in their
server and there is no way they can change it. Blithering idiots. I'll get you a new address to
send to later today.
Robby Robinson
IF you are using earthlink and having problems receiving the update.... this may be why? ed

And if you have sent a message(s) to Phil Murray and not gotten a response, try sending
them via Don Riverkamp or Jerry Mangas, or both. Phil is also fighting the good fight,
this one with ATT and their satellite service!

For those of you that are clueless when it comes to
(East) German Bier....
Dirk Vallo provides a link to some insight into the German beer style at
http://travel.nytimes.com/2007/05/20/travel/20beer.html?ex=1180238400&en=13b2e198a200908f&ei=5070&emc=et

2007 RENO REUNION HOTEL RESERVATIONS:
Just a reminder to all personnel planning on attending this year's reunion. As of July 1st,
we have 14 couples
and/or individuals that are registered for the reunion with our adjutant, HOWEVER, have
not made their room
reservations. Below is information that can assist you in making your room reservations.
See you in Reno !
Eldorado Hotel Room Reservations can be made at anytime, however, guaranteed prices and
rooms end Friday, August 3rd, 2007. Make your room reservations by calling
1-800-648-5966. It is very important when making your reservations that you reference the
association's group block, Hof Reunion, as well as, our special group code JHOF907 to ensure
the proper rates and accommodations are assigned. The rates for Deluxe Accommodations
(Sunday thru Thursday) are $49.99 plus tax and a Resort Fee charge of $3 per night. The
room rate for these same rooms for Friday and Saturday night are $119.99. Remember, the
hotel does not accept Saturday night only prior arrivals. The accommodations are based on
single and double occupancy. A $10 nightly charge, per person, will apply should more than
two persons occupy a room. Breakfast IS NOT included in this price. Any questions on this
or any part of the reunion, please contact me at 512-258-4894 OR email me at
river1940@sbcglobal.net . Thanking you in advance.
Don Riverkamp, President and Reno Reunion Coordinator

And more reunion information
HOF REUNION RENO TEE SHIRTS:
You may still order our Hof Reunion Association Reno Tee Shirts by sending
check to association office along with order form. Don has ordered extra shirts
in all sizes, so if you still want to order a tee shirt or two, fill out those forms
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today, and mail them to the Hof Reunion Association, 6855 S. River Rd, Geneva,
OH 44041-9348. Sizes S thru XL are $8 per shirt if attending the reunion and $8
plus $4 per shirt for packaging and mailing if not attending the reunion. For sizes
2XL & 3XL, the shirts are $10 per shirt, plus $4 for packaging and mailing if not
attending the reunion. Any questions, email Don at river1940@sbcglobal.net.

RENO REUNION BUS TOUR STATUS:
Tour 1, Reno/Virginia City, is SOLD OUT. Persons still wishing to participate will go on a
waiting list in case of cancellations, or enough sign up for us to add another bus.
Tour 2, Lake Tahoe/Emerald Bay/Carson City has 13 seats left available. When those 13 are
gone, reservations will be CLOSED.
Any questions, please email Don Riverkamp at river1940@sbcglobal.net

And 'new" new-site photos comes to light:
Courtesy of Joe Jininec... one of the guys turning out the lights in Hof as the USAFSS left
operations to the Luftwaffe... Joe found the following pics and kept them since no one else
wanted or claimed them. I checked with Jim Kezar to make sure they weren't any of his
work, they are not, and Jim pointed out that they come from two different time periods, one
very early in the GLR-1 scheme of things and one slightly later. The early one has some of
the "old site" buildings visible. CA Russell made the same comments. If you can identify
the photographer, please let us know? Larger, high definition version of these pics are
available by email on request.

in the larger version of the above, you can see the reflection of the pilot in the side window
(upper right in the pic)
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On a clear day, you can see all the way to the Czech/East German Border!

And Where are they now....
Thanks to C. A. Russell and his expert searching we are able to contact (Jolly) John Aback
again..... He was a Bendix Tech Rep in Hof from about 1955 to 1960/61 or so...
He is now 84 years old, does not have a computer and for the time being all contact with him
should be through me via my e-mail...
If he warms up to our association and starts remembering the old days in Hof he might
consider listing his name, address and phone on the roster...
Gary Cherpes
8585 Patterson Ave.
Caledonia, MI. 49316
616-891-8214
tmcphoto1@aol.com

And Darrel Charbonneau would like to know if anybody knows the whereabouts of "Sgt
Anderson" who ran the ceramics lab on the Kaserne from 64-66. He believes Anderson's
wife's name was Billie (sp?)
We have one possible listed, a Eugene C., in the 6915th in 1964, with no further data
available. Any information would be appreciated.
Darrel's email is pcharbon@juno.com

A Cryptodude note...
On the GOOD PIX item-(shown above) yes they are some pretty high quality pictures and
just like you guys I am stumped as to when it was. After all, I never got
to see the SITE from the air. It must have been 63 or 64 or 65.
During 1964 I spent some time "escorting" the GDE guys to the toilet and
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other important places, while carrying my 9 pound .45. I guess I was
chosen since my green badge got me everywhere and there was not much
crypto crisis stuff going on.
So far, the fastest I have traveled on land was with the GDE guy called
"J". He had the red Jaguar V16 and he really pissed off a bunch of BMW
drivers by passing them. I don't know how fast we went as I think I had
my eyes closed a good part of the time.
Auf Wieder- JoeD (Joe Dernoga)

Early Kaserne History....
From part of a translation I did on a short bio of Major General Hans Hüttner, for whom
the Kaserne was renamed by the Bundestag in April 1985:
"Because of his age ([he was 30, and a 'mustang'] at the beginning of the re-organization of the
Wehrmacht and it's buildup in 1934, Captain Hüttner was transferred into the officer
reserves, (Aufgrund seines Alters wurde Hauptmann Hüttner mit Beginn der
Heeresvermehrung 1934 zu den Ergänzungs-Offizieren überstellt) however, because of his
extraordinary abilities he remained with the troops (on active duty?) (blieb aber wegen seinen
außerordentlichen Fähigkeiten bei der Truppe) on 01st April, 1934 promoted to the rank of
Major (E). In the autumn of 1935 he took over the command of the Infantry Ergänzungs
[a"Retread" unit] Battalion 38 in Hof/Saale which was integrated in Autumn, 1936 into the
42'nd infantry regiment in Bayreuth as a reserve-battalion. He remained there (in
Hof/Saale) serving as a Major until the outbreak of WW II."
Hüttner won the Ritterkreuz in 1942 for his actions and heroism on the Eastern Front.
One of his more pithy comments in his early Hof era was referring to the Cavalry (Horse
mounted at the time) as "road apple pickers" and he made himself quite a hero to his troops
by supplying the mostly Oberfrankener men with a local favorite in the mes shall, Apricot
soup!
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Hof Kaserne (then Schmidtlar Kaserne) 1936
Major Hans Hüttner commanding batallions 38
From: "A History of an Oberfrankener Soldier"
and the Library of Congress
The temporary buildings his troops built for their initial housing in 1934 were in pretty
much continuous use and lasted until the mid-80's! You knew them as the DP Camp.

CA Russel, in continuing his Doctoral Research
on things Hofer and Hoferisch uncovered the fact that Bleed Nights were apparently
happening as far back as the later 1800's if this excerpt from "Flower, Fruit and Thorn
Pieces" by one J.P.F. Richeter:
"Half an hour past midnight, when neither bat, nor night watchman nor beer-topper from
the Publick House, nor night light was any longer to be seen, and only a few field crickets
were to be heard in the sheaves and a few mice in the houses, Liebgeber said to his sand and
anxious friend:
'Now march! As it is, since you have put off the mortal and entered into eternity, you have
not been a single moment happy or cheerful. I will provide for the rest. Wait for me at Hof, on
the Saale. We must meet once more after death!'"

And a flashback from issue 231...
From the very early days...
602nd TCS...
That reads correctly... the 602nd TCS, (Tactical Control Squadron), stationed in the Hof area
at the end of WWII, initially as part of the invasion force, the Army of Occupation and then
as part of the initial Cold War effort... The 602nd TCS was an apparently classified
Surveillance and Warning system which included height finders as well as distance and
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direction indicators and was quite advanced for it's time. There are indications of D/F units
involved also. see www.usarmyeurope.com and the sections under AC&W.
Thanks to the courtesy of Mrs. Glenwood McDowell and the efforts of Ed Carchia (of the
602nd TCS) and John Scholl and David Sage we now have copies of a series of orders for
then Capt McDowell, eventually the commander of the 602 TCS and 603 TCS APO 696-6,
dating from July 46 to June 48 which provides an interesting glimpse into those times,
starting off with a listing of 68 officers, all "white", to be transfered from Camp Kilmer NJ to
the Occupation Army of Europe. They were authorized bedding rolls but not sleeping bags,
unless they were personally owned. Tents, tent poles and pins etc were NOT authorized and
neither were steel helmets (M1) nor chin straps. A first aid kit WAS authorized! Summer
uniforms were permitted for comfort. Dependant travel was not allowed. The orders were
classified "RESTRICTED". A following set of orders, also classified, took Capt McDowell to
Bad Kissengen/Wurzburg to the HQ of XII TAC. On 5 August 46 Captain McDowell was
assigned to the 602nd TCS and the same set of orders shows that a certain PFC was "trfd
atched, unasgd, to 3rd Reinf Dep (Forward)... for ret to Z of I and disch fr the Sv for reasons
of habits and traits of character rendering retention in sv undesirable (AR 615-638)". Others
were sent to the "Z of I" under rotation and one (lucky?) Sgt received compassionate leave
to a particular street address in the Rochereau district of Le Havre, France. (Expenses were
to be his). On 24 May 1948 Capt McDowell was, along with his entire command, released
from assignment to Det A of the 602nd TCS APO 696-6 and transfered to 603rd TCS at APO
696-6 ("No travel involved"). 6 Officers and 54 EM'm were involved. A very interesting
paragraph at the end of the order set says that Cpl Zimmerman "is asgn to Dynamite D/F
site. Cpl Zimmerman is auth Monetary allowances in lieu of subsistence". (I am not sure I
want to know exactly what kind of assignment that was?). The 603rd was activated on 25
May 1948 per an additional set of orders.
These units, the 602nd and 603 TCS were apparently the predecessors to the 603rd and
602nd of our times at Hof/Saale. Anybody with any knowlege of the exact location of APO
696-6, or any other information is encouraged to contact Ed Carchia ( carchiadv@aol.com )

And a follow-up clarification from #232
The DFs ("Dynamite Site") were three detached units surrounding the site, off in the
boonies. They were manned by a few guys each that I never saw and who, I head, were
accompanied to work by their Schatzees (phoenetic spelling). They took bearings on vocal
sounds emitted by the [Carridor/Airlift?] pilots (something like long Bhuddist oomms) and
called these bearings in to us for a fix. One of us sitting at a round table map pulled lead
weighted strings along these bearings and, where they met: viola, ecco. Real high tech. One
every three minutes, 24/7 for a year. Like a string of pearls.
Ed Carchia

Notes on the Berlin Crisis...
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And for those in hotter parts of the country.. .
a reminder?
>From #232
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And from 226

Re Audi Murphy in Hof...
I well remember Murphy at Hof, Not sure if it was 61 or 62 Early spring or summer.
I ate a Cheese burger with him in the snack Bar. He was there to make a Documentary type
training film " The Broken Bridge" for the Army. Audie Murphy was a very regular Guy an
easy Guy to talk to and not the least bit aloof.
He stayed downtown in the Hotel near the Police Traffic Stand. The local Germans did not
take to him very well due to his War Record so he hung around the Kaserne when he could. I
think he sort of missed the military life style.
When they attempted to set up cameras and equipment at the bridge, Communist forces
showed up on the other side of the river and set up a half moon defensive perimeter which
panicked the folks on our side and the shoot was called off. When they told Murphy that they
had to leaver the Bridge for fear that it would create an international incident he said, " If
this is the start of WWIII I might as well stay right here".
I don't think they ever did shoot the film for they never returned to the blown out bridge.
Jim Patterson
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US Army photo

Courtesy of the Scanny's
"And so to Hof: A town where one still sees chimney sweeps in their top hats and the
'Wörschtlamann' (sic), vendor of local sausages, standing on a street corner with a
miniature copper oven ; and also a number of South European Gastarbeiter hanging around
on street corners - slow times in the textile industry. Hof used to be near the center line of
Germany. Now it's on the edge of the Federal Republic, in the Bavarian Boondocks. Apart
from the textile industry, breweries are Hof's thing - there were ten and now six. Ninety
percent of Hof's pre-border trade with the area around Plauen, now in the DDR, has been
lost. The railway has gone from two tracks to one; young people go elsewhere for higher
education ; the town's population is declining by one thousand a year. But you can still buy
international newspapers at a downtown kiosk. On the edge of town some of the other
interests of the western world are represented in what looks like a giant piece of sculpture by
Noguschi; one of the three largest U.S. radar stations in Europe.
One of Hof's contemporary problems is that, like a place in the American West that didn't
have a railroad stop, it has been bypassed by the autobahn that comes from Nurmeburg to
cross the border at Rudolphstein/Hirschberg on the way to Berlin, about four hours away."
>From "Along the edge of the Forest - An Iron Curtain Journey" by Anthony Bailey
(Random House New York) in the early 80's. A travel log from the Baltic to the Austrian
Border between the East and the Western Zone.

Did you know...
In 1972, after the Ops area was turned over or back to the Luftwaffe, that the land of the
Kaserne was purchased from the City of Hof for 2,7 Millionen Marks by the Bundeswehr, and
the Electronic Intelligence effort by the Luftwaffe started at Hüttner Kaserne (Formerly
Kingsley Kaserne)? The effort was supervised by "M" (Not THAT "M") or William Maihofer,
a "Kaptitän zur See" whose other local credits include the establishment of the Annual New
Year's Ball and the establishment of a Panzer Parking or Collection area behind the Kaserne,
as well as the adoption of the Mine Sweeper "Frauenlob" by the City of Hof. . Maihofer was
also part of the City government from 1978-1984.
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Found thru a new search engine service at www.accoona.com and the information is from the
link http://www.marlesreuth.de/maihofer_wilhelm_kapitaen_hof_1919.html
Or that the original construction cost of the Kaserne was 34 Million Reichsmarks and it was
built on land "donated" by the local Lutheran and Catholic Churches beginning in 1934?
Confiscated or extorted might be a better word than 'donated', considering the history of those
times? ed.

From issue 180
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European Command General Orders GO-51, 12 June 1949
courtesy Walter Elkins www.usarmygermany.com
And from the "Story of a True Hero"
where the above Orders leave off...
" Lieutenant Kingsley who had been administering first aid to Sergeant Sullivan’s
wounds, began helping him to the bomb bay doors so that he could bail out of the
aircraft. It was at this point that Lieutenant Kingsley, with total disregard for his
own safety, removed his parachute and placed it on the now chute-less Sergeant
Sullivan and assisted him out of the B-17 via the open bomb bay doors, reminding
him to wait to clear the tail section before pulling his ripcord."

And don't totally trust the "Translation" sites (Babelfish etc)
>From a Frankenpost article on renaming the streets in Hof.... Just for fun!

And the original German?

Off Base, but only a little...
>From Jerry Middendorf

Legionnaires called upon to build national database of war memorials
The American Legion has joined with the Alliance Defense Fund and the Liberty Legal
Institute to safeguard
America's war memorials before they are targeted for removal. The Alliance Defense Fund is
an organization of more than 1,000 attorneys some of them veterans or active-duty members
of the Judge Advocate General's Corps, and the Liberty Legal Institute is a member of that
alliance. Together, they've agreed to represent The American Legion and local governments
throughout the country on a pro-bono basis when the American Civil Liberties Union files
establishment-clause lawsuits, as it has in an efforts to remove from public sight any war
memorials that have religious symbolism. Legionnaires are asked to locate, identify and
report all veterans memorials throughout the United States. The information will assist
attorneys in the legal defense of attempts to remove, alter or destroy the monuments. For
more information or to file a report on the location and disposition of a monument, visit
*/www./eglon.org /*on the Web and click on the Alliance Defense Fund logo.
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Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Bavarian Siberia...

From update #170
Hof was often refered to as Bavarian Siberia not only because it was the coldest of the larger
German cities but also because civil servants were sent there for punishment!

And from update #238
Not your father's Oldsmobile... Or Hummer, either..
note the border posts immediately in front of the vehicle...
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Constabulary Border Patrol (late 40's,) using the small M-8 (Greyhound) Armored Car of the
post-war period... It was armed with a 37mm cannon, and a .30 or .50 cal ring mounted
Browning. The vehicle was found to be fast, but was very lightly armored (19mm thick) and not
effective against the tanks of the day unless armed with an additional bazooka . It was also not
very effective in the mud and snow of Northern Europe, and generally restricted to hard road
surfaces. Still in use in some third world countries. Horses were superior for patrolling on the
Czech border, until Gen. Eisenhower found out what was going on. That ended the Cav's
horse-mounted era!
If I remember his quote correctly... it went something like... "I thought we were rid of those damn
things!" when the General saw saw the horse mounted border troops for the first time.

More bits from the Wayback Machine will follow...

Reno2007
>From the Reunion Capo
RENO/VIRGINIA CITY TOUR - TUESDAY, SEP 4, 2007:
Tour #1 departs the Eldorado Hotel at 7:45AM and returns to hotel at 12:45PM. We will tour the
University of Nevada, downtown Reno, the Reno Arch, Truckee River, Casinos, and one
Park(Photo Stop). Then onto South Reno residential areas, divorcee ranches, estates in valley and
along the way, another Photo Stop. We will then climb up Highway 341 to Virginia City, arriving
around 10AM with a stop along the way at a photographic lookout. We will have approximately
two(2) hours in Virginia City to visit museums, one mansion, and unique shops. We will drive by
the museums and the one mansion, however, if individuals want to actually visit them, there will be
time during the two hours in Virginia City. There is a minimum charge of around $3 per person
which is not included in the tour price to go inside the museums and/or mansion. Virginia City is
considered the Queen of the Comstock, the Richest Place on Earth, Sister City to San Francisco,
the city that that rebuilt San Francisco, financed the Civil War, brought Nevada into the Union, and
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spawned a whole new world of mining millionaires. For 20 years, roughly 1860-1880, Virginia City
was perhaps the most exciting city in the West. On "C" Street, the main street, you can see a
downtown rebuilt within months of the Great Fire of 1875 when Virginia City was at its height.
Saloons and gambling halls are still there, many with their original store fronts and interior fixtures.
Other stores are now gift shops and restaurants. If individuals want, a ride on the V & T Railroad
(not included in price of tour). Tickets for the train ride which takes you on a leisurely 35 minute
round trip ride to the historic station at Gold Hill and the conductor gives a narration of the many
historic sights you will view from the train. Tickets are approximately $6 for the round trip and can
be purchased at the departure location at Washington and "F" Streets. The buses will depart
Virginia City at "HIGH NOON" SHARP. *Note: Virginia City is at an elevation of 6200', with cool
mornings and warm middays. We advise participants to carry bottled water with them because it is
a Dry Climate.

LAKE TAHOE/EMERALD BAY/CARSON CITY TOUR - WEDNESDAY, SEP 5, 2007:
Tour #2 departs the Eldorado Hotel at 8AM and returns to hotel at 5PM. We will proceed west on
I80 through historic Truckee, California, see Squaw Valley, Donner Party Memorial(photo stop),
and arrive in Tahoe City at approximately 9:30AM. There we will drive by Fanny Bridge, and the
Gate Keeper's Museum(photo stop). We will then proceed on the West Shore of Tahoe and at
Emerald Bay Vista Point(photo stop). We will proceed on to Stateline, South Lake Tahoe where
you will have three(3) hours of freetime for lunch(Dutch Treat), shopping, gambling, or if you wish,
take the Gondola Scenic Ride(not included in tour price). The price of the Gondola ride range from
$15 to $24 depending upon your age(Seniors are $22). We will depart South Lake Tahoe at
approximately 3PM (you will be given exact time when we arrive in S. Lake Tahoe), and then head
to Carson City. In Carson City, we will sightsee the Historic District, and drive by the Governors
Mansion. We will return to Reno via Hwy 50 and 395 through the Washoe Valley. *Note: Tahoe
is also at an elevation of 6200', with cool mornings and warm middays. We again advise
participants to carry bottled water with them because of the Dry Climate.

RENO REUNION TOUR BUS STATUS
Tour 1, Reno/Virginia City on Tuesday, September 4th is SOLD OUT. There are presently
three(3) persons on waiting list and if we have enough sign up, we will add another bus. If
you still want to sign up, send form and check to our association address. The waiting list is
being handled by Don Riverkamp. Any questions, email Don at river1940@sbcglobal.net .

Tour 2, Lake Tahoe/Emerald Bay/Carson City, September 5th, only has TEN (10) seats still
available. When these are gone, "RESERVATIONS WILL BE CLOSED". We have three buses
reserved for this tour.

And the latest list...
JOHNNIE & WILMA ADAMS, PEGGY ADAMS, BOB & SANDY ALEKSON, CHUCK BABCOCK,
CAROLE & DEBRA BARRON, JIM & GERT BERRY, RUTHIE BLUMENSTEIN & GUEST DON
COSTELLO, ANDY & MARTHA BRADS, ROBERT & CHRISTA BROCK, J.C. CAMPBELL &
MARY ROTH, LARRY & SHERRY CANN, MARK & PEGGY CLEMONS, BARBARA
CHAPMAN, ED CHASE, GARY & SANDY CHERPES, DALLAS & SUE CHURCHILL, BILL &
MARCIA COMBS, GEORGE & IRMGARD COURSEY, CARL & BARBARA DAVINO, JIM &
ELISABETH DERBY, DAVE & KAREN DICKSON & GUEST TOOTIE HINTON, ALOIS &
ROSIE DIETZ, TONY & JOAN DONOFRIO, GEORGE & CHRISTA FAHRBACH, JOE &
BRIGITTE FITZGERALD & GUEST CAROL NICHOLSON, AL & MARY FREDDIE, RICH &
MARIA FRY, FRANCIS & JOANN FUKUMOTO, ROGER & ELFRIEDA GENTILINI, PAUL
GENUNG , RALPH & JOAN GLOVER, RUEBEN GREEN, BILL & KARIN HALL, MEL & ILSE
HAMILL, CARMEN HARDMAN, NORM & NORMA HEGGIE, BARRY & CARMEN HIBBARD,
NORMAN & URSULA HINES, ROBERT & HANNA HOERATH, DAN & SON RICK HOLDEN,
KEN HOLLEY, JIM & PAT HOLLOWAY, PAUL HOLMGREN, BENNIE & SOPHYE HOPPER,
JOE & RENATE HUNT, NED & BARBARA IMBODEN, JESSE & ESTHER OROZCO-JONES,
KEN & BRIANA JUERGENS, BETTY JUNG, JOE & DOLORES KESSLER, KEN & GAY
KIELBANIA, KARIN KINGSLEY, GREG & SANDY KRCMA, DICK KREUTZER, BOB & RUTH
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LIVESEY, JERRY & PAT MANGAS, ERMINIO &CORRINE MARTINEZ, ROBERT & PAULINE
MCAULIFFE, JOHN & PAT MCKENZIE, JIM MCGOVERN, JERRY & HILDE MIDDENDORF &
AUNTS LISBETH SEIGFRIED & KAETHE URBAN, TOM & INGA MIKLOICHE, BARBARA
MOLLAHAN & SON PATRICK MOLLAHAN, ERNIE MORIN, JOHN & ANNI MOTHERWAY,
WALTER & SHIRLEY MURCH, STEVE & DONNA MURPHREY, PHIL & JO MURRAY, DAVID
& KARIN NATALIE, CLAUDE & SUSANNE NIEBUHR, MARVIN NORRIS, WADE &
PHYLLIS NOTTINGHAM, DICK & EVI OBIDINSKI & HEIDI POUCH, FRED OLDENBURG,
JOHN & AGGIE PACE, PETE & MARGIT PAYNE, LANCE & KAY PETERSON, PHYLLIS
MCKEAG PHIPPS, BERNIE PIEPER, HEIDE PRINCE , ROSIE & GARY QUEEN, DEAN
REED, JACK & PAT RIEF, JIM & TRAUDL RIGGIN & BROTHER ERICH DUENNE, DON
RIVERKAMP, JERRY & GUDRUN ROBINSON, LOU & FERN ROCHA, LEO & ILSE ROOT,
E.T. & VERA ROW, RICHARD RUBIO, PHIL & ROSALIE RUTH, DANNY & BRIGITTE
SANDIFER, DAN & CAROL SCANNY, PAT SCHIERMEISTER, JOHN & CAROL SCHOLL,
BRENT & LINDA SCOTT, BOB & LILO SHERWOOD, WALT & GINNY SHIFFLETT, CHARLES
SHOCKLEY, BOB & CHRISTA SIKES, JACK SINAGRA & JEAN JACKSON, NOEL &
PEPITA SINCHAK, JOHN & EVA MARIA SLUTZ, JAMES & NORENE SMITH, GRANT &
DONA SORENSEN, NATE & UTE SPARKS, CLAUDE & MYRTLE SPICER & GUESTS TED
& BRENDA JONES, BARRY & SUE SPRINGSTEEN, JERRY & CHA-HEE STANFIELD, JAY
STEGER, KARIN STEIN, STU & MARCEY STURDEVANT, MONIKA SULLIVAN, DEAN &
SHIRLEY THOMPSON, RAY & JO THOMPSON, BILL & HELEN TONI, WALT & MARGOT
TRIBBLE, ROBERT & MAGGIE TROJANOWSKI, JOEY TRUJILLO, BILL & EDIE WARD,
TRESSLAR & MARIANNE WAY, ART & KARIN WEATHERWALKS , WALT WHISNER, JOHN
WIBLE, JOHN & LOTTIE WILLIAMS, & DAUGHTER LINDA WILLIAMS, CHUCK & MONIKA
WILSON, MARTY & JUDY WRIGHT, RIP & JEANNIE YARNALL, AND LORRAYNE ZOBRAK.

And work has commenced on Charleston2008!
Do NOT ever ever...
hassle or tick off the gray-haired geezer in the wheel-chair with the USAFSS patch on the back of
the seat! He may still have talents that you don't want to find out about?

Gene Wetzel wants people to know that he will NOT be attending Reno2007.
His youngest daughter ( 14 ) was seriously injured in an auto accident a
few months ago. She is making good progress toward recovery, but has a
long way to go.
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We both have hopes of doing CharlestonJoeD

From last week and fast cars:
So far, the fastest I have traveled on land was with the GDE guy called "J". He had the red Jaguar
V16 and he really pissed off a bunch of BMW drivers by passing them. I don't know how fast we
went as I think I had my eyes closed a good part of the time.
Auf Wieder- JoeD (Joe Dernoga) )"
Hey Guys,
Did this guy drive a Jaguar XKE? I drove one of the GDE guys down to Munich to drop my VW off
and he drove us back to Hof in the XKE, white knuckles and brown pants all the way.home. It took
us only half the time to get back!.
Joe Kessler

"J" was Jay Sukowski. He married Ottokar Machander's daughter(one of the most beautiful
women ever from Hof). I believe they live in Florida. The fastest he ever drove was 300 kph(180
mph). Slow by modern standards on the A-bahn.
Ray Boyden

Ray might be refering to this new Autobahn terror? Reportedly, driving this car makes France
shrink to the size of "a small pineapple!" according to one reviewer And 840,000 Pounds is the
price, not the weight!
http://www.metacafe.com/watch/85817/bugatti_veyron/
or even better
http://www.metacafe.com/watch/422697/bugatti_veyron_on_top_gear/
"Makes your eyes water"!

for those of you
who travel extensively in Europe, here is a new, to me, anyway, source of information
for travel suggestions on the Continent... from Stars and Stripes!
http://blogs.stripes.com/blogs/europetraveler
And from Dirk Vallo....
really a wealth of info here not just trains, but rental cars, hotels, etc
all with current prices check it out
www.bahn.de

Sad news...
I don't know if this the right place to go to let you know that Bill passed away June 14, 2007. If I
need to contact anyone else just let me know at Mamorl65@aol.com
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He loved going to the reunion in Tenn. & wanted to attend this year's but it was not to be. Thank
you all for being his friends.

Roberta Landers
1032 Coventry Rd.
Enid, OK 73703-3126
580-233-2578

Two Updates from the Adjutant since I missed the one last
week due to a lack of remembering the <cntrl-S> function
when I needed it most!
From Joe Kessler
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Small correction: Steve Zamosky's complete email address above is wmconnect.com

Off base just slightly
and submitted for conversational purposes only. I have no idea as to the validity or reliability of this
particular site:
http://www.php.isn.ethz.ch/collections/index.cfm But there is a LOT of reading hiding in there....
The guys that I have already passed this on to already were quite interested!
You might be also if you have any interest in Warsaw Pact Battle plans. France in 9 days, Bayreuth
on the first?
And for those with long memories!

Courtesy of Phil Ruth:
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And:
way off base unless you need to amuse your grand-children or your self! Then go for it!
http://web.mac.com/davidstein6314/iWeb/bubblething1/us.html
I should have a report on this next week? Again, for the amusement of grand-children only, of
course! Adults may try this for scientific testing purposes only.
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Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
A whole new group of webcams
in the Oberfranken area...
http://www.frankenpost.de/bilder/webcams/art743,643330.html Remember the time difference!
From the Frankenpost (www.frankenpost.de)

From the Frankenpost...

photo by Martin Friedrich (FP)
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and this gem, also from the Frankenpoast Tuesday, one of a series of pics taken from the
Bergwacht in Schwarzenbach am Wald. All in German but some of those pics are worth many
words in any language!

And from Peg Capps Newmann
Hi Jerry,
Would you please put a reminder in the newsletter about all of the pictures available of the
6915th around 1960 when Chuck and I were stationed in Hof? You published a large number I
sent you, in a photo album, but I've seen a number of references from folks that indicate they
don't know they're available. Thanks.
Peg Newman (Capps)
PS Living in Philly I especially enjoyed your Memorial Day tribute to our Washington Square
memorial.

From an un-named fast car freak!
that bugatti link was worth it all (issue #301)

Shadow on an Iron Curtain...
CA Russell has contacted "M. J. Brett" the author of the book Shadow on an Iron Curtain"
and received the following in return:
Hi there Mr. Russell:
It was kind of you to write me. I'm sorry it took me so long to answer, but we were out of
town a long while with reunions and lots of company, and I'm playing "catch up" desperately to
get back on top of the piles on my desk. I did go to your reunion website and checked out all
the guestbooks and photos. It really looks good, and it gives everyone a chance to find each
other and share what mattered to them most during those days. What a lot of memories
crammed into those years. It's great that they will be able to get together for the reunion in
Reno.
I was actually at Bamberg most of the time, just lots of trips out to Hof and the Border to
introduce new people to the mission there, (and a lot written about the Border at Hof and Coburg
in my book, Shadows on an Iron Curtain). I was a schoolteacher who skied with the soldiers of
the 2/2 CAV that guarded the Border between Hof and Coburg, and their supporting units, 82nd
Engineers, 2/78 and 6/10 artillery, 3rd Brigade, 1/54 and 1/52 Infantry, ground pounders
all...except for the Air Cav helicopter guys...taught a lot of them to ski after I learned myself, the
hard way. The only Air Force people we had were some mentioned in my book who had the
"launch codes." They were quite interesting...and could never be further away from base than 10
minutes...made it hard for them to come to parties, but we always took them food...smile.
Yes, it was an exciting time to be in Germany during the Cold War. Lots of good memories and
a few scary ones too. You guys were there a little earlier than I was. I was there from
1974-1981, and the book covers 74-76. I have old calendars showing markings for all the times
the Army guys were on Alert. During those two years, they were on more than they were off. I'm
sure the Air Force experience was not much different.
I must admit I wrote Shadows because I was a little angry that after all those years you guys
and our Army guys lived on the edge of disaster on that Border to keep the U.S. out of WW III,
now that it is over (at least THAT particular threat is over), all anyone seems to remember is the
Berlin Wall. The Wall was a very public symbol, but it seemed to me that people should know
something about what our military men were doing on that mostly top secret Border that slashed
across Europe. (Yes, I did get it checked out with security to be sure I had nothing still
classified...had to take out three things and move one...smile)
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I originally thought of Shadows as a grief recovery book, but the overseas teachers and
students dubbed it "the DoDDS book" and found all the things that happened in military life and
on military bases and laughed their heads off, remembering...(so much for the grief part!) And
now the Cavalry has discovered that nothing much has been written about their mission on the
Border of the Cold War--only about things at the Berlin Wall, so the book is now in some of the
CAV and Cold War museums (and we share links on websites) because it seems to be the only
one that details the Border mission (admittedly more from the Army perspective than from the
Air Force, but both seem to like it because it does talk about the danger there.) What a
surprise...now it's the "CAV book," but it's fun to know that the military guys feel I was able to
capture the spirit of camaradarie and intrigue of the Border. It was a special time in a special
place along that Border, and it just seemed that people formed closer friendships and took better
care of each other because they all knew they would be "toast" if the Soviets decided on D-Day.
Everybody needed everybody else, and I guess that's what I was trying to capture in the
story...the interconnectedness that military and DoDDS people understand, and that civilians
never will...
Anyway, I'm glad you wrote to tell me about the website. I loved the photos. It sounds like
your reunion will be fun. Is it all right if I add your reunion information website to the hot links on
my website, so any of my readers who are Hofers will be able to contact you? A little networking
never hurts. If there is something I can do to help you, or should you decide you want some of
the books to sell at the reunion, let me know. The CAV reunions are doing that. I've also written
two other books set in Germany...one is a true tale from WWII, Mutti's War, and one is a novel
on the difficulty of military marriages Between Duty and Devotion. I write because I love to write.
I think everybody should write their stories, even if only for their kids. There are so many little
pieces of the jigsaw puzzle of history out there--we each hold one. If we don't write them down
before we are all dead, they are gone forever. I felt the Hof Border story was one of those little
pieces of history that might otherwise be lost.
Thank you so much for writing, and good luck with the reunion. We just returned from a
Vietnam Helicopter Pilot Reunion (my husband is a 30 year Army retiree) in Phoenix, and had
such a wonderful time reminiscing....I know your reunion will be much the same...Have a great
time...Sincerely,
Margaret Brettschneider (a.k.a.
M.J. Brett)
Colorado

Echte Hoferbratwurstchen! Available Stateside!
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Look at the message that Robert Reeves sent to me. Made me hungry
and I just finsihed a late lunch.
DON

Subject: RE: Hofer Type Bratwurst: GOT EM!!! Been there... done that!

>>
> > Don,
>>
I ordered em and I GOT EM this morning!!!....and I just finished
off
> > TWO for lunch...the "ORIGINAL" Hofer style STEAMED skinny bratwurst in a
> > brochen with brown mustard, (of course) YUMMY!!!!!
>>
> > Side dishes: German style sweet and sour red cabbage and German style
potato
> > balls.
>>
> > One Lowenbrau for fun and HOF ambiance:)
>>
> > You wish you were me.......admit it!!!!!
>>
> > :)
>>
Kindest regards,
Robeert Reeves

What they are refering to is this!
Robert Reeves, sent this to me late tonight.....
DON
Here are the Hof/Bavaria style bratwurst you can order direct from
www.Wisconsinmade.com
These are the RIGHT ones...the long skinny beef/pork ones like we talked
about... just like they make in Hof.

"Nurnberger Original German Style - 5 lb. Box
$34.55
Bavaria offers your choice of the Nurnberger Original Style Bratwurst in a
5 lb. box or the Nurnberger Curry Bratwurst in a 5 lb. box. This is the
original long and skinny bratwurst made with beef and pork. Both the
Original German Style and the Curry Bratwursts are pre-cooked and ready for
your grill or frying pan! The curry bratwurst is very lean and juicy with a
good touch of curry. (Serve with a German hard roll, glass of beer and
touch of curry ketchup.) 7-8 per lb.
Hof Reunion Association has no financial interest of any kind in this site. But maybe we should
have?

And Curry Ketchup is easy to make... gob of Ketchup/Catchup on your plate, add
enough good curry powder to make your eyes water just a bit, stir it up and go! If
you put it on a knackwurt or a kielbasa you will swear you are eathing Herr Korn's
Currywurst again.... only without the Kulmbacher vom Fass!
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Reno2007 Updates

ATTENTION PERSONNEL ATTENDING THE 2007 RENO
REUNION
PLEASE review the list below of Reno Registrations, as of Sunday, July 15th, 2007. If you have
registered and DO NOT SEE YOUR NAME, please contact Don Riverkamp and/or our adjutant, Joe
Kessler. Don's email is river1940@sbcglobal.net and Joe's hofreunion@adelphia.net .
Thanks and looking forward to seeing everyone in RENO in September.
LIST OF RENO REGISTRATIONS
AS OF JULY 15TH, 2007
JOHNNIE & WILMA ADAMS, PEGGY ADAMS, BOB & SANDY ALEKSON, CHUCK BABCOCK,
CAROLE
& DEBRA BARRON, JIM & GERT BERRY, RUTHIE BLUMENSTEIN & GUEST DON
COSTELLO, ANDY
& MARTHA BRADS, ROBERT & CHRISTA BROCK, J.C. CAMPBELL &
MARY ROTH, LARRY & SHERRY CANN, MARK & PEGGY CLEMONS, BARBARA CHAPMAN, ED
CHASE, GARY & SANDY CHERPES, DALLAS & SUE CHURCHILL, BILL & MARCIA COMBS,
GEORGE & IRMGARD COURSEY, CARL &
BARBARA DAVINO, CHUCK & BOBBIE DAVIS, JIM &
ELISABETH DERBY, DAVE & KAREN DICKSON & GUEST TOOTIE HINTON, ALOIS & ROSIE
DIETZ, TONY & JOAN DONOFRIO, GEORGE & CHRISTA FAHRBACH, JOE & BRIGITTE
FITZGERALD & GUEST CAROL NICHOLSON, AL & MARY FREDDIE,
RICH & MARIA FRY,
FRANCIS & JOANN FUKUMOTO, ROGER & ELFRIEDA GENTILINI, PAUL GENUNG, RUEBEN
GREEN, BILL & KARIN HALL, MEL & ILSE HAMILL, CARMEN HARDMAN, NORM & NORMA
HEGGIE, BARRY & CARMEN HIBBARD, NORMAN & URSULA HINES, ROBERT & HANNA
HOERATH,
DAN & SON RICK HOLDEN, KEN HOLLEY, JIM & PAT HOLLOWAY, PAUL
HOLMGREN, BENNIE & SOPHYE HOPPER, JOE & RENATE HUNT, NED & BARBARA IMBODEN,
JESSE & ESTHER OROZCO-JONES, KEN & BRIANA JUERGENS, BETTY JUNG, JOE & DOLORES
KESSLER, KEN & GAY KIELBANIA,
KARIN KINGSLEY, GREG & SANDY KRCMA, DICK
KREUTZER, BOB & RUTH LIVESEY, JERRY & PAT MANGAS, ERMINIO & CORRINE MARTINEZ,
ROBERT & PAULINE MCAULIFFE, JOHN & PAT MCKENZIE,
JIM MCGOVERN, JERRY & HILDE
MIDDENDORF & AUNTS LISBETH SEIGFRIED & KAETHE URBAN,
TOM & INGA MIKLOICHE,
BARBARA MOLLAHAN & SON PATRICK MOLLAHAN, ERNIE MORIN, JOHN &
ANNI
MOTHERWAY, WALTER & SHIRLEY MURCH, STEVE & DONNA MURPHREY, PHIL & JO MURRAY,
DAVID & KARIN NATALIE, CLAUDE & SUSANNE NIEBUHR, MARVIN NORRIS, WADE &
PHYLLIS NOTTINGHAM, DICK & EVI OBIDINSKI & HEIDI POUCH, FRED OLDENBURG, JOHN
& AGGIE PACE,
PETE & MARGIT PAYNE, LANCE & KAY PETERSON, PHYLLIS MCKEAG
PHIPPS, BERNIE PIEPER, HEIDE PRINCE , ROSIE & GARY QUEEN, DEAN REED, JACK & PAT
RIEF, JIM & TRAUDL RIGGIN & BROTHER ERICH DUENNE, DON RIVERKAMP, JERRY &
GUDRUN ROBINSON, LOU & FERN ROCHA,
LEO & ILSE ROOT, E.T. & VERA ROW, RICHARD
RUBIO, PHIL & ROSALIE RUTH, DANNY & BRIGITTE SANDIFER, DAN & CAROL SCANNY, PAT
SCHIERMEISTER, JOHN & CAROL SCHOLL, BRENT & LINDA SCOTT, BOB & LILO SHERWOOD,
WALT & GINNY SHIFFLETT, CHARLES SHOCKLEY, BOB & CHRISTA SIKES, JACK SINAGRA &
JEAN JACKSON, NOEL & PEPITA SINCHAK, JOHN & EVA MARIA SLUTZ, JAMES & NORENE
SMITH, GRANT & DONA SORENSEN, NATE & UTE SPARKS, CLAUDE & MYRTLE SPICER &
GUESTS TED & BRENDA JONES, BARRY & SUE SPRINGSTEEN, JERRY & CHA-HEE
STANFIELD, JAY STEGER, KARIN STEIN, STU & MARCEY STURDEVANT, MONIKA SULLIVAN,
DEAN & SHIRLEY THOMPSON, RAY & JO THOMPSON, BILL & HELEN TONI, WALT &
MARGOT TRIBBLE, ROBERT & MAGGIE TROJANOWSKI, JOEY TRUJILLO, BILL & EDIE WARD,
TRESSLAR & MARIANNE WAY, ART & KARIN WEATHERWALKS , WALT WHISNER, JOHN
WIBLE, DAVID & LYNN WILLIAMS,
JOHN & LOTTIE WILLIAMS, & DAUGHTER LINDA
WILLIAMS, CHUCK & MONIKA WILSON, MARTY &
JUDY WRIGHT, RIP & JEANNIE YARNALL,
AND LORRAYNE ZOBRAK.
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Everybody gets to have fun in Reno!

2007 RENO REUNION HOTEL RESERVATIONS:
Just a reminder to all personnel planning on attending this year's reunion. IF you have not made
your room reservations for the 2007 Reno Reunion, A REMINDER, the guaranteed room prices for
the HRA ends on
Friday, August 3rd, 2007. To be assured the below prices, your reservations must be made by
that date.
Eldorado Hotel Room Reservations guaranteed prices and rooms end Friday, August 3rd, 2007.
Make your room reservations by calling 1-800-648-5966. It is very important when making your
reservations that you reference the association's group block, Hof Reunion, as well as, our special
group code JHOF907 to ensure the proper rates and accomodations are assigned. The rates for
Deluxe Accommodations (Sunday thru Thursday) are $49.99 plus tax and a Resort Fee charge of
$3 per night. The room rate for these same rooms for Friday and Saturday night are $119.99.
Remember, the hotel DOES NOT ACCEPT Saturday night only prior arrivals. The accommodations
are based on single and double occupancy. A $10 nightly charge, per person, will apply should
more than two persons occupy a room. Breakfast IS NOT included in this price. Any questions
on this or any part of the reunion, please contact me at 512-258-4894 OR email me at
river1940@sbcglobal.net . Thanking you in advance.
Don Riverkamp, President and Reno Reunion Coordinator

2007 COMMEMORATIVE RENO TEE SHIRTS
You may still order our 2007 commemorative tee shirts since Don has ordered extras in each
size. To order your shirts, please fill out the order form that was in the 2007 January Newsletter,
or go to our Hof Website, www.hofreunion.com and print out the form. If you can not access
either of the above, please email Don Riverkamp at river1940@sbcglobal.net and he will email
you a form. Mail the completed form to our adjutant: HOF Reunion Association, 6855 S. River
Rd, Geneva, OH 44041-9348.
NOTE: * The shirts will be available at the reunion in September 2007 in Reno.
** Those NOT attending the reunion must add $4 per shirt to cover packaging
and mailing expenses.
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*** Price of shirts are $8 for S, M, L, AND XL AND $10 FOR 2XL AND 3XL.

RENO REGISTRATION AND BUS TOUR STATUS AS OF JULY 15TH, 2007
As of Sunday, July 15th, 2007, we have 238 registered for the 2007 Reno Reunion.
Ralph & Joan Glover had to cancel due to family commitments, and four new people
registered. New Reno registrations are Chuck & Bobbie Davis, and David D. & Lynn
Williams. Remember, latest date for registration is August 1st, 2007. Anyone sending
in registration from now until August 1st, the registration fee is $100 per person.
** Exception to this fee is a NEW FIND who would like to come to reunion.**
Tour #1, Reno/Virginia City Tour on Tuesday, September 4th is SOLD OUT, and there
are five(5) on waiting list. If more people decide to sign up for this tour and we get
enough people, we will add a third bus for this tour.
Tour #2, Lake Tahoe/Emerald Bay/Carson City Tour on Wednesday, September 5th
has only SIX (6) seats available. Once these six seats are gone, there will be NO MORE
available. Any questions on Reno Reunion or Tours, please contact Don Riverkamp
at river1940@sbcglobal.net or give him a call at 512-258-4894.

More on Bill Holloway...
Up date on Bill Holloway.
He had another stroke a few weeks a go and will not be getting a heart transplant. They think
his heart has repaired it self. He will have a big surgery on THursday to move the pump that is
attached to his left ventricle and hopefully the heart will be okay and he can get out and
rehabed. Please pray for him.
Susan Holloway

And on Tom Byrson... Still showing "True Grit"!
Greetings and Salutations,,
Overall good news.
Began my chemo regime in follow up to my liver re-section yesterday. This will continue for
about three months then another CTscan, to see where we go from here. Last scan said my liver
and colon where clean. There is some minor concern, however, relative to nodules in the lungs
(previously determined not to be cancerous) that have increased in size in the absence of
chemo.
More on the positive side, one of the medicines has been eliminated, and two have been changed
out. As a result, I go only every three weeks instead of two, and need not carry a pump home
for the weekend and revisit the VA for an unhook Monday mornings as in the past. Now it is one
medication administered there for a full day, then pills. What a relief!! I had planned to spend
this weekend hobbled to my chair carrying the bloody chemo pump around all day from Friday
afternoon to Monday morning. Instead, I am able to live normally, just take a lot of pills.
Side effects, that’s another story. Could be worse, could be better. Gotta wait and see.
Ironically, yesterday was the anniversary of my being told about the colon cancer. I can only
wonder. If those docs at the VA hadn’t pushed me into a colonoscopy, what kind of shape would
I be in now? Probably pretty sick.
I think that “cautiously optimistic can at this time progress to damn optimistic. I’m not out of the
woods by any means but am certainly on the downhill run and in view of sunshine. Barring
unforeseen torpedoes, I’m beginning to think I can walk away from this. Thanks for all your love
and support.
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And the weeklys from the Adjutant, Joe Kessler

Off Base by a tiny bit...
(But I figger the Mik will make at least a couple of these,
Obie also!)
Courtesy of Jerry Middendorf
>
> GERMAN LIFE MAGAZINE KALENDER OF EVENTS:
>
> July/August/September
>
> July
>
> Milwaukee, WI
>
> July 27-29: German Fest. Summerfest grounds. Visit www.germanfest. com or call
414-464-9444.
>
> August
>
> Frederick, MD
>
> First Friday of the month: Der Stammtisch at Brewer's Alley, 124 N. Market Street. Call
301-631-0127.
>
> Indianapolis, IN
>
> First Wednesday and first Saturday of the month: Docent-led tours of the Athenaeum at 401
East Michigan Street. Call 317-251-8658 or EMail shenselmeier@iquest.net.
>
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> Columbus, OH
>
> August 3-5: Brats & Crafts Festival at St. James Lutheran Church. EMail
kenandmarymusik@yahoo.com or call 937-642-4135.
>
> Liverpoool, NY
>
> August 5: Bavarian Fest at Longbranch Park. Visit www.bavarianclublamenrausch.org or call
315447-3268.
>
> Scranton, P A
>
> August 5: 101st German Day Summerfest. Visit www.waldorfparktiki.com or call 570-586-9721
or 570-348-2285.
>
> Harmony, PA
>
> August 11: Antique Gun Show at Harmony Museum's Stewart Hall. Visit
www.harmonymuseum.org, EMail hmuseum@fyi.net, or call 888-821-4822.
>
> Oregon, OH
>
> August 11: 33rd Annual Komfest. Call 419-472-9724 or 419-475-4712.
>
> Harmony, PA
>
> August 11: German Dinner at Harmony Museum's Stewart Hall. Reservations required. Visit
www.harmonymuseum.org, E-Mail hmuseum@fyi.net, or call 888-821-4822.
>
> San Antonio, 'IX
>
> August 17: Gartenkonzert. Call 210222-1521.
>
> Leavenworth, WA
>
> August 18: Great Bavarian Walk and Wine Tasting. Visit www.leavenworth.org or call
509-548-5807.
>
> Buffalo Grove, IL
>
> August 18-19: 130th Cannstatter Volksfest. Visit www.schwabenverein.org or call
630-653-1716.
>
> Atlanta, GA
>
> August 25: Atlanta German Bierfest at Atlantic Station. Call 678-244
>
> 1528 or visit www.germanbierfest. com.
>
> Miami, FL
>
> August 25: Accordion Concert. German American Social Club of Miami. Visit
www.germanamerican
>
> club-miami.org or call 305-552-5123.
>
> Hagerstown, MD
>
> August 25-26: Augustoberfest. Visit www.augustoberfest.org, E-Mail
kgiffin@hagerstownmd.org or call 301739-8577, ext. 116.
>
> Berea, OH
>
> August 31-September 2: 3rd Annual Berea Labor Day Oktoberfest at the Cuyahoga County
Fairgrounds. Visit www.bereaoktoberfest.com.
>
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> September
>
> Frederick, MD
>
> First Friday of the month: Der Stammtisch at Brewer's Alley, 124 N. Market Street. Call
301-631-0127.
>
> Indianapolis, IN
>
> First Wednesday and first Saturday of the month: Docent-led tours of the Athenaeum at 401
East Michigan Street. Call 317-251-8658 or EMail shenselmeier@iquest.net.
>
> Glendale, WI
>
> September 7-9, 14-16, 21-23: Bavarian Oktoberfest. Visit www.bavarianinnmilw.com or call
414-462-9147.
>
> Covington, KY
>
> September 7-9: 29th Annual MainStrasse Village Oktoberfest. Visit www.mainstrasse.org or call
859-4910458.
>
> Waupun, WI
>
> September 7-9: Annual Volksfest. Call 920-324-2610.
>
> Chicago, IL
>
> September 7-9: 87th Annual German American Fest. Call 630-6533018 or E-Mail
germanday@hotmail.com.
>
> Chicago, IL
>
> September 8: 42nd Annual Steuben Parade. Lincoln Avenue between Irving Park Road and
Lawrence Avenue. Call 630-653-3018 or visit www.germanday.com.
>
> Walpole, MA
>
> September 8-9: Oktoberfest. Visit www.germanclub.org or call 508660-2018.
>
> Mount Angel, OR
>
> September 13-16: 42nd Annual Mount Angel Oktoberfest. Visit www.oktoberfest.org, E-Mail
jerry@oktoberfest.org, or call 503-845-6882.
>
> Cincinnati, OH
>
> September 14-16: Oktoberfest. Kolping Center, 10235 Mill Road. Call 513-923-3743.
>
> Chippewa Falls, WI
>
> September 14-16: Oktoberfest at the Northern Wisconsin State Fairgrounds. Visit
www.chippewachambeLorg, E-Mail info@chippewachamber.org, or call 866-723-0340.
>
> Lancaster, PA
>
> September 14-16: Lancaster Liederkranz Oktoberfest. Visit www.lancasterliederkranz.comjid32
>
> .htm or call 717-898-8451.
>
> Shepherdstown,WV
>
> September 16: Bavarian Inn Oktoberfest. Visit www.bavarianinnwv.com or call 304-876-2551.
>
> San Antonio, 'IX
>
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> September 21: Gartenkonzert. Call 210-222-152l.
>
> Kansas City, MO
>
> September 21-23: Oktober-fest. Visit www.kcoktober-fest.org or call 816421-1539.
>
> Philadelphia, P A
>
> September 22-23: German-American Steuben Parade and Banquet. Visit
www.steubenparade.com or call 215332-3400.
>
> Serbin, 'IX
>
> September 23: 19th Annual Wendish Fest. Call 979-366-2441 or E-Mail wendish@bluebon.net
>
> Waukesha, WI
>
> September 27-29: Oktoberfest/German Car Show. Weissgerber's Gasthaus. E-Mail
gasthaus@Weissgerbergroup.com or call 262-544-4460.
>
> Hillsborough, NH
>
> September 29: 5th Annual Schnitzelfest. Visit www.hillsboroughnhchamber.com, E-Mail hcofc@
conknet.com, or call 603-464-5858.
>
> Wolf Creek, OR
>
> September 29-30. Oktober.fest. Visit www.thewolfcreek-inn.com or call 541-866-2474.
>
> Cullman, AL
>
> September 30: Oktoberfest
>
> Visit www.cullmanoktoberfest.com or call 800-533-1258.
>
> For upcoming events to be included
>
> in Calendar, e-mail editor@germanlife.com Mail correspondence to German Life Calendar 1068
National Highway LaVale, MD 21502, or fax requests to (301) 729-1720. Information must be
received four months in advance.
>
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Subject: update
From: Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 25 Jul 2007 12:48:32 -0400
To: Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>, EBrettMBour@aol.com, philm_hra@attwb.net,
mhartjes@bellsouth.net, gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil, palaven6614@yahoo.com,
johnd_2713@yahoo.com, Mshp741r@comcast.net, sullivanbill@sbcglobal.net, eberhardtjo@comcast.net

Hof Connection Update # 303
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
07/25/07

SOME RENO STATUS FACTS FOR GENERAL INFORMATION:

ELDORADO HOTEL ROOM RESERVATIONS: As of Friday, July 20th, 2007, there are 14
members that have registered for the 2007 Hof Reunion Association Reunion in Reno that
have not made their room reservations at the Eldorado Hotel/Casino. AUGUST 3RD, 2007
is the deadline date for our guaranteed room prices for the hotel. Please be sure to make
your room reservations prior to this date in order to be guaranteed a room at our association
negotiated prices. If you have a question, please contact Don Riverkamp at 512-258-4894,
or email him at river1940@sbcglobal.net.

8/1/2007 4:14 PM
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CANCELLATION: Barry and Carmen Hibbard had to cancel due to other commitments, and
Larry and Sherry Cann also had to cancel. Therefore, as of Monday,
July 23rd, we have 234 attending the Reno Reunion.
TOUR BUS STATUS: CHANGE from last week, we have three (3) on waiting list for
Tour #1, Reno/Virginia City Tour, and only eight (8) seats left available on
Tour #2, Lake Tahoe/Emerald Bay/Carson City Tour. Any questions
PLEASE CONTACT Don Riverkamp at river1940@sbcglobal.net or give
Don a call at 512-258-4894. Thanks !!!

Re Issue #302
Believe I received it twice You may have me down twice! Enjoying the news of the old folks. This
youngster has not been able to retire yet, so must miss most of the fun, but retirement is not that far
away!!!
Jim Frost

I spent far more time here when I was working than I do now that I am "re-tired"! Ed.

... due to a SMTP failure somewhere at my ISP...
Some of you received a double deliver of the update last week.
My apologies if the double transmittal overloaded your systems. I am switching from 1.2 meg to 5 meg
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DSL service next week. Hopefully that goes smoothly with no visible problems.
Jerry Mangas
Secretary

In a mail box near you...
(Unless you live in San Diego!)
The Bi-yearly newsletters are beginning to arrive... at least in the Eastern part of the country.

Hi Everyone
My son Michael was born at the Army hospital in Nuremberg while we were stationed at Hof.
His 'Report of Child Born Abroad of American Parents' has gotten old and tattered. I need a new copy
but, looking on line, only find reports filed at Consulates, not filed at US Army Hospitals. Does anyone
know where I would obtain a new copy?
Peg Capps (Newman) (aandlcreations@aol.com)

Blocking the updates...
I received a bounced message last week from one of our member's ISP's telling me that they
were rejecting messages with .jpg's (pictures) with file names that were "too long" as they
might possibly be carrying a virus. The bounce actually referred to the Schwarzenbach
Sunset pic from the Frankenpost, which did have a relatively long file name, which is allowed
under Windows protocol but apparently not by that ISP.
Given time, we can usually ID the reasons for ISP's blocking our updates and for the most
part correct the problem with their assistance. Some can't or won't and that usually results
in the member obtaining a "free email" address from MSN or Hotmail or Gmail or (fill in the
blank-mail).
Our updates come out weekly except during Reunion week when most if not all of the Board
of Directors is there. If you find that you did NOT receive an update, or are not regularly
receiving your updates, please let me know at hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Thanks...
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association
As in this note from Harvey Harris who has been having difficulty with his Comcast ISP for
weeks....
JERRY AND DON
THE UPDATE CAME THRU ON HOT MAIL.. GOOD!
MANY THANKS
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HR HARRIS

I wrote in the last issue...
And Curry Ketchup is easy to make... gob of Ketchup/Catchup on your plate, add enough good curry
powder to make your eyes water just a bit, stir it up and go!
And received this reply:
So......wanted to let you know......
Just saw on the network News Health today. They just learned that Curry is an excellent source of
preventing Alzheimers Disease in us older folks. It has something to do with dissolving the fat that builds
up in the brain cells of a person.
Don Ross

Further on www.bavariasausage.com...
Which is NOT the same website we had listed originally...

Did you guys happen to see this shirt on this Bavaria website?
CA Russell

You can also buy Bratwurst that at least looks correct on this site as well as the one posted last week.
(5# 24.95 USD abd 5.99USD for a cyrovac 5 pac.)

https://www.bavariasausage.com/shop/products.php?storecategory_id=56&storesubcategory_id=81&product_id=4392
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Keeping an eye on the chat-room...
Gentlemen - Today, Monday, July 23rd, 2007 a Frederick J. Middledorf, 6915th Security Police in Hof,
late Dec 69 to August 71 signed our guest book. He is not on our HRA Roster... He does remember
SSgt's Frank Jenik and Ron Fitzpatrick. He lives in Bowie, Maryland and his email is
fmiddledorf@comcast.net .
DON

Hi Y'all!
When I mentioned the Wisconsin-Made Brats to Karin, she suggested (spelled "demanded") that I order
some.
I immediately ordered them and we got them overnight. So, excellent service. She hasn't cooked any
though...they're all in the freezer! She said the same thing - they're the best brats!
Len & Karin (Montie)

Checked out
the bratwurst site and would have been happy to pay $35 for @ 35 brats, but the $21+ shipping took it
to $56+. That sort of took the fun out of it.
Sam Wilson

Again... Hof Reunion Association has no business, financial or fiduciary relationship with these companies.

Re "Shadows of an Iron Curtain"...
I forwarded issue 302 to the author Margaret Brettschneider since we had included her letter to CA,
along with my comments and received the following:
Dear Jerry:
But about the AF Ops guys...they were special, and needed to be included a little bit along with the
Army guys with whom I worked....(on the social things and ski club...I wasn't in the Army...was a teacher
for DoDDS, but also a journalist, so I was the "keeper of the stories" I guess like you are now for your
group.) I've thought with all the information you've included in your newsletters and all the good stories
the other guys would have, that all might make a great book too. When will you be starting it??? smile
The Border descriptions and visits were important for me to include in the book too, since from Hof to
Coberg to Bamberg, the CAV and their supporting units were all involved, and they were also friends.
Many supplied additional stories to include in what started out to be a "grief recovery story in an unusual
place" and somehow became a comic camaradarie story of life in a foreign country, life on the Cold War
Border, A CAV story, a DoDDS schools story, and a Hof/Bamberg story...as well as trying to capture
something of the intrigue that was a part of everyday life on the Border.
I find that everyone sees in a story what they want to see. For instance, my first story, "Mutti's War",
is about a WWII mother who walks from East Prussia half way across Europe in 1944 with three small
children, and it documents the refugee trek, so I thought it would be women who bought the book most.
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But men love the story because it is "like being a fly on the wall in the Nazi camp" since she told all about
life under Hitler and the Nazi laws she broke to smuggle her children out and the Communist laws she
broke to get them across the Border after the war to the west zone, so the men love the history angles.
And my third novel,"Between Duty and Devotion", tells of the difficulty of military relationships, but
I've been told one could see it either as "an eternal love story," or "the marriage made in Hell." So who
knows what people are going to see in your stories?
Anyway, I tremendously enjoyed reading your updates on the Hof and Border history...one thing that
really caught my eye and gave me a laugh was that about the "rings in the wall of the bowling alley" that
came from the old German cavalry. We had those in all the old converted buildings too. Even my
classroom still had the "stanchions" leaning into the room from the wall where the mangers for feeding
cavalry horses used to be. I hit my head on them almost daily because I was taller than my fifth graders.
They finally solved the problem for me by moving their small desks under the stanchions against the wall
so I couldn't walk along that side of the room. It worked! And yes, I just had to tell that story too, in
Shadows on an Iron Curtain. along with the OPs guys and their isolation, and the Border fences and
intrigue.
I read all your update, and I couldn't figure out what you meant by "taking my name in vain," because
I couldn't find it at all, but that's okay. I DID jot down the Frank book, An American Soldier because it
sounds really interesting too. I love military history as well as the regular....I guess you can tell that.
((I had included her note in the update without her permission. ed))
And yes, of course, you can give out my information to anyone interested. My website is at
www.mjbrett.com, and ordering info and address are all on there too, or they can write me directly on
e:mail or snail mail. I was just in the act of putting your reunion information on the Links Section of my
website even as you wrote today. That's just in case any of my readers of the border stories might be
ready to go to Reno in September to join you. Who knows, there might be a few.
As for the question you had from a reader ((Jerry Middendorf)) about where to get "Shadows on
an Iron Curtain" and if the books would be available at the reunion, that could be arranged if you think
anyone would be interested. Should you want to buy 20-30 books to have at the reunion, I could ship
them free for you, or you can give the person information from the website or my home address to order
them individually. The book is also on Amazon.com. I'm not sure if he would like it signed or not, but
anything is possible, right? Who knows, by Sept, we might even be over that way...too far out to tell right
now. I'll be selling books at the DoDDS reunion next week in Salt Lake City while meeting all my overseas
teaching friends there...they are a special breed, too. They claim Shadows as their own DoDDS book, but
they are waiting this year for the new one Duty. Just got back from the Vietnam Helicopter Pilot Assn
reunion in Phoenix (that place is HOT) as my husband is a member of that one...what a kick...had to do
most everything inside, but we all had a blast. I love reunions...a lot of the guys at VHPA were from
Bamberg/Hof when I was, having just returned from Vietnam and that being their first "calm"
assignment. They were having fun trying to "find themselves" in Shadows. Lots of laughs, as you can
imagine.
Anyway, if I can do anything for your reunion beyond putting a link to it up on my website, let me
know. I LOVED your history Update, (I didn't know either, who Kingsley was named for, or why...thanks
for sharing) and the photos and guestbook items on the reunion website are awesome. Good luck, and
have a great time in Reno. Please let me know how it all goes...
Sincerely, Margaret
Margaret Brettschneider (a.k.a. M.J. Brett)
528 Southern Cross Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
(719) 633-4661
EBrettMBour@aol.com
www.mjbrett.com
(... one of our members told me quite a story about her mother bringing her out of the East Zone on a

train after the War and it sounded like it would fit right in with "Mutti's War"? )
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What you did last summer....
Gina (nee Hutchins) Inman and friend Joerg are visiting thru-out the US with their respective sons,
started in Iowa to see Bob, then 4 days in Dublin, GA, then on to Sarasota for about 5 days, on to
Alamogordo NM until the 27th, when they will depart for Frankfurt. Nice trip!! (but lots of airport delays)
c.a.russel

And for you never-forgotten AFCS guys
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RENO REUNION DOOR PRIZES
The Hof Reunion Association is loaded with talented members and spouses, and they have contributed
many gifts for this year's reunion. If you have something that you would like to donate, there still is time
for you decide on bringing the item (s) with you to Reno, that can be used as live auction and/or door
prizes for Tuesday afternoon's buffet luncheon program. HOWEVER, please give Jerry Middendorf and/or
Tom Mikloiche, a heads-up, via email, a telephone call or snail mail, ahead of time, letting them know
what you have planned to donate. BRING YOUR ITEMS TO THE TABLE THAT WILL BE SET UP NEAR
THE REGISTRATION TABLES DURING MONDAY'S REGISTRATION. Thanking you in advance.
Jerry Middendorf
405 Forehand Court
Bel Air, MD 21015-2821

j.middendort@comcast.net

Tom Mikloiche
400 Woodland Street
Manchester, CT 06042-2866

tmik@cox.net

From: Donna Holcomb
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2007 5:12 PM
Subject: MY DAD (Don Fields)
I am sending this update on my dad to all my friends and family. Dad was put in the hospital on July 3rd
with double pneumonia. Last week or the first of this week they told us his lungs were clear of the
pneumonia and he just needed to build up his strength to be able to get up and stand on his own and
then he could go home. The therapist was working with him, but he just has no strength at all. He can
barely lift his bottom up off the bed to try and move up in the bed. They ran some test and he is
malnourished due to his body burning up more calories trying to breath than he can take in. He struggles
with every breath he takes to breath and his brain says, " do I eat or do I breath" so he has a difficult
time eating and therefore does not get many calories taken in in a day. We try the six mini meals a day
but he still only takes two or three bites of food at each meal. We are going to have them put in a
feeding tube to help him get more calories. The doctor said he needs 5000 calories a day to keep up with
the calories he burns trying to breath. She said that the tube can be removed when ever we decide to
have it removed. She advised mother of all this on Wednesday and she called me Wednesday night and I
went up. The doctor says this is the beginning of the end and that we should all spend some quality time
with him now. She said the oxygen to his brain will get less and less and he will soon not know who we
are and have problems with his memory and such. He is already showing signs of this. The doctor said
she can not say how long he has left, but in her opinion he does not have long. Most of the time he is at
himself and after he has a breathing treatment he seems to be able to talk for sometime before he gets
really winded (treatments at 7:30 a.m and p.m and 3:30 a.m. and p.m). If anyone wants to call and talk
to him, he can be reached at 1-601-528-6117 which is direct to his room. He will not be able to talk very
long as he gets winded pretty quick but he would love to hear from anyone that wants to call him. He
can also be reached on his cell number at 1-228-860-9449. Mom can be reached at 228-860-1193 and
the house is 601-928-4194. Please keep my dad and all of us in your prayers. I will keep you updated on
his condition.
Thanks to all of you and God Bless,
Donna Fields Holcomb.
Per Don Riverkamp:
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change his hospital phone number to 601-528-6131.
I just got an email from his daughter, Donna and they are moving him to a bigger room so someone will
be able to stay with him 24 hours a day. Thanks

From the Adjutant...

You might want to add to your "Off Base" section:
http://www.oktoberfestdenver.com/schedule.html

Tapping of the First Wooden Keg
Friday, September 21, 2007 at 6 p.m.
Oktoberfest kicks off when the Munchner Kindl, the official hostess and guardian angel of Oktoberfest
presents the opening blessing. The first official keg of German bier, a wooden keg of Paulaner
Oktoberfest bier, will be tapped in customary style with a hammer and stake signaling the beginning of
two weekends of festivities.

Best,
Steve Lawrence

And from way way off base but this strikes me as some kind
of new low in the email underworld .
>From my ISP's monthly newsletter received his week...
E-Mail Scam - "Death Threat" Scam Uses Fear To Con Recipients
Claiming to be hit men, particularly despicable spammers are now sending e-mail messages telling
recipients they've been paid to kill them. The intention is to frighten people into coughing up a substantial
amount of money (or their bank account details) to pay for a reprieve. Recipients are also warned not
to contact authorities, with the threat that the sender might be forced to carry out the hit if they do.
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The swindle, referred to by Internet security organizations as the "419 death threat," contains multiple
grammar and spelling errors — a possible indication that the spammers are not skilled in the English
language. Several variations of the text are circulating, but they all mention a contract for assassination
worth thousands of dollars, and the claim that the recipient is being watched and followed. The spam
e-mail then asks the recipient to contact a drop box of a free e-mail provider if he/she "wants to live
again."
If you receive a spam message like this, just delete it. If you respond, your e-mail address will be a
validated target for future scams. The FBI recommends you also notify your local, state, or federal law
enforcement agency immediately and file a complaint with the IC3 (Internet Crime Complaint Center) at
www.ic3.gov
Editor
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Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

Hof Connection Update 304
www.hofreunion.com
08.01.2007

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

ELDORADO HOTEL ROOM RESERVATIONS
Remember, August 3rd, 2007 is the deadline for guaranteed room reservations at the special Hof
Reunion price of $49.99 plus tax plus $3 luxury tax per night, which covers free parking, free
local phone calls, and free airport shuttle. These prices are for Sunday, September 2 through
Friday morning checkout, September 7, 2007. Reservations received after Midnight, August 3rd,
2007 will only be accepted on a space and rate availability basis. SO, if you have not made your
room reservation yet, do so prior to Midnight, August 3rd, 2007.

RENO REGISTRATION & REUNION UPDATE
As of Sunday, July 29, 2007, we have 233 attending the 2007 HRA Reno Reunion.
This past week, we had two cancellations, Lorrayne Zobrak, and Pepita Sinchak.
We also had one member register for Reno, Walt Robinson, 6915th Security Police
66-69, Baltimore, Maryland.
TOURS: The Reno/Virginia Tour is SOLD OUT, and we have two(2) on the waiting
list. The Lake Tahoe/Emerald Bay/Carson City Tour has 10 seats remaining
on our third (3rd) bus. When these are gone, the tour will be sold out.
Any questions on the reunion, tours, or anything, please email Don Riverkamp
at river1940@sbcglobal.net OR call Don at 512-259-4894.
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Part of a much longer letter...
which was addressed mostly to the "Cops" but included and approorate for
"everybody".... After the hilarity these guys caused both as a group and as
individuals at Hof2006, this is a bit of a sad note:
We know the following friends have passed away: Homer C. Barton, Janie
Brock, Donald C. Gunkel, Randy Keel, Alton Ray King, David Rennie,
James L.
Riley, Bob Sexton, J.L. Smith, Mariann Skelton (worked Pass & ID), Paul
C
Stephens Jr .(Ground Safety), Donald Varney Marksmanship Instructor
(Armory),
Joe Wharton, Larry Williams, William P. Fuller Jr., Ulrich (Ollie)
Saigge.
If you know of others please let me know.
...so now it is up to you.

Please consider...

coming to Reno NV and if for reasons you can’t come, write to me and
enclose
a recent picture of you and family and I’ll post them in my photo album
along with your letter.
Sincerely Yours.
STU & MARCEY STURDEVANT

And another sad one....
For at least two years, CA and I have been looking for an illustrious
character named Marv Bloom . Several days ago, CA found out that Marv
died
at the age of 46. My guess is that would be somewhere around 1986. One
of
his sons told me that he died of a heart attack, while working on a LEM
(lunar excursion module).
Many of you will not recognize the name. I guarantee that if you served
between 1962 and early 1965, and spent any amount of time at the Erika
Bar, you will remember. Just picture JACKY GLEASON standing BEHIND the
bar with Jake. While most of us would spend our time chasing women, Marv
would be there trading Jewish insults and jokes with Jake and sometimes
Erika. Some of the stuff was brutal. I am sure if I repeated some of it
in Israel, my last memory would be that of the barrel of an UZI.
Marv worked in radio maintenance; he was the guy you called when your
good old Collins R390 spoke Hungarian at 15.555 Mhz, when you expected
Russian. Larry Riney who attended Nashville worked with him.
Marv is survived by his wife Marie, who has since remarried. He has two
sons Marc and one I don't know yet. They are VERY interested to hear how
their dad won the Cold War with a little help from his friends. Marc is
interested in attending a reunion, probably Charleston. He would like to
join the HRA is that's possible. I have already sent him a few pictures
and some other stuff.
This is turning into a long story and Mangas may cut this last part off.
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A few months after we both got out of the AF, I met up with Marv and his
wife Marie in NYC. I was taking a flight out of Kennedy to Rio de
Janeiro
to hook up with the space project ship I was working on. I came up from
Baltimore a day early and stayed with them. They had to go to work next
day and left me in the apartment. While walking around the streets, I
purchased some beautiful flowers from a street vendor. I couldn't figure
out what to put them in so I left them in a trash can with water.
Marie remembers my very well but only as the guy who bought flowers and
left them in a trash can.
Have fun in Reno----JoeD-- AKA CRYPTO DUDE

Need some practice in German?

Here's a puzzle you can print out, to test your German skills...
http://www.sallys-place.com/food/crosswords/germany.htm
From CA...

Loose Lips sink Ships...
From the other side of the 5-K Zone....
At Brocken, in the Harz, near the zonal border west of Berlin... on an 1100m peak originally
occupied by American forces after the war, but then turned over to the Soviet Administration..
This GRU (Soviet Military Intel) outpost, with a Soviet staff in the hundreds was established in a
mobile form in the 40's and the "ear into the West" targeted the BGS, the Polizei, the in-car
telephones and the microwave links from the West into and out of Berlin as well as watching
military movements.
The dome, or "mosque" was built of fiberglass in the 80's and was "equipped with the finest in
technology from a 'capitalist foreign country'". Initally manned by a GRU staff. The Soviets drove
their mobile vans right into the building.
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Objekt URIAN - Abhörstation Brocken

From www.lostplaces.de
Apparently after the fall of the Wall, the local Germans went "visiting" (read broke-in) to the
formerly secure area on the mountain top and were greeted by the Soviet soldiers with hot tea. At
this point in time, the Stasi as well as other "services" were also in place on the mountain top.
If you have a high speed connection and can access "Google Earth" you can see the following at
"Brocken, De" among many other photographs:
From "Brocken im Winter", in the Harz Mountains... The Soviet version of Bavarian Siberia?
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From Google Earth

If you are really curious...
http://world.altavista.com/babelfish/trurl_pagecontent?lp=de_en&trurl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.brockenbuch.de%2f
(As always, be careful with the translation. This one is Babelfish)
And also from Google Earth...
A view from 621m up that you possibly have not seen before. There used to be a guardshack on
the small concrete patch to the left of the gate and ambulances in place of the cars on the right!
And from the same site, there is also now a "foxy tango" speed camera at the (new) or west gate
of the Kaserne! You can actually zoom in quite a bit closer but the picture of just that closed
gate might not have meant much, since we never saw it shut?
Not all parts of the world are as clearly photographed.

From the Adjustant:
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Off base thought for the day....
Tech news you have been waiting for...
For the first time I have seen terabyte capactiy hard drives available at a cost most humans could
consider reasonable; under 400 bucks. If I remember correctly, a terabyte is 1024 gigabytes !!!
Rounded off, that is a trillion bytes. It becomes more wonderous when I stop and remember
that just 25 years ago I bought my first 88K floppy drive for my "home" computer (which I still
have) and paid just about that same price!
Weather news
When did we turn into such a bunch of woosies that we have to be warned this morning by the
local 21 year old TV weather chick that the temperature will approach 90 degrees today and "at
those temperatures it is positively dangerous to be outdoors!" . If they watched television my
Amish and Old Order Mennonite neighbors would be falling down laughing at the idea.
As somebody said... It's August! It's supposed to be hot!
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hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Having trouble receiving the updates?
We are finding more and more that some ISP spam blockers are trashing your
updates without warning or notice. We have a variety of potential actions
possible in response including listing your address in the open as opposed to a
BCC format. But the easiest cure for most seems to be to send you the update in
PDF format, which so far seems to get thru, completely, and without some of
the formatting problems that have plagued a few of you.
If we do this, you must have a PDF reader installed on your system. Most of you
already have Adobe PDF reader since that is the common download but a
much smaller, very fast program for those of you will smaller or slower systems
might be one called Foxit Reader from :
http://www.foxitsoftware.com/pdf/rd_intro.php , a freeware program that works
very well.
IF you do not receive a particular update, please advise and one will be sent
ASAP in PDF or in the normal format if you want to try it again.
Also, be sure to check the other folders on your email program. As the filters
adapt to new or perceived threats, stuff often gets dumped into other "trash" or
"spam"filters, even long after the fact!

Email and Computer Problems...
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Don Riverkamp and Phil Murray both had email problems recently. Phil is now
100% back on line and digging his way thru 250 backed up emails and Don is limping
along on a borrowed machine and hopes to be back in total control soon as the "capo di
tutti capi " of things Reno.
And if you find you are suddenly not able to contact our Adjutant, Joe Kessler, check
for a new address on the Hof Reunion website ( www.hofreunion.com). His address may
change without notice due to some corporate re-arrangements beyond his control. A new
address will be posted as soon as it changes.

Reno update:
Before we know it we'll be in RENO! To date we have 38 donations available for door
prize or auction items.
Jerry Middendorf
Any further donations or contributions to the effort and/or questions should be directed
to Jerry at j.middendorf@comcast.net

And from Don Riverkamp
RENO UPDATE: As of Monday, August 6th, we have 235 Reno Attendees. Tom & Jan
Hughes, Fallon, NV have registered with us. The Tour 1 buses are closed, and we have
1 seat open with one couple on waiting list. Tour 2 has 9 open seats on Bus #3 and
when filled, this tour will be closed for signup. Looking forward to seeing one and all in
Reno.
We will have extra shirts in Reno for members, spouses, and/or guests which would like
to purchase an extra one or two.

And from the Mik... Tom Mikloiche (tmik@cox.net)
(Who is something of a whiz at finding and arranging good travel rates for Reunion
members)
Just wanted to have a reminder on the SPECIAL RENO CAR RENTAL RATES FROM
THRIFTY (www.thrifty.com) published again so that anyone needing a rental car
takes advantage of the GREAT rates we got.
HOF1 is the promo code for the regular rates with a discount
HOF2 is the code for senior rates (anyone OVER 55) with a special EXTRA DISCOUNT

The rates are available for 5 total weeks, two before, the week of the event and two
weeks after........

2007 Hof Association Reunion
September 2 - 7, 2007
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Size

Type
Daily Rate
(Similar cars Including
taxes & fees
may
be
substituted)

Weekly Rate
Including
taxes & fees

10% Discount for Seniors
Daily Rate
Weekly Rate
Including
Including taxes
taxes & fees
& fees

Compact

Dodge
Caliber

$25.11

$145.40

$22.59

$130.86

Midsize

Dodge
Stratus

$30.38

$153.33

$27.36

$138.00

Full size

Dodge
Magnum

$35.68

$179.77

$32.11

$161.80

Premium

Chrysler
Pacifica

$64.75

$304.03

$58.28

$273.63

Mini Van

Dodge
Caravan

$52.86

$251.16

$47.58

$226.04

$48.90

$224.72

$44.01

$202.25

$60.80

$290.81

$54.72

$261.73

Midsize
SUV

Standard
SUV

Jeep Liberty
or
Dodge Nitro
Jeep Laredo

Hof Trivia!
What is the significance of the following phrase?
In English: "The horse does not eat cucumber salad."
codephrase before D-day, but it isn't.

Sounds like a BBC

Bavarian Trivia...
In Germany, the total hops-growing area amounts to 19,000 hectares and makes up a
third of global production, according to Bernhard Engelhard, who heads the Hops
Research Center l near the town of Wolnzach. 35,920 acres or 14K hectares plus are
grown in Bavaria alone! Those poles are 27 feet high!
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From a DW-World.de page forwarded by Dirk Vallo
And Yuengling Brewery Trivia
(The oldest Brewery in the States, in Pottsville PA).... Hops are referred to as rabbit
food since the form they arrive in is processed and it looks just like rabbit pellets!). And
no, I didn't taste them. But the Beer was great. (Just suffer a bit, Obie!)

Hofers caught on Video Security invading
Baltimore!

Codename Liz and Kathe, they were recognized instantly by the sharp eyed
Middendorf family stationed at BWI and escorted away. If they can post bail, they
may show up in Reno!

Re Issue 302
kudos to your calendar at the end of the newsletter and the
Miami accordion concert! Actually i went to that summerfest
in milw...to be recommended, drank bier with a Mercedes dealer/collector
and almost bought one, hic...
From Dirke Vallo (or somebody using his computer!)
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And a correction:
In issue #304, I mentioned the "Foxy Tango" speed cameras in Hof, and that one was
mounted hear the Kaserne west gate.
The correct name is "Foxy Tag" and it is an apparently legal system that alerts you via
your mobile phone to the presence of speed cameras. The Frankenpost mentioned an
apparently non-cell phone equipped motorist being stopped doing 114 KpH in North
East Hof.
If you remember.... speed limits within the city lmits are 50 KpH. I would guess that
will cost him quite a bundle in fines?

But: If you are driving to Reno...
This suggestion from Dean Reed might just keep you out of trouble! (Stu: Are you
reading this?)
Hi, all
Ran several of these against some hot spots I know in several states. Each one was a
hit, along w/a fairly good description of the area and method of nailing the speeder. Try
it around your neck of the woods and see how close it comes:

http://www.speedtrap.org/speedtraps/stetlist.asp

Another "Do you know" request...
From: "ROBERT SIKES" <rcsikes@verizon.net>
Subject: Lost Hofer
Hi,
> Just crossed my mind, and I looked at my last
> hardcopy print out of the members in HRA and
> couldn't find, that there was a guy in either the
> comm center or he was a repairman in the comm center
> by the name of either Griffin or Griffith(s). Of
> course he went by the name of Griff!
> He was about six feet four and his wife's name was
> Dee or Dee Dee and she was about four feet six. It
> was like looking at Mutt and Jeff to see those two
> together.
> Maybe some of your contact from comm remembers
> him/them. Sorry, but that's all I have on them.
> Have a great day
Bob Sikes
Forwarded by Phil Ruth

And this one:
Jerry.
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Has Wade (Tex) Simpson ever resurfaced again? I last talked with him several years
ago while he was lining in Nashville and trying to get custody of his Grand Daughter,
He moved to Michigan then to Texas and seemed to just disappear. Jim
Jim Patterson (jpat9330@netzero.net)

More Kudos to the Phil and Dave Newsletter Team
"
I received the newsletter a couple of days ago in the mail
and it is awesome,
Bruce Cook

And a question from Ken Kelly re the Roster...
What do you think of adding a column to the roster to show
what flight a person was on while in Hof? Both tours I was on
Dog flight (Ernie Curtis was on that flight during my second
tour.) Just an idea – no biggie.
Thanks
Ken

An interesting report...
From a site called simply "The Border".
http://www.xmission.com/~ixtlan/Border.html with a lot of Zonal
Border pics, some new and original and some you probably have seen
before...
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Subject: Sad News
Hello to everyone and many thanks for all of your wonderful thoughts and prayers
regarding my dad, Don Fields. I am sad to say that he is no longer with us. He lost
the battle at 12:15 p.m. today. However, he is in a much better place than you and I.
He was suffering so badly with COPD and was fighting for every breath that he took.
We were praying for the Lord to take him so he would not have to suffer any longer.
He went very peacefully surrounded by the people that love him and will miss him
dearly. We are all going to be just fine and ask that you continue to keep us in your
prayers to make it through the tough days ahead. At this point it looks like the funeral
will be Tuesday, however , due to it being a military funeral they have to have 48 hours
notice so we may have to have it Wednesday. The service will be at Gulf Coast Funeral
Home located on Three Rivers Road in Gulfport, MS. and he will be buried at Floral
Hills on Lorraine Road in Gulfport, MS. My Dad loved working in his garden and in
his yard. He loved flowers so anyone that wishes to send flowers I know he will enjoy
looking at them:0) Also if you would like to, you can donate a tree to be planted in his
memory. We lost a lot of trees on the coast during Hurricane Katrina. I will try to get
that information to anyone that would be interested in doing that. His name is
Donald IF. Fields and they live in Wiggins, MS. Any local Gulfport florist should
have the funeral information. Again I thank you all for all of your thoughts and
prayers.
God Bless You All
Donna Holcomb
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And the weekly input from our Adjutant!
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Slightly Off Base...

Off Base
A question from Jerry Middendorf regarding what software I use here for
photo-editing on the updates causes me to think that a posting to everybody might be of
interest, since I would bet that most of you have a digital camera tucked away
somewhere and I know some of you have two or three.
All programs mentioned are "freeware" and are spam adware, virus, bloat and
crapware free. Some might request donations and those are left to your discretion if
you appreciate the author's work. Some might auto-update from time to time, and will
require access thru your firewall. (If you do NOT have a two-way firewall, most
programs you have will call home anytime they feel the urge. A normal Windows
firewall is generally NOT two-way, if it is even turned on.)
The first source of photos you see on the newsletters is often material from other
websites where a simple hi-lite/copy/paste operation won't do the job. That usually only
functions with capturing text. If you want the picture there, or for that matter,
anything on your screen, you can right click on the pic, chose 'save as' and save it to a
specified directory (be sure you credit the author/photographer/source) or check out a
free program called Gadwin Print Screen. Using the right settings you can capture
anything you see or a portion of what you see ranging from a small area the size of a
dime to the entire screen, but never more than the entire screen. You cannot scroll
down to capture a bigger format, and probably don't want to. These screen captures can
be saved as a variety of different files but the .jpg format is about universal and
normally not blocked by spam filters. Source this one from
http://www.gadwin.com/download/index.htm#PrintScreen The "Professional" version is
not the "free" version. The Gadwin Prinscreen program is. I enter Joe's weekly
updates this way.
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with additional general info from http://www.gadwin.com/printscreen/
The other common sources of update pics are either scans of pictures that have been
mailed to me, from my own photography or from .jpg's that are sent in by email.
Your scanner will have it's own software that needs to be installed for you to complete
the various scanning and editing tasks. Be sure to save your files in the .jpg format out
of the many options you might have. Generally extreme definition is not needed. 300 or
600 dpi will probably do it. If you wanted to easily see ALL the security features on the
face of a 20$ bill about 2 feet wide, use 2400 dpi. The tiniest feature will be visible but
the file will be several megs large.
Incoming photos often have to be resized to fit in the normal email format, without
burying the guys on dial-up or slower speed connections. For this I use a program
called Pixresizer... another freeware offering that does the job nicely. One thing I like
about it is. along with the large choice of sizes is that it renames a file with the original
name plus the pixel size of the smaller new file. If your result is too large, save it again
in a smaller format.
Find this program at http://bluefive.pair.com/pixresizer.htm
One of the major considerations in the newsletter and the updates is to keep the size of
inclusions down to a low enough level to permit a good clear pic without overloading
your system or your download capability. Most of you have at some point waited for too
long for a picture to load, so large it is several pages wide. Or even beyond the capacity
of your mail system to store it! Pixresizer does just that. Cropping and editing of the
picture can also help reduced the needed bandwidth. Converting old B&W pics to 16
color format (Thanks Barry!) from 32 bazillion colors is also helpful.
Out of a huge selection, many of which will do a particular function better than
another,I use the following:
Irfanview, a freeware program with a lot of world-wide support that does many things,
but I use it primarily for file conversion from one format (ie BMP) to jpg. This is also
the program I use to convert B&W scans or photos to 16 bit format. It also has a very
good/easy to use red-eye reducer.
The editing program Magix Photo Clinic (http://www.tucows.com/preview/505518) a
freeware program (other versions are for pay)
Another excellent and often used program is Faststone Viewer, available here:
http://www.faststone.org/FSViewerDetail.htm This one not only does a great job on
photo manipulation and corrections, but it will also handle your various directories full
of all those pics you took in Hof. Or Reno.
Another is an old program (for me anyway) called Ulead Photo Explorer 7.0. I think it
came with a board or a piece of equipment I bought some time in the past. I use this
one for cropping and small amounts of photo manipulation, contrast and color balance.
It also has a "Smartsend" function that will resize a huge picture into a compact 3X5
type of format for email. Just send it to yourself or to the intended recipient via your
current email program (I use Thunderbird 2.0.0.6 currently, another open source
freeware program.) This one does try calling home, which is blocked by Zone Alarm
Free firewall, one of the best rated firewalls there is. Nothing goes either way unless
allowed by you.
Re Photo Explorer: I am not sure if that version is even still available anywhere as a
free download. The only programs I found on the ulead site are "download for free
trail". For these you are on your own. I use freeware almost exclusively. The only "paid
for" program I have is Adobe Photoshop 7, a program of a scope far beyond my puny
abilities at the moment.
If you would like to play with an open source, meaning written by a world community
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and available for FREE
take a look at GIMP. Almost as complete as Adobe Photshop which costs big bucks,
with extensive on line documentation and support. If you want to put my face on the
Hulk's body and have it look real, this is the program to use. Among about a zillion
norther things. Long learning curve here.
Any questions or suggestions about any of these or the programs I use, drop a line.

And way way off base....
I am sure that not one of our incredibly sophisticated and erudite members would
EVER sucker for the following bit of crappus...
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Hof Connection Update 306
www.hofreunion.com
08.15.07
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

46 years ago this past Monday, The Wall
became hard reality!...
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Behind the New Wall on Bernauerstrasse, in the French Sector, Berlin.
1967
photo by ye ed.
I did several TDY's to Berlin and was privileged to see/tour a good chunk of
the City, the fence and the wall, in particular Bernauerstrasse in the French
Sector which can still give me the shivers today thinking about it. Probably the
most appaling thing to witness there were the scattered memorials to "the
victims of terror", people killed at the Wall, posted along the fortified area on
the Western side of old store and home fronts like the above. There were many,
many of them including the one for Peter Fechter, a horrible story in it's own
right! Fechter was shot by the Grepos while trying to excape from the Worker's
Paradise and was left hanging on the wire by the East Germans to die. ed.

from Terry Sweeny (in English) and Dirke Vallo ( in a
German variation) we have the following...
as a remembrance of the start of the hardened Wall 46 years ago Monday! Seems like so long
ago, and then not so long at all.
I met travelers in Hof about that time (Australian Students) who had just driven down from
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Berlin. They had commented on how nervous the West Germans and Berliners seemed to be at
the Zonal Border crossing north of Hof. I told them why and they told me with total assurance
that the East Germans Border Guards would never shoot anybody! That they wouldn't dare!

Berlin - A new document has surfaced showing that East German border guards were ordered
to shoot women and children trying to flee to West Germany during the height of the Cold
War, officials said Saturday. The seven-page order was found by archivists sifting through
files of the East German Ministry of State Security or Stasi in the eastern city of Magdeburg,
said Andreas Schulze, a spokesman for the office that administers the files.
"The order sanctioned the ruthless use of firearms on the border without prior warning - even
against women and children," said Schulze, confirming a report in the newspaper
Magdeburger Volksstimme.
The use of firearms had previously been seen as a last resort to prevent fugitives escaping
from communist East Germany.
Although the East German leadership always denied the existence of such firing orders, other
documents obtained by Schulze's office made references to the use of firearms only if the
fugitives ignored calls to stop.
There was no reference to such warnings in the document found in Magdeburg, said Schulze.
The firing orders were issued to a special Stasi unit that served alongside regular East
German border guards in the Magdeburg region. Their role was to put a stop to escape
attempts by border guards, sometimes with their families, Schulze said.
"Don't hesitate to make use of your weapons, even if women and children are used by the
traitors in their attempt to breach the border," according to a section of the document
published in the Magdeburger Volkszeitung.
The special unit served along the frontier until it was disbanded in 1985, four years before the
fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989.
Monday marks the 46th anniversary of the start of construction of the Berlin Wall, which
formed part of the 1,378 border of concrete, barbed wire, minefields and automatic shooting
devices that separated the two Germanies for more than 28 years.
Some 133 people were killed trying to flee across the Berlin Wall. More than 2,800 East
German soldiers are believed to have crossed the border into the West.
BERLIN: Das in Magdeburg entdeckte Stasi-Dokument über einen
gezielten Schießbefehl auf Frauen und Kinder an der DDR-Grenze sorgt
weiter für Diskussionen. Der Menschenrechtsbeauftragte der
Bundesregierung, Günter Nooke -CDU-, sagte im ZDF, dies sei ein
Beleg für einen flächendeckenden Schießbefehl an der DDR-Grenze. Der
Direktor der Stasi-Opfer-Gedenkstätte-Berlin-Hohenschönhausen,
Hubertus Knabe, forderte die sogenannte Birthler-Behörde auf, die
Namen der Stasi-Mitarbeiter mitzuteilen, die auch auf Frauen und
Kinder schießen sollten. Nach dem Stasi-Unterlagen-Gesetz dürften
Akten über Stasi- Mitarbeiter nicht anonymisiert werden. Dies sei
aber in dem jetzt entdeckten Papier der Fall gewesen. Knabe forderte
die Stasi-Unterlagen-Behörde auf, nach weiteren Schießbefehlen zu
suchen und die Staatsanwaltschaft über Funde zu informieren.
And a variety of links on the same general subject:
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http://www.dw-world.de/dw/article/0,2144,2125882,00.html

From Gina Reitschel-Inman via CA Russell
And a name that many of the early 602nd guys might well remember!
Attached is a picture of Gail Halverson and his wife, at Ramstein AFB this week, with Gina
and Elke.
If you don't recognize the name, he was the renowned "Candy Bomber", a C-54 pilot during
the Berlin airlift, who started dumping chocolate candy and other treats to the children
around the airfield. He was said to have dropped "Tons" of the sweets to a bunch of happy
children in Berlin, and led the effort that started dozens of other pilots to do the same thing.
Collections were taken up back in the states to ship to his mission, tons at a time.
www.konnections.com/airlift/candy.htm-8k- or do a search of his name for multiple stories
associated with him.
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Klaus Beer Announces...
The opening of a US branch of Hof/Saale's famous (to us, anyway) Fernwehpark in Bradenton
Florida, called "The Signs of Fame" under the direction of Axel and Bea Weis. Klaus is of
course soliciting signs from all over the country and all over the world for this new
Fernwehpark location here stateside.
Axel and Bea's mailing address is:
Axel & Bea Weiss,
2014 6th Ave W,
Bradenton, FL, 34205
USA
www.bradentonbroker.com
info@bradentonbroker.com
(941) 866 1666.

Re "Griff" (Issue 305)! Another mystery solved
From Joe Dernoga...
Bob, on your recent comment (#305) about a missing person named Griffin;
I know exactly who you mean. Yes, he did work in the Comm Center as a
teletype repairman. The Mutt and Jeff reference is perfectly correct. I
did not know him all that well as he was a married lifer ( career USAF )
and I was just the opposite. I would guess that his first name is Ken and
indeed his wife was called Dee.
Sometime in 1963 ( I think ) some of us left the 6915th and became
detachment 4 of the 1945th Comm Squadron, based out of Frankfurt. Our
COMMANDER was Msgt. DeWitt (aka Charley ) Brown. Our secretary was the
beautiful Helga Haese.
Other than we now got to wear red ball caps and a USAF Communications
Service patch, nothing else changed. I guess there were about a dozen of
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us. Three or four teletype repair guys, including Griff, two telephone
guys-Jim Ard (missing) and Ed Hemann, 2 or 3 staff sergeants, and the
infamous crypto trio-Parks, Pehrs and Dernoga. I am going to copy a few
non-members to see if they can supply and more info. JoeD, the CRYPTO DUDE

Y'all,
Yep! SSgt Kenneth Griffin and his wife, Dee. Ken was 6'2" and Dee was 4'11".
Ken and I became good friends after I got to Hof in 1964. They had a baby
girl in 1965 that looked just like Griff - dark hair and thick eyebrows.
They were still in Hof when I got stationed down at Pforzheim at 1944 Comm
Sqdn HQ in early 1966. Unfortunately, I lost track of them when they got
rotated Stateside in March or April of 1966. At that time, we were the
1944-10 Communications Detachment, the Det. Commander was a Lt. Buchanan
(not sure of the spelling - pronounced bu-cannon). There was also a TSgt
Nicely and TSgt McCaffery (who was the Comm NCOIC), and A1C Drake. I was
crypto and was the replacement for one of the "Crypto Three" - later SSgt
Earl Daney (deceased) was another "crypto dude".
The only person, other than you, Joe, that I have ever run into from our
group at Hof was Daney in 1973. He and his wife, Renate, were stationed at
Andrews then, and he stopped by here in Colorado on a trip through. They got
divorced in the late 70's, and then I heard that Earl had passed on.
Anyhow - I would sure like to get in touch with Ken, the "Griff", too. And I
will let y'all know if I happen to locate him.
Paul Kernan

Trick Rosters...
CA Russell with the help of a variety of willing people has recently put together a list of
known Charlie Trickers in the 60's. Using resources from both members and non-members the
list grew quite quickly, and possibly has added even more forgotten names to the Master
Roster. The list grew to at least 3 pages long in just a week of constant email-ing back and
forth and one new name triggering another in the memory banks. .
The AP's have done yeoman's work in this area, even adopting a few lonesome strangers. Joe
Dernoga has tracked down quite a few of the Green Door guys and Jack Farrell has a good
list going of the medical staff I do believe the whole Hof Reunion project got started with a list
of Hoferin that kept in contact thru some of the 602/606th guys. And it seems there is the
occasional informal Dash E get-together here and there.
So if somebody from Able or Baker or Dog Flights or Civil Engineers or Data Processing or
Finance wanted to start their own list up, fire away. And keep us in the loop.
I would invite any other shift or duty section to do the same. It doesn't take a committee, just
a small handful of people with half decent memories and the synergism that comes with the
email network
We will keep you posted.

Computer woes....
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Don Riverkamp should be receiving his new computer this week and be back in email
contact shortly.
But we do have the followoing:
RENO PHOTOGRAPHER - We will have a professional photographer at our Thursday night
banquet for you to have a picture taken, and he will have the capability of photo making on
the spot. The prices will be $10 for a 5x7 size picture, and $16 for an 8x10 size picture. So, get
your friends together for a small group picture, couples picture or individual picture.
The photographer will also create and provide the HRA with a CD disc of all photos taken in
order that we can put the photos on our website.

And from Joe Kessler

In the Off Base area...
a piece on a former USAFSS commander some of you
may know, via
Claude Proctor
From an unidentified USAFSS web site
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Military Story Time
The General's Night on the Town with the Crew
During the early 80's, a certain airborne system was deployed to Howard AFB,
Panama. The presence of the system, at the time, was somewhat hush-hush, and is
often the case with the military, since the use of the system was not yet determined
to be a constant thing, everyone involved with it were deployed to Panama on a
Temporary Duty status.
The 'front end' of the system was your garden variety C-130. The backend held a
surprise - a slide in/bolt on system, operated by a highly trained group of
technicians, good for all sorts of things. The technicians were from a separate
organization than the 'front end', and frequently in Panama on a continually
rotating basis, so they got to know the lay of the land fairly well. It also helped that
most of the technicians were fluent in Spanish.
There came a time when one of the high ranking officers (a Brigadier General - 1
star) of the organization that 'owned' the technicians decided to drop in and 'see
how his boys were doing'. The general was no ordinary flag officer. He was a pilot
and a bit of a non-conformist - he was known to be a firm believer in the 'work hard,
play hard' rule of thumb, and was quite a character. Truth be told, this tale is one of
many involving this remarkable individual.
The General shows up, and is briefed on the set-up, makes the standard rounds
doing the 'hi, how ya treating my boys' meet and greets with the local command
structure, then has a quiet evening crew resting for the next day - when he went
along on one of the sorties. During the 9 hour jaunt, the General fell in with the
scurrilous bunch that was one of our crews at the time, and they regaled him with
all sorts of tales about life while TDY to Panama. At the time, one of the central
fixture of that life was an area known as 'Calle Jota' - J-Street. It was an enclave of
bars and nightspots clustered tightly together, amply staffed with regional 'talent'
(mostly from Colombia, some from Ecuador) to 'entertain' the crowds which
attended festivities almost nightly.
Well, the General decides, 'I'm here to see how my guys are getting along, so I need
to get the feel for the entire experience' - and is heartily invited to come along with
the crew after the debrief while they go and 'unwind' from the day's mission.
Now, as with a lot of Generals, he had an aide-de-camp along with him, a Major. A
particularly prim and proper Major. A non-flying, epitome of a staff weenie, asshole
so tight you couldn't drive a sewing needle up it with a sledgehammer Major. He of
course thought the idea of the General going out for a night on the town with 'his
boys' was just the thing to bring Western Civilization crashing to its knees. But,
being astute enough to know that his career hung by the good word of his boss, he
decided to take the advice passed on by one of my buddies in an aside "now, the
General says he wants to go out drinking with the crew, and he doesn't want some
f****wad babysitter telling him he can't or shouldn't". The Major decided he would
retire to his billeting room, to catch up on some paperwork or some such.
So everyone gets cleaned up, loads up on the 'crew bus', a rental Toyota 15
passenger deal, and off they go. And a big time was had by all. The General was
introduced to the cheapest rot-gut Rum produced in the Western Hemisphere, a
brand named 'Carta Vieja' (Old Cart), served by the bottle with Coca=Cola setups
and ice on the side. He was introduced to some of the star entertainers of the
various establishments - the local glitterati. He was invited to head up and join a
few of the stage performances, and accepted the offer - in the process of one of
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these, swapping t-shirts with the young lady. He was having a blast, and so were the
guys.
But of course, all things must end, and even the bars on Calle Jota have a closing
time (around 3 am), so out to the crew bus they all go. On the way to the bus, they
passed a street vendor selling 'monkey meat on a stick' - some sort of animal parts
roasted over a hibachi grill and sold by the stick. Probably one of the most tasty
delicacies available to drunken servicemen the world over. So the General asks the
guy running the stand "How much?"
The guy tells him "Cincuenta centavos" (Fifty cents)
"No, no, no...how much for the whole setup.
Uhhhh...
Eventually they agreed on a fair price (about $25 bucks), and the parade to the bus
resumes - a buncha drunks with a lit barbeque set. The General sets up shop in the
back of the bus, and starts cooking monkey meat sticks for everybody. The back
windows are open, and they go cruising back over the Bridge of the Americas,
singing, laughing, with smoke pouring out the back of the bus.
As they pull up to the front gate at Howard AFB, the AP on the gate steps out in the
road and stops them. He notices the blue, one star insignia in the holder on the
front bumper. He looks up and sees a bus full of drunks, with smoke billowing out
the back windows. For some reason, this didn't seem quite right to the young
Airman, so he motions for them to open the side door, He steps up inside the bus
and loudly announces "Allright, which one of you ****in *******s is the goddamned General?"
(from the dark, smoke filled back of the bus) "That would be me, son!"
"Yeah, right, lemme see your ID card, pal"
At this point most of the crew is about to wet their pants and its all they can do to
keep from busting out in howls of laughter knowing what's coming next. The
general fishes out his ID card and it is ceremoniously passed forward for the young
SP to inspect.
He shines his flashlight on it. The eyes widen to the size of dinner plates. He then
begins to imitate a goldfish, just sort of opening and closing his mouth, no sounds
coming out, and his head drops, possibly glancing at the stripes he's expecting will
have to be coming off of his fatigues now...
Actually, the General follows his ID card up to the front of the bus, and invites the
young Airman, who's sure he's going for a remote to Greenland at this point,
outside for a chat. The General is a really great people person, and he calms the kid
down, tells him that it was perfectly understandable he was suspicious of the odd
sight before him, and what an excellent job he was doing keeping the base safe.
Within 5 minutes, the Airman was smiling nervously, rendering several salutes as
the General got back to tending to his Hibachi, and waved the bus on in for the
evening.
The next morning, the General, sans hangover, woke up his aide bright and early,
and they caught their flight back to the states.
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Helluva guy. I don't know anyone that ever worked with or for him that wouldn't
have willingly walked through hell soaked in gasoline if he let them know that
that's what needed to happen.

An obit just slightly off base, but possibly important to many of you?
MAJOR GENERAL DOYLE EUGENE LARSON
Retired Aug. 1, 1983.
Major General Doyle Eugene Larson is the first commander of the Electronic
Security Command, a major command with headquarters at Kelly Air Force Base,
Texas. The command was formed in August 1979 from the U.S. Air Force Security
Service and other Air Force assets.
General Larson was born in 1930, in Madelia, Minn.; graduated from Madelia High
School in 1948, then attended Macalester College, St. Paul, Minn., until 1951. He
received a bachelor of arts degree in English from Hardin-Simmons University,
Abilene, Texas, in 1962 and a master's degree in political science from Auburn (Ala.)
University in 1971. He graduated from the Squadron Officer School at Maxwell Air
Force Base, Ala., in 1959, Armed Forces Staff College at Norfolk, Va., in 1965 and the
Air War College, also at Maxwell, in 1971.
General Larson entered the Air Force in March 1951 at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas. Upon completion of basic training he was assigned to the Army Language
School, Monterey, Calif., to study the Russian language. After graduation he was
assigned to the U.S. Air Force Security Service at Brooks Air Force Base, Texas. In
October 1952 he entered training as an aviation cadet at James Connally Air Force
Base, Texas, and graduated with distinction in May 1953, earning his wings and a
commission as a second lieutenant.
In June 1953 he transferred to Moody Air Force Base, Ga., as a student for radar
interceptor and air warfare training. In November 1953 he was assigned as a radar
observer with the 84th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron, Hamilton Air Force Base,
Calif. Beginning in May 1954 he was an aircraft observer at Wold Chamberlin Field,
Minn., and in August 1954 at Fairbanks, Alaska, with the 18th Fighter-Interceptor
Squadron.
General Larson applied for duty with the U.S. Air Force Security Service and in
October 1956 was assigned to March Air Force Base, Calif., to attend the
Communications Intelligence Course. He graduated first in his class in May 1957,
and then served as the chief of the Analytical Training Branch of the school. In
August 1958 he was placed in charge of an advance party in the movement of the
intelligence school to Goodfellow Air Force Base, Texas.
General Larson's assignments at the school progressed into positions of increasing
responsibility. In April 1959, after completing Squadron Officer School, he became
chief of the Language Training Division. In September 1961 General Larson
attended Hardin-Simmons University under the "Operation Bootstrap" program.
General Larson was assigned in May 1962 as commander of the newly designated
6985th Security Squadron at Eielson Air Force Base, Alaska. In February 1965 he
entered the Armed Forces Staff College. In July 1965, as commander, he activated
the 6949th Security Squadron at Offutt Air Force Base, Neb., and in July 1967, the
6990th Security Squadron at Kadena Air Base, Okinawa. During the war in
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Vietnam, the 6990th provided direct support to Air Force combat elements and
received the Travis Trophy as the most outstanding cryptologic activity in the
Department of Defense. General Larson was credited with 71 combat missions
during this period. In August 1970 he entered the Air War College.
In July 1971 General Larson became the senior military representative of the
National Security Agency at the Pentagon where, as the principal military
spokesman for the director of the agency, he provided support to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the military departments.
He transferred to the Air Staff in July 1972 as assistant for joint matters, assistant
chief of staff, intelligence, and in May 1973 became the director, policy and resource
management.
In September 1974 General Larson was appointed director for intelligence,
Headquarters U.S. Pacific Command at Camp H.M. Smith, Hawaii. He become
deputy chief of staff for intelligence, Headquarters Strategic Air Command in
January 1977. He assumed command of U.S. Air Force Security Service in January
1979.
His military decorations and awards include the Distinguished Service Medal,
Legion of Merit with two oak leaf clusters, Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal
with three oak leaf clusters, Air Force Commendation Medal with oak leaf cluster
and the Air Force Outstanding Unit Award with two oak leaf clusters and "V"
device. He wears the Aircraft Observer and Missile badges.
He was promoted to major general July 1, 1977, with date of rank May 1, 1974.

In Issue 301 I added the following:
way off base unless you need to amuse your grand-children or your self! Then go for
it!
http://web.mac.com/davidstein6314/iWeb/bubblething1/us.html
I should have a report on this next week? Again, for the amusement of
grand-children only, of course! Adults may try this for scientific testing purposes
only.

The effort was a failure, not totally but certainly disapointing. Anybody have a better
formula for bubble soap?
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Hof Connection Update #307
www.hofreunion.com
08.22.07

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Next Issue
This will be the last update for three weeks since Pat and I (and most of the Board)
will be on the road going to and from Reno. As this mailbox (and my personal address)
at dejazzd.com have a limited size, there may be times when you get a response that
says the mail box is full. Simply try your message again later since I will (hopefully) be
able to delete, store and forward mail from time to time during my absence.
The next update, number 308 will come out the first part of the week beginning 9/16/07
with all the news that is fit to print about Reno.
What happened in Vegas (mostly) stayed in Vegas. I am not sure that will be true about
Reno!
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association.
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skynews pic

Lonesome for the Cold War...?
It just might be coming back. TU-95's are again prowling the Atlantic and Pacific after
a hiatus that has lasted since about the "end" of the Cold War.

Typhoon shadows Russian Tupolev-95 "Bear"
It is the first time the [brand new] £60m Eurofighter has been scrambled on a genuine
alert since it took over defence of Britain's airspace in June.
The [British] MoD said in a statement: "RAF Typhoons from Numbers 3(F) and XI
Squadrons launched to shadow a Russian Bear-H aircraft over the North Atlantic
Ocean on Friday 17 August 2007."
The £67 million fighter jets were officially put on active standby last month, ready to
protect the UK from hijacked airliners and other threats from the skies.
From Sky News (with video) at
http://news.sky.com/skynews/article/0,,30100-1280809,00.html
(Hope they had their new radars and countermeasures turned OFF! GCI only please
guys!)
And the Russian and Chines are having joint military exercises in their adjoining
border areas (BBC)
Claude Proctor in his intermittent newsletter, "Behind the Lines" has an
interesting write up on this situation. Email him at dproctor@suddenlink.net for a copy
or reply here and I will pass it along.

The Candy Bomber
I enjoyed the pic of Col Halvorsen in the Hof update. Glad to see he is still kicking
around. He was
the Tempelhof (Berlin) Air Base Commander when I was stationed there. he was a
really a nice guy
and down to earth with the troops. He was/is a devout Mormon and was known for
drinking grape
juice straight at social gatherings...
Terry Sweeney
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Shadow of the Shadow...
Hi Jerry:
Your reunion is getting close now, isn't it? I know it will be a tremendous success.
I've heard from a few of your members regarding Shadows on an Iron Curtain, asking if
it would be available. Did you ever decide if you wanted a few at the reunion for door
prizes or for sale or anything? If you do, please let me know.
I know now that I won't be out that way during the reunion, as a very dear friend
who "mothered" all us teachers in the Bamberg/Hof region has just been diagnosed
with terminal cancer. "Emily" from the story is quite ill, and "Abby" and I will fly out
together to spend some time with her in California during that time frame. First the
"Spook" also from Shadows, passed away unexpectedly, then "Neil" from Between
Duty and Devotion, and just Friday also "Skip" from the same book. All my heroes
and heroines are leaving in an untimely fashion...or perhaps we are all just getting to
that age. It is sad, and I must admit to feeling a bit down.
But, I hope all of you enjoy getting together and reminding each other how wonderful
it is to have good friends who shared an important part of your lives. The whole Cold
War scenario was an important time, and an important mission. All of you have fun
remembering all your exploits and friendships.
Sincerely, Margaret Brettschneider
p.s. you mentioned (in your note) another lady whose mother got her across the Border
as Mutti did in Mutti's War.
Unfortunately, there were thousands of people who were victims of that refugee trek
and hardships of World War II, and it changed all their lives forever. However, I find
that most will not talk about it, and VERY few have written about it. That's a shame,
and the whole reason I wrote Mutti's story because, otherwise, those stories would be
lost. If you have a chance, encourage the lady to put pen to paper.)
(a.k.a. author M.J.Brett,) www.mjbrett.com

PDF Update Format available....
Due to apparent site blocking of the weekly update, several members are now
successfully receiving the weekly update in PDF format via their regular email. If you
find that your copy of the update is sometimes missing or totally blocked or you cannot
see the pics for what ever reason, let me know and I will add you to that list with no
problem.

Trick Rosters...
CA Russell, with input from several people has put together a Charlie Trick roster of
about 120 names so far and that is not counting an addition from a July 1959 set of
orders sent by Charlie Farris that had the names of everybody in the Squadron for all
FIVE shifts. The usual four were there, Able, Baker, Charlie and Dawg but there was
an "Easy" flight listed that had about double the number of people on any of the other
flights. Everybody assigned to the 6915th RSM was assigned to a flight and had to
stand formation as required per the Base Commander
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And this one
Where are you hiding that Charlie Trick roster? I think that I spent about four years
(November 1961 - November 1965) on Charlie Trick, and I don't recall anyone asking
me if I remember anyone. I might be one of the elders, but it could be that I remember
a few.
Herman Naron

Anybody that wants to receive a roster should drop CA Russell a note re
Charlie Trick ONLY. Any volunteers for the other (4?) shifts?

From the Adjutant:
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from John Inman:
Subject: DD-214's are NOW Online.
Its official, DD-214's are NOW Online.

http://www.archives.gov
The National Personnel Records Center (NPRC) has provided the following
website for veterans to gain access to their DD-214s online:
http://www.archives.gov/
This may be particularly helpful when a
veteran needs a copy of his/her DD-214 for employment purposes. NPRC is
working to make it easier for veterans with computers and Internet access
to obtain copies of documents from their military files. Military veterans
and the next of kin of deceased former military members may now use a new
online military personnel records system to request documents. Other
individuals with a need for documents must still complete the Standard
Form 180, which can be downloaded from the online web site. Because the
requester will be asked to supply all information essential for NPRC to
process the request, delays that normally occur when NPRC has to ask
veterans for additional information will be minimized. The new web-based
application was designed to provide better service on these requests by
eliminating the records center's mailroom processing time.
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Please pass this information on to former military personnel you may know
and their dependents
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Hof Connection Update #308
www.hofreunion.com
09.19.07
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
There will be two updates this week, #308 and #309 due to the
amount of information and numbers of pictures available!

Reno2007 is all over now except for the memories and the smiles and the miles
and miles of driving that some of us did (and some are still doing as I write this).
The dust has settled, the bags emptied and the laundry has been done and the
check book is devastated once again.
Each of our reunions has been better than the last, and Reno was no exception to
this rule.
After a great reunion like this there are always people to single out because of
their contributions and if I happen to miss a person please bring the name forard.

At the top of this heap of folks is Don Riverkamp, our outgoing President and
new Senior Advisor, who ramrodded most of the show in Reno. Don had a superb
relationship with the Eldorado staff, with three big names coming to mind: The
head chef, David Conn, and "Mama" (that's what her name tag says!) who
ramrodded the dining room with the help of Oliverio (Nacho). As a team they
produced and delivered the best mass feeding meal I have ever had in a hotel.
What a great buffet! The desk staff also deserves applause, even the newbies. If a
mistake was made or a situation arose, it was fixed, with a great smile, almost
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instantly.

Don Riverkamp and Mama
Our tours were excellent and here in particular I have to mention Lynn Melody
who not only was the lead driver on day two but also did the "guiding". She knew
the history of the area, the people, the geography, the flora and fauna and the
economy to such a degree that it was like riding with author James Michner, thru
"Texas" or "Hawaii" or "Chesapeake". #1 BEST tour-guide I have ever had,
jumping ahead of "Albert", a guide from Tel Aviv and the West Bank. And that's
really HIGH praise!

Lynn Melody behind the wheel
The hospitality rooms had two past Presidents involved, Jim Riggins, and Dick
Obidinski and our new Board member, Phil Murray, our Bi-yearly Hof
Connection Newsletter editor. They, with their crew of hundreds, well... 39 plus
anyway, kept the drinks and the coffee and the munchies in constant supply.
Joe and Dolores Kessler did yeoman's work of pre-organizing the registration
files, folders, tickets and lists for everybody. The Krcma's, Francis Fukumoto,
the Mangas's, Monika Wilson, the Sparks', The Springsteen, Bill Ward and
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the Donald assisted in the hilarity.

The Middendorfs and Mikloiches did a fantastic job in putting together the
possibly hundreds of items donated for auction and door prizes. Andy Brads
came back for an encore as Reunion auctioneer, driving the gavel home!
Nate Sparks and Stu Sturdevant handled the 50/50 collections and drawing
with their usual skill.
Francis Fukumoto did a touching Final Flyby ceremoney, this year with an
American Indian touch with a drum note inspead of the usual bell with the
reading of the Names.
And Plaudits go, as always, to the ladies of our organization who step right up
and offer their help, their attention and ther service in any number of ways to the
registration effort. They contribute every year, sometimes in the background but
normally right up front, without ever being asked.
Without them..? I wouldn't want to even think about it!
Thank you all !!!.
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By the way.... the 18th was the 60th Anniversary of the USAF!

The closing of one reunion always leads right into the planning and organization
of the next, and in this case looking to next year and with the assistance of our
new Board member and German rep, Robert Hoerath, all the way into 2010, for
another return to Hof/Saale, as voted by the membership.
Our 2008 reunion is planned for Charlestown, South Carolina and Stu
Sturdevent our new President, is putting together the team that will set this
one up. I would encourage you all to step up and volunteer your talents and
services for these occasions. The pay is high, the personal rewards great and the
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camaradarie outstanding. Actually the pay is terrible but the rest is total truth!

Here is a hopefully complete list of names of the major
participants from Don:
REGISTRATION: DON RIVERKAMP, JERRY & PAT MANGAS, JOE &
DOLORES KESSLER, STU & MARCEY STURDEVANT, NATE & UTE
SPARKS, BILL WARD, BARRY & SUE SPRINGSTEEN, GREG & SANDY
KRCMA, AND FRANCIS FUKUMOTO.
HOSPITALITY COORDINATORS: JIM RIGGIN, DICK OBIDINSKI,
AND PHIL MURRAY, PLUS HOST OF VOLUNTEERS.
50/50: NATE SPARKS AND STU STURDEVANT & VOLUNTEERS
AUCTION & DOOR PRIZES: JERRY MIDDENDORF & TOM
MIKLOICHE
ELDORADO SALES STAFF: JOHN MCGINNES & ASSISTANT JENA
ELDORADO ENTERTAINMENT: MICHELE WILLIAMS & RHIANNON
DAMICO.
ELDORADO CATERING; HAROLYN NISH & CREW
ELDORADO CONVENTION CTR: MAMA & NACHO AND CREW
AND HEAD CHEF & HIS ASSISTANT,
DAVID CONN.
ELDORADO REGISTRATION DESK AND BELL HOPS.
NEVADA RENO AIR NATIONAL GUARD:
MSGT MICHAEL MUNIZ - HRA CONTACT
HONOR GUARDS: MSGT DOUG LAWSON, MSGT SCOTT VODREE,
RETIRED MSGT STEVE PRAVET & TSGT RAFAEL KELLY
PHOTOGRAPHERS: JERRY & MARY JO NEWTON
MUSIC DOCTOR DJ: JACK BARRETT
RENO-SPARKS VISITORS BUREAU - ROBYN NICHOLS
ALL WEST COACH LINES: HRA CONTACT - TIM AGUAYO
LEAD DRIVER & TOUR GUIDE - LYNN MELODY
TOUR GUIDES - CAROLYN CHIMITS, LUCY D'ANGELO & CYNTHIA
NELSON
IF I LEFT ANYONE OUT, PLEASE FILL ME IN, AND THANKS
TO EVERYONE FOR THEIR ATTENDANCE AND THEIR HELP IN
MAKING 2007 A
GREAT SUCCESSFUL REUNION.
DON RIVERKAMP
Senior Advisor
Hof Reunion Assoication
Haven't been to a reunion before? Don't know anybody? This is the way to fix
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that.
Imagine the biggest, happiest, next to the wildest family reunion you have ever
been to and that's a Hof Reunion. Please join us in Charleston. We even take in
and adopt the occasional totally lost Special Forces trooper that used to jump out
of perfectly goo airplanes over strage places like Thailand instead of over Hof! He
was lost but now he's 'found'?

You can safely ignore those guys with the bad teeth!
Mostly, anyways.

Board of Director Changes
At the 2007 Reunion, a new Board of Directors was elected. 4 new members were
added.
Robert Hoerath, our German Representative was elected to the Board of
Directors and Phil Murray, our Hof Connection Newsletter Editor was also
elected to the Board.
Due to the unexpected reitrement of Chuck Wilson, our 2nd VP, we needed to
fill two positions instead of the normal 2nd VP slot. Bill Ward was elected to the
newly vacant First VP position that Chuck would have assumed and Tom
Mikloiche to 2nd VP. Jim Riggens, our past President and Senior Advisor
returns to more or less a normal life, if possibly working between Germany and
Iraq can be considered normal.
We wish both Chuck and Jim the best and thank them both for their considerable
efforts in behalf of the Reunion Association. In fact, if it had not been for Chuck
Wilson's drive. commitment and dedication over the last, I think, 11 years, this
organization might not even exist today.
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We will continue to value his contributions and his knowlege and experience in
things Reunion and Air Force and wish him all the best in retirement.

Addenda

* A request from Stu Sturdevant, our new President and chief "Cop" (Is that
anything like "Copo di tuttii Coppi"? )...
Would anybody who was ever associated in any way with the Air Police, 602nd,
603rd, 606th, 6910th, 6912th or 6915th or Military Police, Constabulary, 2nd or
3rd Cav or CID/CIC or OSI at Hof please email him. He keeps a Cop Roster of all
of you. And tries to keep you in line at the reunions which is a losing proposition!
These guys even show up wearing their "colors".

Reply via Hofreunion@dejazzd.com or direct to Stu at stuclan@earthlink.net

* And for the Golfers;
With increasing demand for a golf outing at our reunions, Bill Toni is putting
together a group for Charleston. Reply to Bilhelentoni@aol.com if you play at any
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level.

Address change!
This will be listed again in issure #309: Change the Adjutant's address to
hofreunion@roadrunner.com. The Secretary's address remains at
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Change your address books asap!

Update 309 will follow in a couple of days!
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Subject: Re: Hof Connection Update #
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2007 00:07:22 -0400
To: Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>, Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>

Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

Hof Connection Update 309
www.hofreunion.com
09.24.07
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
This is the issue
that I hoped to get out this past weekend.... #310 will follow at the regular time on
Tuesday evening/Wednesday morning.

An addition to 308
And a correction
People to thank: Peg Adams also assisted at the Registration tables, and the
correction... David Conn is the Assistant Chef at the Eldorado.

Here is your new Board of Directors for 2008 .
CA Russel, our membership chairman is missing from the photo.
Top Row, left to right
Stu Sturdevant, Barry Springsteen, Nate Sparks, Phil Murray, Jerry Mangas,
Don Riverkamp

9/25/2007 9:33 AM
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Front Row, left to right
Bill Ward, Tom Mikloiche, Joe Kessler, Robert Hoerath

ISP Problems...
According to several people, changes made to their ISP's anti-spam systems since
9/11/07 are now blocking their weekly updates at times. If this is happening to you or
you are NOT seeing the pics that are always included in the updates then let me know
and I will switch you the the PDF listing, which seems so far to always get thru. That is
if your server is not just blocking mail for the sake of blocking it. Wildblue.com and
roadrunner.com or .rr.com are the latest culprits. We even have one member (with a
current valid address) not getting the update but his wife (also with a current valid
address) does. Go figger. As a for instance:

Hello Jerry,
Thanks. I just had a major heated discussion with Time Warner Cable this morning
(probably to
no avail). About a couple of weeks ago I received an email from TWC that they had
picked up a bunch
of new accounts and would be "shifting accounts around." I believe this referred to
them not having
enough bandwidth to accommodate all these new customers so they begin to steal
bandwidth from
existing customers. I had so many problems surfing and receiving emails.
I told them this morning that my "high speed" DSL is slower than dial up modem and
for the very first time since I have had the internet in my home, they finally have
competition (AT&T Yahoo) and I won't hesitate to pull the plug in a heartbeat. Guess
what? All of a suddend I have blazing fast high speed DSL again.
The thing that concerns me is that now that I have it back again, some other customer
is fighting the
battle so I may switch anyway.
You may feel free to forward this to all your Road Runner addresses. TWC needs to
feel some pain
for its greed.
Regards,
Charlie Farris
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Don Riverkamp...
Still have a limited supply of Hof Reunion (Reno2008) T-shirts available. He has 12
3XL, 8 XL's 7 Large and 3 Mediums. Price is 10$ each and that includes shipping.
Contact Don at river1940@sbcglobal.net or at 512-258-4894 for more information.
That's all there are. Once these are gone....

This happens
to a particular group of Reunion goers all the time!

Thanks to Dan Scanney. ..
Several times we have mentioned Audie Murphey's presence in Hof without ever
really knowing why he was actually there as a civilian. He had been hired to narrate an
Army training film about the new Missile Artillery in Europe of the period and had
come to Hof with his old WW II commander for a border tour and briefing. The film
clip, now available on DVD, shows him flying in on a helo and landing on the Kaserne
parking lot, running up to the border to the "Broken Bridge" on the old Hof/Dresden
Autobahn, and leaving in true Hollywood style. But apparently he was actually at the
Kaserne for several days doing the filming as many of our members have mentioned.
The film is entitled "Army Missile Systems featuring Audie Murphy" and is available
from Traditions Military Videos, address on request.

From Harvey Harris...
DON, JERRY AND REST OF THE GANG
WELCOME BACK!
I MISSED ALL MY UPDATES WELL DID NOT MISS ANY JUST MISSED GETTING
THEM WHILE YOU ALL WERE GONE.
I AM SORRY THAT MY HEALTH FORBIDS ME FROM BEING WITH YOU ALL ON
THIS TRIPS AS I KNOW I WOULD ENJOY THEM
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AGAIN THANKS FOR ALL THE GOOD WORK YOU ALL DO
HR HARRIS
GLAD TO HAVE YOU ALL BACK SAFE AN SOUND

Lonesome for the Cold War part II?
Pravda, in what sounds more like Krocodil, the old Komsomol satirical magazine,
attempts to heat it up a little:
http://english.pravda.ru/opinion/feedback/97410-0/

Dog Flight members
Joe Eberhart and Charlie Epperson are trying to put together a complete list of
anybody who ever was attached to Dog Trick (or Flight if you want to be proper) thru
the years at Hof. Since Charlie is currently out of the country, please respond to Joe at
\
eberhardtjo@comcast.net with your information and years in Hof.
The Charlie Trick roster is still in progress. Names for that flight go to CA Russell at
russca@bellsouth.net

Military Trivia
And actually not so trivial at all.... Who was the first man in the US Military to win
TWO Medals of Honor?

And for those of you with or who had TSCW-indoc clearances, remember 20 and 20? A
20 Thousand Dollar fine and 20 years in Leavenworth for any kind of disclosure of
classified material?
Did you know that Leavenworth is now called "The Great Escape"?
Maybe that's why Sandy Berger was not at all concerned about plundering classified
docs from the National Archives?

The following...
from Stu Sturdevant and also from an old (gasp) Navy friend.... Stu was questioned
about his saluting the colors in Reno instead of the more traditional placing his hand
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on his heart.

Subject: The Salute
WASHINGTON, D.C. - U.S. Senator Jim Inhofe (R-Okla..) today praised the passage by
unanimous consent of his bill (S.1877) clarifying U.S. law to allow veterans and
servicemen not in uniform to salute the flag. Current law ( US Code Title 4, Chapter 1)
states that veterans and servicemen not in uniform should place their hand over their
heart without clarifying whether they can or should salute the flag.
"The salute is a form of honor and respect, representing pride in one's military service,"
Senator Inhofe said. "Veterans and service members continue representing the military
services even when not in uniform."
"Unfortunately, current U.S. law leaves confusion as to whether veterans and service
members out of uniform can or should salute the flag. My legislation will clarify this
regulation, allowing veterans and servicemen alike to salute the flag, whether they are
in uniform or not."
"I look forward to seeing those who have served saluting proudly at baseball games,
parades, and formal events. I believe this is an appropriate way to honor and recognize
the 25 million veterans in the United States who have served in the military and
remain as role models to others citizens. Those who are currently serving or have
served in the military have earned this right, and their recognition will be an
inspiration to others."
This Bill was passed July 25, 2007.

From the Adjutant...
Please be aware that Joe Kessler's new email address is hofreunion@roadrunner.com.
Adelphia was bought out by Time Warner and we are forced to change the e-mail
address.
The Reno convention was a real success. Don RiverKamp and his crew did and
excellent job and everything ran smoothly. Chaplain Francis Fukumoto conducted a
memorial service, assisted by Stu Sturdevant, Bill Ward and Joey Trujilio, for the
fallen members.
At the reunion we had pictures of the attendees of the 2006 reunion in Germany. If you
are interested in the composite pictures, e-mail me at hofreunion@roadrunner.com and
I will reply with the pictures as attachments.
Joe
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Way WAY off base but possibly of value to many of you?
Tired of the incessant flow of credit card apps and insurance solicitations? Apparently
they get your address from the various credit reporting bureaus.
Now the Credit Reporting Agencies have started am "Opt out" or "opt in" program that
lets you be taken off that mailing list in the same fashion as the national do-not-call
registry lists. I heard recently of a company that charges 10$ a month for this same
service that you can now do for free all by yourself. Go to www.optoutprescreen.com or
call 1.888.567.8688
from www.readingeagle.com/article.aspx?id=56982 and also www.fraudguides.com
Your millage may vary.
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Hof Connection Update 310
www.hofreunion.com
09.26.07
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Again a reminder...
If you are not seeing the .jpg pictures and the HRA insignia at the top of these weekly
updates, please let me know. We DO have an alternative format to use so you see what
everybody else gets to see and enjoy! Just hit "reply" on your email program to this (or
another update) and we can try correcting the problem. As in this note from Shirley
Wood:
"yes the updates you send look like the ones I returned to you. I never get
any of the photo's. You might try sending them to me at my other email
address. (deleted) sometimes things come through on that one better"
Thanks,
Shirley Wood
Her updates look like this at the beginning:
/*Hof Connection Update 309
www.hofreunion.com
*/
*09.24.07*
/*Jerry Mangas - Secretary
*//*
hofreunion@dejazzd.com*/
/*
*/

If this is the way you receive the updates (showing the html coding), it ain't right! Let
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me know please.

FROM KATHE URBAN AND LIZ SEIGFRIED:
Thanks to the Hof Reunion Association in RENO for letting us be a part of the RENO
REUNION. This is our third vacation to the United States of America. The first visit
occurred in 2003, second in 2005 (attended the NASHVILLE REUNION) and 2007 in
RENO. This vacation and RENO Reunion will never be forgotten! We will be
returning to Hof on Wednesday, September 19, 2007 and we sure have a lot to talk
about to our family and friends. We have already decided we would like to come back
to the United States in 2009. God willing and if health is as good as it is now, we would
like to participate in the the 2009 Hof Association Reunion.
Love and best wishes.
Kathe Urban and Lizbeth Seigfired.

Couple corrections....
>From the desk of the President

Bobby Sturdevant wrote:
> Man that is gruesome looking front row (in the Board of Directors pic) --looks like the
front line on the Football team that I'd hate to face. Too bad we are missing C.A. Just
one change: Don's official title is now Executive Ad visor.
Thanks
STU
And I mis-spelled CA's last name. It has two L's in it! CA Russell!
//insert bod

Kudos....
ALLRIGHT HRA.YOU WENT AND DID IT AGAIN.AWESOME REUNION......
WALTER & MARGOT TRIBBLE

Re Audie Murphy
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Yes, he spent some time at Kingsley Kaserne. Shot a scene with a backdrop of the 2nd
Armored Cavs tanks which were in the big motor pool parking lot. Actually got to talk
with him in our little snack bar. very down to earth fella! Regards and thanks for a
great reunion in Reno!! Ed Chase, 6912th 57-61
That scene takes up about 10 seconds or so in the actual movie!
... delighted you and apparently everybody else enjoyed themselves!

From Chet Zaremba....
I really, really like that jacket with the old USAFSS patch on the back. Sorta reminds
me of the old 8th Air Force Bomber jackets. Where Robbie has "Air Police", one could
inscribe their operational unit or job, i.e. OPN-D or Interaction,,,D/F......or really
blow peoples minds (except those who know our secrets) with
R-20351-E .
Some enterprising firm should certainly look into it....
'Nuff of my alleged mind for tonight.............
Chet...
A1C/OPN-D/R-20351-E/SCZ9-12-63/3345th TS/3706 BMTS

Chet was not only a Hofer dash E but is also a retired PA State Cop AND a retired
Police Chief as well. Does that double qualify him for Stu's Cop list or does the Dash E
part dis-qualify him? As Chet says... OAC AAC.
Another one for Stu's list is Harvey Harris, a retired Missouri Hiway Patrol officer.

A request from the Donations Committee...
Jerry Middendorf and Tom Mikloiche need some help identifying some the donors
of the following remaining door prize/auction items.
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If you were the donor of one of these items, please let Jerry or Mick know.. at
j.middendorf@comcast.net or tmik@cox.net..

It is so nice reading the weekly updates and seeing so many familiar names.
One of these days I'll think about joining you all on one of your reunions.
Thanks again for sending me the updates. They do bring back lots of
wonderful memories of our time in Hof.
Take Care,
Shirley Woods

Veterans Salute....
Reference item about the salute in Update 309:
The information is correct, but not complete. The bill
was passed by the Senate on July 27, 2007; however,
as of now the house has not passed the bill, after which
it must be signed by the President. As with most bills,
this may take a while. The last action was July 26, 2007
when it was referred to the House Committee on the
Judiciary.
For those interested you can check it out at:
www.govtrack.us/congress/bill.xpd?bill=s110-1877
Thanks.
Dick Herbert
6915 RSM
1962-1963
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Amazing people in our membership...
John and Carol Scholl have foster-parented over 100 children! That's plain
amazing!

Problems in Paradise?
In Texas anyway.... Both Stu Sturdevant and Don Riverkamp are struggling with
new computer systems. If they don't respond to an email you sent, just try again
please. Or let your fingers do the walking.

Your old (clean, hopefully) Reunion T-shirt...
the one that you can no longer wear?
Email traffic to date indicates we will be having door prizes in CHARLESTON2008.
With my encouragement and suggestion, Hilde is thinking about making a quilt from
recycled reunion association tee shirts.
Therefore, if you have some old reunion tee shirts that you are not planning on using
anymore (that are just collecting dust and that you may have outgrown (ha ha) they
can be mailed to us:
The Middendorfs
405 FOREHAND COURT
BEL AIR, MARYLAND 21015
I am making this request randomly, so we do not get an over abundance of tee shirts
mailed to us.
Jerry Middendorf

And a sad note...
After a long illness with metastatic breast cancer my wife, Susan, passed away
peacefully (9/14/2007) in Cleveland, Ohio. She was diagnosed with cancer in 2003 and
her first recurrence was in 2005. We learned of brain metastasis one month ago and
stopped all treatment. One of the highlight of the past year for her was the reunion
trip to Hof. Sue and our daughter Aubrey were able to connect with an important part
of my life and meet some wonderful people at the reunion. We often looked at the
pictures of our trip to Austria and Germany last September.
Best wishes,
Paul Schefft

From the Adjutant's Desk...
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